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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
ARY 1, 1972
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray.
Quoted:"He is no fool who
gives what he cantiot keep, to
gain what he cannot lose".
Notice the number of Robins
that are hanging around all
winter long. They may .be
vying for the -First Robin of
the Spring" honors.
Up to Henderson yesterday
with Norman Klapp to Frank
and Vanda Gibson's dad's
funeral. The ministe?, Rev.
Smith Allen, made a statement
which bears a lot of thought:
"We should all be good to one
;mother, because we have such
NI"
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In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 2, 1972

County Man ReportedWounded In Vietnam

Home Of Vopal Dick
Destroyed By Blaze
The Calloway County Rescue
&glad was called this morning
at 4:00 ä.m. to the home of
opaniick inThe'Condord area.
The building was listed as a
total loss by the Re:scue Squad;
according to squad reports, the
house had already burned to the
ground by the time they arrived
on the scene.
Mrs. Dick, 63, and Rob'Dick,
33, her son, and the only other
resident of the house, were
taken, to the Murray Calloway
, Hospital, where, acCaulk)
cording to hospital authorities,
they were given emergency
treatment for possible smoke
inhalation and were released.

Only a few bedroom articles
were saved, according to Squad
reports.
The Rescue Squad arrived off
the scene at 4:15 a.m.., after _
taking the 'cell' at 4:00. Personnel (answering the alarm
were Max Dowdy,Jim__Johnson,
Ed Jennings; Jim Kelly, Jim
Wilkerson, Aaron Dowdy, Jerry
McCoy, Gordon Wirt, Bob
Schumacher, and Denis Martin.
Outbuildings in the vicinity of
the house were sewed by the
efforts of the Rescue Squad,
and the emergency Van was
used to transport the injured
people to the hospital.
ilANKLEY
The cause of the fire was
-‘4aillaii.ile*elkrough the
Unknown, as wee ittialtrellAfTHING DRIVE-ThuilloreaD11812114eidilstaiamseArnihouse was
el February for the Barkley Boys Camp.Pictured here at one of the eleIking drops are (left to right)
two miles from Wisehart's Bill Cherry, president of the array Optimist, Arthur Green, president of Alpha Gamma Rho
Grocery on Ky. 641.
fraternity at Murray State University, and BM Edens, manager of Roses.The clothing drop off points
will be located at the following locations: Roses, IGA, Singer, Tucker's TV Service, Peoples Bank,
and the Bank of Murray.
—
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
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SMS Gayle Tommy Thompson, son of Mrs. Wiruue Edwards of Dexter Route One and
the late Ernest Thompson, has
been reported wounded!) action in 13ieict1ol-,' Vietnam.
Mrs. Edwards was notified of
her son's wounds last week. The
extent of his injuries are not
known, but he is reported to be
.
in a hospital in Vietnam,
SMS Thompson, age 37, is a
career man with the United

-FRANKFORT;-1C3I.-1AP)-=
We see in the paper where The Ktntticity Public Sertice
Robert -Koch of Grassau, -Commission is due to decide toGermany married Magdalene day whether a $25.5 million dr7ft lotteG
ry for Ctit rTiilliTheon
Klein, 77, on his 100th. birthday. rate increase request by South men turning 19 lids year began
First notification of the
They moved out of the home for Central Bell should be sus- today with No. 29 being asof the Murray State
decision
hearing.
a
the aged where they lived to pended, pending
signed to those born Sept. 26, University board of regents in
The increase would take efescape "the envious gossip" in
1953.
the case of four black students
fect Thursday if no action is
the home.
capsules
their suspension from
appealing
of
draw
second
The
the
of
two
taken. However,
mail to
Today is Groundhog Day. three commissioners have said from two plexiglass drums in school will be made by
Whether he sees his shadow or they favor suspension of the in- this fourth draft lottery, per- their attorney.
Following two full days of
haps the last in the Vietnam
not, we have a feeling we are in
crease:
for some winter weather ahead.
Company representatives fold war era that will actually draft testimony and summation
men statements, William Allison,
the PSC Tuesday that South men, mated No. 319 to
1953.
born
11,
attorney for the four, said he
Oct.
Central Bell's "credit and operMarch is only four weeks
Nov. 24 was drawn from a had to leave the campus imbe materially imwill
ations
away,so if the weather is going
paired" if the PSC does not al- red capsule and No. 180 from a mediately to return to his home
to do anything, it had better get
low the rate increase to take ef- blue capsule on the third match in Louisville and requested that
with it.
of a ceremony in the Com- no decision be announced until
fect
merce Department auditorium 48 hours after a letter to him_
moa
filed
has
The company
We have Jonquils that are up
tion with the PSC, asking if the that is expected to last about had been posted.
Members of the board whis
proposed rate increase is sus- two hours.
The lottery decides the se- heard the evidence against the
set
commission
the
that
pended
Thanks to Harry Sledd for the
on quence of the call to military four students charged with
nice note. Harry was Post- an "immediate hearing"
service in 1973, at least until disrupting an alumni luncheon
exists
emergency
an
whether
master for a number of years
July 1 of the year when the on Homecoming Day last No 6
immethe
warrant
would
that
and one of the top backers for
current draft authority expires. deliberated in closed session for
diate increase.
the MSU sports program.
South Central serves 73 Ken- President Nixon has pledged to more than three hours Tuesday
achieve a zero draft by then evening.
tucky counties.
Lots of folks have the one and
The four who appealed their
A state law allows the com- and make another extension of
two day flue, whatever that is.
the draft unnecessary.
suspension by a university
the
during
time
any
at
mission,
Anyway you run hot and cold
Only those with very "kile- disciplinary -Committee in
and are weak for about a week. suspension period, to permit all
or part of an increase if the numbers are expected-te-be
h -----111
"
4--iatchael
"
company can show either that Called, The callup is expected 1-mrerY, Madisonville; James
Ate some meatIoaf in a an emergency exists or that op- to be far under the lottery No, Mapp, Chattanooga; Ulysses
Parker, Louisville; and James
restaurant in Henderson erations will be substantially 125 reached in 1971.
Van,Leer, Madisonville.
yesterday. Nobody makes meat impaired without the increase.
loaf like our wife. Nettie Klapp
runs a close second however.
Our sympathy to the families
of Dr. Bailey, Jr. and Louis
Slusmeyer.
Another new home going up
in Gatesboro. Also back behind
us on Melrose.

FIREMEN CALLED
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call to a car fire in
front of Graham and Jackson
on the court square on Tuesday
at 8:30 a.m. CO2 was'used to
extinguish the flames on the
starter of the car that had
shorted out, according to
records of the department. The
owner of the car was not listed.

The Weather
/MY

JeclUidtiPitrehltai
Cloudy with rain changing
to slim and turning colder late
tonight. Low tonight in the mid
20s. Light showers ending
Thursday. High around 32. Outlook for Friday-clear and cold.
Keatacky Forecast
Mostly cloudy through Thursday. Snow spreading over the
state late tonight and decreasing from the west Thursday.
Much colder tonight and Thursday. Lows tonight in the 20s.
Highs Thursday from the upper
20s to mid 30s.
EXTENDED
KENTUCKY
OUTLOOK
:-Mostly fair Friday through
Sunday with a trend towardcolder temperatures during the
period. Lows Friday will be in
the upper teens. Lows Saturday
and Sunday will be around AO.
Highs Friday through Sunday
will be mostly in the 20s.

Fire Destroys
Main Section
At Lone Oak

Dinner Held For
Scouts At Church

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The bill raising the maximum
pay for state agency heads
from $20,000 to $27,500 a year
has been passed by the Rouse,
but only after the roughest
floor fight of the 1972 session.
The vote by which the bill
was sent to the Senate for ac,lion was a narrow 51-42, with
many Democrats joining Republicans in assailing the adOptimist Bill Daughterty was ministratioa proposal. Some
the speaker at the regular called the 37-per cent pay raise,
meeting of the Optimist Club which agency heads and their
this week.
Speaking on "The Philosophy
of Optimist International,"
Daughterty stressed that the
Optimist's primary service is to
be a "Friend of the Boy."
President Bill Cherry was
A minor two car collision
pleased to report that the coat occurred at 1:28 p.m. Tuesday
drive for Barkley Boys Camp is on the parking lot of Swann's
now underway. Several homes Grocery on South 4th Street,
around Murray are designated according to the report filed by
for receiving coats that are to the officers of the Murray
be donated.
Police Department. No tniuries
- Pete Wyaley reported that the were listed on the report
president of the International
Involved were a 1971 OldOptimist Club will be in Murray smobile four door hardtop
on February 18 to present the driven by Mary Kathryne Cain
International President's Mug of 1711 Miller Avenue, Murray,
to Bill Cherry for distinguished and a 1970 Chevrolet four door
service.
sedan driven by Purdom Alfred
Guests of the club at the Lassiter of Murray Route
meeting were Jim Burton, Jack Three.
Kellner, and Mike Zinkolvitch.
Police said the Cain car was
The three men were guests of -parked on the parking lot and
Dr. James Thompson and are Mrs. Cain cpened her left car
members of the faculty
door as the Lassiter car pulled
university.
in beside the Cain car.
club
The Murray Optimist
Damage to the Cain car was
will be playing the Mayfield on the left front door and to the
Optimist club in a basketball Lassiter car on the right front
game tonight at Mayfield.
fender.

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Tuesday

top aides could get under the
bill, "exorbitant."
The going was much smoother as the House passed three
of the billsAit-the administration's consumer protection
package. A fourth bill in that
group, would would prohibit referral sales, was held over so a
technical amendment could be
prepared .
One of the harshest attack:it
on HB111 was unleashed by
House Minority Leader Harold
DeMarcus, who urged his colleagues to "please, this one
time, vote the way your people
want you to vote."
Declaring that Gov. Wendell
Ford "rode to election on the
backs of the teachers whose
salaries are 46th among the 50
states," DeMarcus asserted
that "now you want to take the
fat cats and bureaucrats up to
12th (in the country i, Can you
justify
iliiethat
HcMajority
Leader John
Swinford, who introduced
HB111 for Ford pointed out that
it only was permissive. Many
agency heads are not at the
present maximum of $20,000, he
said, adding that many would
not move up to $27,500 either.
Prior to passing the bill, the
House approved an amendment
offered by Rep. Fred Morgan,
D-Paducah, to raise the salastate's constitutional
ries of
officers as well, retroactive to _
last month.
The governor's salary would
be raised from $30,000 to $35,000, effective in 1975, under the
bill, but the pay of the eight
-*other statewide elective officers
JJanuary.be raised to $22,500 as of
January.

were
-fieveral- —awards
presented at the boy scout
dinner Tuesday night held at the
First Methodist Church.
A Court of Honor was held
following the dinner Earl
Douglas presented the awards.
Tenderfoot badges were
awarded to Chris Parker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Parker,
Continued on Page Teo
and Carl Tolley, son of Mr and
The Hazel Parent Teacher Mrs. Charles Tolley
Club will meet Thursday,
Second Class badges were
February 1,atseVen p.m. at the awarded to Jon Harrison, son of
school with the program to be Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Harrison
by the fifth and sixth grades and Tarpley Jones, son of Mr.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A nent danger The Kentucky CivRev. Robert A. Brockhoff, and Mrs. Madison Jones.
bill expanding Kentucky's child il Liberties Union has quespastor of the Immanuel
Star ,badge was awarded for abuse statutes has won unani- tioned the statute's
Latheran Church, Murray, Sammy Kelly, son of Mr. and mous approval in the Senate.
contending it lacks any proviApplications are now being
will give the devotion
The bill extends the present sion for due process before a
Mrs.,Sarn Kelly.
for those persons
accepted
who
Mrs. Edward
Russell
child is removed.
Merit badges were awarded law relating to children
attending a dance
in
interested
president, will presiden and has to Sammy Kelly, Jon Harrison, suffer from severe malnutrition
The measure has an immunworkshop beginning Thursday,
announced that there will be no Phyl Byrn, Tarpley Jones, to -cover instances of severe ity clause protecting anyone
February 7 in the Carr Health
executive meeting.
who removes a child from subToddy neglect and sexual abuse.
Robinson,
Larry
Building at Murray State
The measure, approved Tues- sequent civil or criminal proseRefreshments will be served Harrison, Randy Williams, and
University.
who
mainanyone
has
require
day, Would
cution. The KCLU
Randy Orr.
The workshop will be conFall Camporee patches were knew of an abuse case to report tained, however, that the clause ducted by Miss Nita Graham,
In
federal
authority.
a
in
proper
the
useless
to
it
be
would
awarded to Larry Robinson,
Mrs. Jamia Taylor, and Miss
the event of a child's death, a court suit, and possibly in a
Ricky Lowe, Sammy Kelly,
Nancy Gordon,. as a part of the
Claire Everstneyer, and Gene person with knowledge of the state court as well.
Title I program:
doca
circumstances
permit
would
bill
surrounding
The
Parker.
The Title I program is a
Scoutmaster Dr. Castle would be required to report tor or hospital in cases of sus- community service prwram
pected abuse to hold a child
Parker and Assistant scout- them.
designe( to train community
The bill also increases a without a ...court order for 24
Adams, _Pat_ Etaggett ,Catina, master Dr. James Byrn were
-ecreatidn4T leaders1Wdiffertriti
Department
Beasley, Emily Byrn, Teresa recognized along with their Child Welfare
for the Title I
Funds
.
areas.
on
Page
(Continued
Ten
authority to remove a
Cunningham, Leeanna Dick, assistants, Fred Stalls and worker's
program are provided by
a situation of Munifrom
child
Ryan
Redrick.
Jane
Mary
Paula Edwards,
Murray State University and
Flora, Greg Fox, Jackie
the federal government.
Galloway, Roger Grogan, Anne
The workshop will consist of
Gregory, Lee Hamilton, Leslie
seven sessions in the area
Homra, Steven Hussing, Susan
Folk Dance ( February 7, 14, 21,
lbay, Jerry Jones, Mary Ann
Teachers 71, March 6, 13, 20), Social
Retired
The
Jones, Melinda Jones, Sonia
Association of Murray and Dance (Feb. 9, 16, 23, March 1,
Kurz,
Johnson, Mary Ann
Calloway, County held its 8, 15-,.22), and Modern Dance
Pamela Lassiter, Lisa Mcregular meeting at the Com- ( April 5, 10-12, 17, 19, 24).
Daniel, Deanna McMillan,
Information and applications
munity'Room of the Murray
Darren Miles, Lisa Outland,
Branch of' the Hopkinsville may be obtained from Miss Nita
Jan Outland, Gwen Radom,
Federal and Savings Loan Graham by calling 753-3808.
&Lien Rogers, Sherry Runyon,
Association on ` Tuesday, Information concerning other
Thomas Shupe, Teresa Smith,
workshops conducted through
_
February 1, at two p.m.
•Roger Smith, 'Lisa Smith,
Mrs. Koski] Jones, retired Title -I may be obtained by
Pamela Srift,Carl Sykes, Carol
teacher from Hazel, presented a contacting Bill Wells, Program
Teitioff, Arirautt, Wynn Tolley,
review of the book, "The Man Director at 767-2596.
Mark Vinson, Larry Watkins,,
Who Moved A Mountain"
Barry Wells,- Debbie_Wilson--io,
Rtéhard David.
THREE CITED
Ann Williams, Kelly Williams,.
The president, Mrs. Justine
Three perienk were cited by
Elizabeth Whitrner.
Story, presided , and regular the Murray POlict:Department
Boy Scout troop 45 held a dinner meeting Tuesday night at the,
Lower Honor Boll
reports were given by' the on Tuesday. They 'were for
First Methodist Church. Forty-eight members and their families
This includes students with an
various-chairmen.
speeding, public drunlihoess,
dinner,
the
the
scouts
a
of
meeting.
attended
Following
number
academic standing of 2.0 to 2.49.
The next meeting will be held and reckless driving, according,
received awards at the Court of. Honor, Earl Douglas presented
on the first Tuesday in April.
to the citation reports.
the awards
(Continued on-Page Ten,

Winners Announced Hazel PTC Meets
At Montgomery Ward
Thursday Evening

Winners have been announced In the drawing held at
the Montgomery-Ward grand
opening last Saturday by Steve
Durbin, store manager.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)-Fire
Bertis Doyle, Route 6 Murray,
of undetermined origin swept was the winner of the television
through the Lone Oak High set given away Saturday.
School early today, destroying
Ricky Lowe, 307 N. 8th,
the main section of the two-sto- Murray, was the winner of the
ry building.
china.
Five fire units battled the
Montgomery Ward has just
blaze which bypassed the newly recently moved into their new
constructed cafeteria and the building on West Chestnut
gymnasium connected to the beside Scott Drug.
main building by freezeways.
As the community's water
supply dwindled, officials asked
residents to refrain from using
water until more could be
pumped into the storage tank.
MeCracken County School
Supt. David Stewart Instructed
the school's 900 students to reThe Murray Middle School
port to the Lone Oak Baptist
academic honor roll for -Grades
- b later in theinaniing for
Chuic
7 and 8 for the second nine
reassignment to classes in comweeks grading period is as
munity churches.
follows, according to school
Stewart said the system
officials: _Upper Honor Roll
should have a complete school
This includes students with an
schedule worked out by Thursacademic standing of 2.50 to
day.
Stewart said he saw no con- 3.0.
Grade-Lindy
Eighth
nection between today's fire
and one on Dec. 26 which dam- Bridwell, Tony Boone, Debra
aged an office, an art room and Chilcutt, Terry Dick, Maria
Daniel, David Frank, Kim Fox,
a trophy case.
The blaze apparently started Jane Friday, Leslie Furchts;
in a boiler room about 4 cm., Greg Grogan, Gary HainHendon, Todd
CST, and quickly spread !worth, Van
Donna
Homra,
Mark
Harrison,
building
main
through the
Called to the scene were fire Heathcott, Kirk Johnson,
units from Lone Oak, Hendron, Tarpley Jones, Chris Kurz,
Paducah- Leslie Klein, Sally Matarazzo,
Paducah, the
McCracken County Civil De- Cheryl Milam, Judy McCuiston,
fense Unit and a snorkel unit Chris Parker, James Pinkston,
Beth Richardson, Marsha
froth Maid Carbidi.
Robertson, Russell Moore,
Kamiel Simmons, Nancy
FREE DOG
A Boston Terrier female dog Shuffett, Sharon-Steele, Jeffrey
is free to someone for a pet. For West, Bob Wilder, Donnie
further information- call 753- Williams, Leigh Woodruff.
Grade-Charles
Seventh
6379

All four testified Tuesday that
they had no intention to disrupt
the traditional smorgasbord
to
luncheon-only
voice
peacefullt their allegations of
racial discrimination on the
campus in the hope that alumni
would investigate.
Plans to go as a group to the
Waterfield Student Union
Building ballroom and appear
before the alumni were made in
a meeting of the Black Student
Union a few days jirior&to_tbe
-incident. according to their
testimony.
• Among the grievances L
1Lo%very said the group of about
311 black students wanted to list
to about 500 alumni present
were these.
(Continued on Page Ten)

States Air Force. He is a
graduate of Hardin High School.
His wife and two children,
Tommy and Jgpe, are now
living in Puerto Rico. He is the
brother of John Paul Thompson
Os' Paducah, Ed Thompson of
Dundee, ill., and Mrs. Mayme
Hi,ggins, of Woodriver, Ill.
No other details were
available concerning his injuries.

House Passes Pay Raise
For Sbte Agegy flea

- 3eirtnereate
Request To Be
Decided Upon Draft Draw
Begins Today_ --ritegents Deliberate in • Optimist Club
Cloied Session Tuesday Hears Speaker

Also we noted the severe ice
damage in that area. Loblolly
Pines were broken and bent. We
escaped the brunt of the " Ice
storm here.
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Senate Bill Expands
Child Abuse Statutes

Dance Workshop
To Be Held At
Health Building

Middle School Honor
Roll Given For Period

Mrs. Koska Jones
Speajcer, Teachers

by
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Blinded
In One Eye After
Undergoing Surgery
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IL
A LOVE STORY THAT BEGAN 75 YEARS AGO
By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-They don't exchange valentines any
more,for as she said,"We quit when we got so we couldn't see too
good."
But even without the paper cupids, hearts and lace, Mr. and
Mrs.Gordon Henry of Morgan County continue to live a love story
that began almost 75 years ago.
The couple sat on a sofa in their comfortable home about 10
miles east of West Liberty. He placed his arm around her
shoulder and she sat close so they could clasp hands.
He said, "I'll say I remember the first time I ever saw her. It
was at church_ I've loved her ever since. Tier hair was black as a
crow's wing. She was always pretty. I turned's a buddy with me
and told him some day that girl was going to be my wife."
She smiled and said,"He was just out of the army-hair black as
coal and those brass buttons oti that blue uniform. Was he good
looking!"

(41

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Ditegrity of its NewspaPPC,

WEDNESDAY-I tiit(UARY

Ten Years Ago
TINES TIMToday
=DOES A

Mrs. William Adams has been chosen Calloway County Master
Farm liomemakers by the Calloway County Homemakers
Councir
Jesse Hughes, age 69, died January 29 in Jacksonville, N.C. He
was born and reared in Calloway County and funeral services will
be held here.
The Murray-Calloway County United Fund Drive reached its
goal yesterday when contributions and _pledges reached-the _
$31,250 mark,according to Robert Wyman,chairman of the 1961.62 fund drive: Mr.and Mrs.Joe Pat Johnson of Lynn Grove Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Jimmy Dale, born January 26 at the
Murray Hospital.
_

20 Years
TIMI$ MXToday
LEDGER faAgo
W.M.(Uncle Bill) Bogard died yesterday. Another death
reported Was Gaylon McClain of Florence, Ala., on January 31.
Sgt. Charles E. Rogers has recently graduated from the 21stInfantry Regiment's non-commissioned officers' school In Korea.
Concord beat Murray Training and Almo beat Kirknoy in the
second games:4 tbe Calloway County 13asketbiIIIMent.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild of Paducah are the parents of a
baby girl, Constance, born on January 31. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Klapp and Mr.and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The fool bath said in his heart, There is no God.--Psalm 14:1.
This is plain and pointed speech. God's Word seldom calls
anyone a fool. But, according to the Bible, the atheist is a fool.
Somewhere he got fooled.

BY Carl Riblet Jr.
Mr. Nixon is riding high, with Hoffa,-TrUcletitt,
Pompidou,Heath,the Phases and dollar devaluation
under his belt, to say nothing of the slowdown in
Vietnam; and Pekiiig
- yet,to come:---which reminds
me of the rhyme about Humpty Dumpty:
"Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall,
Humpty Dumpty hail a great fall;
All the king's horses
And all the king's men
Couldn't put Humpty Dumpty together again."
-Author Unknown

Market Prices On
Beef May Rise More

e

t

41 #

scars.

Both large, beautiful eyes
move normally. is -the. sight
really gone permanently from
the left one?
"Yes, It is„" she said matter-of-factly Monday. "They
C041°
say, well nothing's impossible,
but there's no medical proof or
reason why it should return."
For one so young-Sandy's
26-was the loss a terrific
Joseph Gordon Henry wijan*Feb. 26. Frames Yocum.Henry
will be 89 May 20. They will mark their 72nd wedding anniversary, blow?. ,
"Not really, to be honest."
March 26.
At her hillside home, CBS'
Miss Karen Tam, photographer, and I had driven to the Henry
' home on a wet day in January. Inside the house the couples shares "Funny Face" star is radiant,
full of life and enthusiasm,-------'`..with a son Winfred, there Was that particular aura of hill
"I've_beefteservidded_T-nakt lasIaUtr•
of-Tnylifoi-yeu-knew,lay-father
Within seconds it was apparent that it sense of humor WILS a
says I can see more than I can.
—
trait that helped in creating their happy home. This comraderie
understand anyway. So I really
can be categorized as intellectual hill rapport or as mountain wit.
was not that affected by it,"
It is the same innate quality that helped pioneers crack a
she said.
Wilderness-that went with young mountaineer when he traveled
"I tell you -what would have
west.
affected me more, being in the
The couple spOke of their early years as though they had just
the mo—happened.The son went into the next room aid returned with a • business that
photo of his father as a soldier during the Spanish-American War..1 tor area had been damaged and
Without a pause the old soldier began giving his army rank: I had lost movement of the eye.
"Private Joseph Gordon Henry, Company
Eighth Infantry, You see, the appearance of the
eye is more important, actualUnited States Army, serial number 20:152907, age 21 and two
months, enlisted April 24, 1895, in Cincinnati, ierved three years ly, than the vision."
Miss Duncan, a product of
lacking a day, honorably discharged, character excellent."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -The natural economic food from the five-cent sales
the Dallas
r theater, reThat long ago April he had walked many miles to a train station
Gov. Wendell Ford's budget growth for Kentucky has been tax.
ceived Tor
sirl
t
iZward nomito get to Cincinnati.
message tOthe General Assem- estimated much higher than at
Estimates have ranged as
nations for her roles in the
"But welkin' was easy," he remembered."Back when I was 16
bly is being prepared under the outset of the adminis- rugh as $60 million. However,
Broadway
productions of "The
tight wraps of secrecy,.and a tration. Instead of something there is a prevailing belief that I walked from Prestonburg on Big Sandy to West Liberty in one Boy Friend" and "Canterbury
day.
They
kept
us
10
days
in Cincinnati-run us out on a switch.
wide range of rumors about its like $40 million to $50 million in the definition of exempted food
"I remember Capt. W. L. Pitcher," he said."He was a soldier.. Tales."
content is flourishing.
extra state revenue per year will be narrowed considerably,
TV commercials helped bring
In fact, there probably won't through this means, the antici- and the loss may not be half from the ground up,over six feet and a little over 200 pounds. In her two movies, "The MillionCincinnati
they
sized
me
up
as a single man and asked me where I
be the customary advance copy pation now is a whopping $80 that.
wanted to be sent to train. I told this fellow to send me as far as the • Dollar -Duck" and "Stardistributed to newsmen,accord- million annually.
road was cut out. They sent me to Fort D. A. Russell, three Spangled Girl," and the weekly
ing to Tommy Preston, the
Is all this founded on fact or
TV series she resumes filming
miles
from Cheyenne-too farfrom Cuba to get in a fight."
Democratic governor's press is it based on fancy, spewed on
The Kentuckian met William Cody and Bill Hickok. "Don't in May or June. Thirteen segsecretary.
by gossipy second-line officials
remember
too much about Buffalo Bill, but me and Wild Bill ments were run before it was
He also said Monday the ten- who really don't know? Only
cut short in December by her
'Hitchcock'
hit it right off."
tative schedule is for Ford to the budget message will tell.
illness.
Though
Co.
F
too
fatwas
from
Cuba
lo,"getin
a
fight,"
it
Wendell
IL
Ford
andid_
Gov.
speech
to
budget
in
a
reveal his
"As soon as I was well I went
:
-The Iticalilleans, ousted froni
a joint legislative session at 1 the statehoOse a few months' nounced Tremco Manufac- skirmish with the Arapahoes.
to the different floors, visiting
"About
3000
of
the
'Rappyhoo'
tribe
surprised
our fort once,"
p.m. Thursday.
ago and with no apparent pipe- turing Co., of Cleveland,.Ohio, said,"but when they saw we had two Gatlin' guns mounted they people." Miss
Preston, along with other ad- line to Ford's regime, have tak- will build a $5 Million hxlmstrial
"I'd thought maybe my busileft in a hurry.
ministration officials, is silent en a paradoxical view of its sealant manufacturing plant in
ness is kind of frivolous, but
Barbourville.
"Another time they were ready to attack us, but we got word to after I saw their faces, when I
on the probably important purported plans.
The 125,000 square-foot a Negro regiment at Jackson Hole. When the Indians saw that would come into their rooms, I
points of the budget.
"The Kentucky Republican,"
One administration spokes- official voice of the state GOP, facility is slated for completion regiment ride up,each one on a big black horse, they lit out."
know that this business has a
The Battleship Maine was blown up Feb. 15, 1898. On April 21 great deal of importance to
man, giving away no clues, has just been distributed and in spring 1973 and will employ
said the governor would keep carried the lead headline: about 10 men at peak operation. the U.S. Congress recognized that a condition of war existed with people. Makes them happy. I'm
'Franco President Gordon E. Spain, and on April 24, Spain herself declared war. But the proud of what I do."
his campaign commitments "Ford plots tax increase."
could be previous day Kentuckian- Joseph Henry had been mustered out
while at the same time leaving
But then the story asserts Hann said Barbourville
17
4‘rtest
74filif Etiemt<414,
the average Kentuckian witlia that the Democratic adminis- the "future geographic center" and,was on his way to the hills and the little country church where
for
bis
company's
market
and
he
looked
across
the
aisle
and
saw
black-haired
Frances
Yocum.
lighter tax burden.
tration will not increase taxes,
They waited for her to be almost 17 before they were married
What that means is anyone's not now at least, but will wait added that recent tranguess, but it appears to point until State Sen. Dee Huddles- sportation improvements in the March 6, 1900 and began a new life in the same log house on
towards some shifting of the ton, D-Elizabethtown, finishes area influenced its selection as Yocum Branch where she was born and reared.
In 1949, they moved to their present home at Cottle. They lost a
tax burden on the basis of abili- his campaign for the U. S. Sen- a plant site.
Governor Ford, welcoming son Walter in Italy Feb. 1, 1944, during World War II. Their other
ty to pay.
ate in November.
offered children are the son who lives with them-"We couldn't manage
DELICIOUS DINN[RS
To those who ask for veriOne key item, about which Tremco to Kentucky,
fication of this and other re- little is said, concerns how full cooperation from state without him," they said almost in unison-Jim of Twin Lakes,
BROADWAY PLAYS
Wadeof intihnunxticlind White-Henry and Mrs. Lennie
ports, Preston cautions "You much revenue the state expects government.
Friday
Saturday,Sunday
"We are deeply grateful for Thornberry, both of Morgan County. They have 10 grandchildren
might be wrong if you say that." to lose by carrying.out Ford's
the
contribution
you
are
making
and
16
great-grandchildren.
pledge to exempt take-home
Feb. 4,-5,6
to the economic development of
The visit with the _Henry's was an experience. Their genuine
From the best information
southeastern Kentucky," he devotion and happiness is the last paragraph in old love storiesavailable, Ford's inner circle of
said. "In this section, a part of stories that end with "and they lived happily ever after."
financial experts is not yet deA part of this love enfolded their guests and as we started to
our Appalachian region, there is
cided exactly on what the new
a definite scarcity of male leave we tried to express our thankafor a geautiful visit.
budget will contain for the next
Karen kissed them goodbye and When she got to the soldier he
employment opportunities. An
two fiscal years.
industry employing nearly 100 quipped, "I never accept anything but what I give something
One source said there are almen will be a great asset to the back," and kissed her in return.
most daily minor revisions and
When they stood for final photographs, diminutive Frances
area."
second thoughts during conferThe plant will be located on a Yocum Henry was held close by an arm still strong.
ences by Ford and his consult"ICould always stand under his arm,"she mused.
stie partially developed through
ants.
"I'll 1ook after her and take care of her if everybody else dies,"
Another report, from the
FRANKFORT-Preparations financing from the Kentucky
FRI,15A7 Derns7 ait 7 SUN et 5
fringe of Ford's camp, contains for Kentuckians' participation Industrial Development he said firmly.
His hair once black as coal is gray, as is the hair that once was
Plme362.42/1forhserratis
some intriguing points, but is in EXPLO '72, an upcoming Finance Authority.
black as a crow's wing. But true love looks beyond the outward
several days old and frag- worldwide conference of
appearance
to beauty within.
mentary.
Origami', were kicked off as
Both affirmed That everything they had gone through they
According to this source, as Gov.
11 H. Ford took part
would go through again.
of last week the following hat in "EXPLO '72 Day"
"They've been happy years," they agreed. •
been decided:
ceremonies at the Capitol
Kent,l, pc', V.';aq. Strife Pori
-The administration would 'recently.
Rep. Bruce Blythe, Rseek a fOur-cent-a-gallon inJoining governor Ford as he
crease in Kentucky's current proclaimed the observance was Louisville, introduced a bill
seven-cent gasoline taito repl- Paul Eshelman, director of alined- at a -less-talked-about
environmental problem caused
enish the dwindling road fund EXPLO'72.
Prog Info 753 331 1
January 31, 072
pollution.
so that federal money for ApEXPLO 12 will be a world- by man-noise
ADULTS
..
198
Blythe said research has
palachian highways can be wide gathering of Christians for
:Tonite thru Tu*.
NURSERY..4
matched. This , seems rather the purpose of • teaching the linked noise pollution with
NEWBORN
ADMISSION
nervous and mental disorders,
dclubtful because it would be delegates basic evangelism
Bbay Girl Armstrong (Mrs.
twice the previously assumed they can instill their convictions heart and internal diseases and Sandra Gayle Armstrong), 113
detrimental
effects
to
even
amount - provided the admin- in others, Eshelman said. The
- AN flEMINGS
College Courts, Murray.
istration even risks the step in week-long session of seminars ,unborn children.
DISMISSALS
Blythe's measure would
view,,,of Ford's apparent cam- and rallies will be held June 12- Jimmy Dale Greer, Rt. 1,
establish noise limits on all
PANAVISION' 1ECHNtC0t7r
paign pledge of no added or 17 in Dallas.
•cr.[GPi Untied kilos
transportation vehicles, in- Ahno, Mrs. Sandra Faye Moore
new taxes other, than a sevand
Over 2000 Kentuckians are
Baby
Girl,
Rt.
1,
flardin,
at 7:25 & 945 * Adults 1.75-Children 75
dustrial' and construction
erance levy.
expected to join the 100,000
Mrs June Summer Warren and
•
-The administration plans to delegates at the conference, equipment and power tools such Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
'e7.1
impose a severance tax equiva- according to organization as lawn mowers
Marilyn
Jean
Walker
and
Baby
establish
maximum
would
It
lent to 3.5 per cent of gross sponsors.
Girl, 201 S. 3rd St., Murray,
Ends
decibel limits for each eategory
receipts on coal extracted. True
Governor Ford described the
Mrs. Rosie Ellen Hendon, Rt. 1,
a
provision
includes
and
T
HI=
ATI!
or false, this has its logic in work of EXPLO '72 as "vitally
SAT.
Farmington, Mrs. Linnie Edith
view of the coal industry's pri- important" ind expressed his allowing the limits to be Mathis, Rt. 4, Murray, Howard
gradually
to
reach
a
vate acknowledgement it would "support and congratulations to lowered
Elmus Perry, 204 Pine St.,
"reasonable level" by 1990.
accept a two-per ceot, tax and the Kentucky delegation."
Murray, Harold Otway Poynerr
Vt7Cild
authorise
alao
bill
The
the administration's original
The conference is sponsored
111. 5, Cadiz, Noble Clayton
leaning towards a five-per cent by the Campus Crusade for the Department of Public Watson, Rt. 1,yarntington.
levy. The 3.5 per cent would be Christ and 400 other supporting Safety to equip State Police cars
a' compromise. Rut since the organizations. Billy Graham with Wise monitors to track
administration can get five per and Lexington evangelist Ford down 110617 cars.
FIRiSi'LOCOMOTIVE
'cent through the Legislature if Philpot are among the
January 15, 1831, marks the
LEAGUE FOUNDED
It wishes, why should it com- luminaries expected to parunveiling of the first locomoThe League of Nations was') tive lati)t in
promise?
America.,
'ticipate.
LIJLIJ r I
,established on Jan. 10 420,
_
•••••,

)605
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Ford's Budget Being Prepared
Under Tight Wraps Of Secrecy

Irmo To Build
Barbourville Plant

Isn't It The Truth!

WASHINGTON (AP) - Supermarket beef prices, already
at record highs, may be on the
verge of a full-fledged stampede, according to new government smoke signals.
The Agriculture Department
said Monday that January beefcattle prices broke a 21-year
record set during the Korean
War, reaching an average of
$31.40 per hundredweight for
live animals.
-Meanwhile, the department
says, retail ;Aces of choicegrade beef in December-before the full effect of the record
AD-tittle market was felt-rose to
;a record all-cut average of
41.08 per pound.
Raw farm products are not
ricluded in federal price conras,and retailers may pass on
- :Added costs to customers.
- Also, consumers appear willto buy beef almost at any
• '.11 is the favorite, by far,
, with second-ranked pork,
nearly one-third of
••••••'
' average family's food'bill.
Doubts over the cost of Meat
oduction were raised Monday
the Food and Drug Achninistion which served notice it
curb the use of antibiotics
livestock feed unless the
'cines are proved safe for.
t eaters._
Some agricultural spokesmen
y that, if feed antibiotics are
nned, costs of livestock proction would soar and conlkuners would end up paying
*uch more. fliit-government
rnixperts say the economic efts of an antibiotic ban4are
possible to tell at this time.
Rising cattle prices are pro&ding a mixed blessing for the
-::34ixon administration, which
+4eants to see farm incomes tinproved but shudders at the pea- aibility of a contiumer revolt
- _

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Actress Sandy Duncan now is permapently blind in her left eye,
but the last person to feel sorry
about it is Sandy Duncan.
"It's no big deal, really,"
says the pert, blue-eyed television star. "It doesn't affect
anything."
Miss Duncan underwent a 10hour operation Nov. 1 at the
UCLA Medical Center to remove a benign tumor from behind her left eye. Because the
kurgery was through the top of
) visible
her eye there are no.

7
over soaring prices in an election year.
In 1951, when the previous
record of $30.30 per hundredweight. was set for cattle,
retail beef prices averaged 88
cents per pound, fully 20 cents
less than today.
Cattleman costs for shipping,
processing and marketing beef
have risen much more sharply,
so farmers are not the primary
recipients of higher prices.
Little consumer relief is seen
for the near future. Agriculture
Department officials predict
cattle prices will continue
strong and See little likelihood
of middleman markets shrinking much.
This, they say, is true even
though more cattle are now
being fed for slaughter later.
As of Jan. 1, there were 8 per
cent more in fattening pens
than a year earlier, and cattlemen say herds are expanding
gradually to take care of future
needs.
One immediate solution, favored by many consumer
groups, is expansion of meat
imports. But those, mostly lowgrade meat used for hamburger and processing, are
tightly supervised under a
quota system.
Moilettl Pilgrinisll9
KUALA LUMPUR'(UPI)
A record 11,000 Milsysian
Moslems will journey to Mecca
later this year on the annual pil:
grimes. to Islam's Holy City.
Because many of them are
illiterate, the govern ment-sponsorrif Pilgnms Fund Board has
set up training centers throughout Malaysia to prepare the pilgrims for the involved ceremonies required during the
•

Duncan said.
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Miss Linda Sue Cochran Be Imes Bride Of
Richard Alexander Hodge In Ceremony
At The Home Of The Bride's Parents

HENDON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Hendon
of Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy, Douglas
Payne, weighing seven pounds
seven ounces, born on. Wednesday, January 19, at 4:06 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital...,
They hive another son,
Edward Thurman, age three.
The father is employed at the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Hendon and Mr. and
Mrs. Galen Thurman, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Lamar Hendon, Kelly
Smith, Mrs. Agnes Thurman,
and Mr. and Mrs. Glen Jeffrey.

The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with - Mrs. • John Bartholomy,•
Loch Lomond Drive, at 7:30
p.m. Members should bring
patterns for pattern exchange.
The WMC of the First
Assembly of God will meet at
the church at one p.m.
Lambda,
Phi
Beta
professional business fraternity
at Murray State, will have a
called meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
Room 104 of the --business
building. Important convention
plans will be made.

-GUTRIRia
Michelle Le Ann is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Guthrie of Murray Route Four
for their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds three ounces,
born on Friday, January 21, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have three sons, Phillip,
Shay, and Shane. The father is
employed at Taylor Motors and
the mother is on leave from the
hospital.
Grang_parents are _Mrs.
Mildred Guthrie of Hazel and
Mr. are Mrs. Olie Hale of
Murray. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Maggie Guthrie and
Mrs. Callie Cooper.
TURNER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Turner
of Murray Route One are
of •a baby girl, Daphne
Joan, weighing seven pounds
11 1'2 ounces, born on Sunday,
January 23, at 3:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Turner and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Perry, all of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Gertie Lane and Grundy Turner.

The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
club house at one p.m. Members
note change in time. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Clifton Key,
Humphrey
Key, M. P.
Christopher, Fred Gingles, and
Peter Whaley.
Friday, February 4
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church. Charles
Hale, property valuation administrator, will ,explain the
Homestead tax form.
(David Hifi Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Alexander Hodge

Miss Linda Sue Cochran,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Howard Cochran of 1310
Farris
Avenue, Murray,
became the bride of Richard
Alexander Hodge, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Hodge of 1616
Ryan Avenue, Murray, on
Friday, January 14.
The candlelight double ring
wedding vows were read at six
WALKER GIRL
A baby girl, Traci Elizabeth, o'clock in the evening by Hollis
weighing seven pounds two Miller in the living room of the
ounces, was born to Mr. and home of the bride's parents. A
Mm.'Tommy Walker, 201 South brass arch of candles centered
3rd Street, Murray, on Sunday, with an arrangement of
,anuary 23, at 7:56 a.m. ahhe galdioli, jade, and bronze and
"Murray-Calloway county yellow starburst poms was used
for the wedding setting. On each
Hospital.
•,
The new father is employed at side of the arch was a ninethe J.H. Churchill Funeral branch tiffany candelabra..
Home.
The traditional wedding
Grandparents are Mr. and
marches were used for the
Mrs. Thomas Owen- Walker of processional
and
the
Brentwood, Tenn., and Mrs. recessional.
Stub Wilson of Murray. Great
Bride's Dress
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
The bridei, escorted by her
Ronald Churchill and Mrs. J.D. father to the altar and given in
Ahart of Murray. Great great
marriage by her parents, wore
grandmothers
are
Mrs. a candlelight bridal satin gown
Heyward Rose of Kirksey and designed with a silk organza
Mrs. W.L. Wallace of Cadiz.
yolk and stand up collar. The
princess-seamed fitted bodice
HAYES BOY
was high waisted with an A-line
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Steven skirt. The sleeves were full
Hayes, Shady Oaks Trailer from the elbows to the wrists
Court, Murray, are the parents and her skirt was trimmed with
Of a baby boy, Jermie Gene, medalions of re-embroidered
weighing eight pounds seven
Alencon lace and pearls.
ounces, born on Tuesday,
• Her veil featured a stand-up
January 25, at 3:02 p.m. at the
headpiece overlaid by bridal
Murray-Calloway County
illusion trimmed with lace
Hospital.
medalions of lace and pearls.
Grandparents are Mr. and
She carried a bouquet of white
Mrs. B.D. Hayes and Mr. and
roses and baby's breath and
Mrs. Gerald Peters, all of
pearls. The bouciet had a white
Hunington, California.
rose she gave to ther mother as
she was escorted in, and
HARGROVE GIRL
another that she gave to her
Staff Sgt and Mrs. Joseph R. new mother-in-law as she left
Hargrove of Brindisia, Italy, the wedding scene. Her only
announce the birth of a baby jewelry was a diamond pengirl, Deborah Kay, weighing
deal, a gift from the groom.
seven pounds ten ounces, born
Mrs. Bobby Martin was the
on Monday. January 24, at 5:25
p.m. at a hospital in Wiesbaden, matron of honor and the only
attendant for her sister. She
Germany.
>
wore a floor length gown of
The new father is serving with
bronze crepe knit designed with
the Air Force in Italy.
an A-line gown with a high roll
Grandparents are yr. and
Mr- James R. Hargrove ande collar. She carried a bouqet of
yellow snapdragons and bronze
Mrs. and Mrs. D.O. Parks, all
starburst poms with green
of -Murray. Mrs. Peachle Ann
velvet streamers.
Berkley of Penny is a great
grandmother.
Billy Joe Hodge was the best
man for his brother.
"l'o banish nose shine, dust on
The bride's mother chose to
wear a ,mint green knit dress
a little baby powder.

and coat with a green orchid
corsage.
Mrs. Hodge, mother of the
groom, wore a peach knit dress
with a green orchid corsage.
The bride's paternal grandmother, Mrs. Virgil Cochran,
was attired in a navy dress with
a white corsage. Reception
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained with
a reception at their home.
The bride's table was covered
with a candlelight peau de soie
cloth with green velvet bows at
each corner of the gable. In the
center was an -arrangementof
yellow snapdragons and bronze
starburst poms around a fivebranched brass cangelabra.
Wedding cake, punch, mints,
and nuts were served.
Mrs. Herman Wicker, Mrs.
Bob Melugin, Miss Ruth Titsworth, Miss Georgianna
Furgerson, and Miss Susan
Nanny, cousin of the bride,
served the cake and punch.
Little Andy Hodge, nephew of
the groom, passed rice- bags- to
the guests.
•
After the reception the couple
left'for a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn., with the bride
wearing a toast double knit pant
suit with white trim. Her accessories were brown _and she
Wore the orchid corsage her
mother had worn during the
ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Hodge are now
at home at Fox Meadows
Trailer Court, Murray. Both are
graduates of Murray High
School. Mrs. Hodge is employed
at the Bank-of Murray and Mr.
Hodge is a student at Murray
State University where hs is a
member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodge
entertained with a rehearsal
dinner in `honor of their son and
his fiance on Thursday,
January 13, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
Southside Restaurant.
Flowers in the bride-elect's
chosen colors were used as the
centerpiece.
Places were set • for the
wedding party and parents of
the bride and groom.
Remove black shoe marks
from tile and linoleum with a
small piece of cotton saturated
with furniture polish.
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Thursday, February 3
Women of the Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at the Lodge
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Lots
of
Merchandise
Must
Go!

Monday, February 7
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the Mahe of Miss
Lorene Swann with Mrs.
Madelle Talent as hostess at
7:15 p.m.
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its luncheon at the club
house at 11:30 a.m.
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Paul Sturm at
7:30 p.m.
Friday, February 11
The Town and Gown Dance
will be. held by the Women's
Society of Murray St
University at the WOW
from eight p.m. to midnight
Reservations should be made
with Mesdames Phillip Tibbs,
Harold Blair, Charles Homra,
William 0. Price, James Armbruster, Joseph Cowin, or
Wafter Segrera.

Mrs. TreVathan Is
Speaker At Meet
Of Kirksey PTA
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian at the Calloway Public
ItibrarY, was.the speaker at the
meeting of the Kirksey ParentTeacher Association held on
.Tuesday, January 25, at oneforty-five o'clock in the afternoon at
the school lunchroom.
"Teaching A Child To Like To
Read" was the theme of her
talk. She said children watch
television an average of three to
five hours per day and is up to
the parents
to give them
something to do. She said
parents should encourage their
child to go to bed early and read
a book with the child. She urged
parents to let the children pick
out their own book and to giye
books as gifts.
Mrs. Trevathan, introduced
by Mrs. Max Hurt, announced
the hours and services of the
Calloway Public library.
The devotional thoughts on
Psalrhs
- 100 were given by- Mrs-.
Clint Greer. Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
president, presided. The PTA
voted to buy curtains for the
school stage.
Johnny Bohannon, principal,
reported on the Grade Tournament now in progress and the
Basketball banquet on January
21.
Mrs. Edward Willie read the
minutes and Mrs. Harold Fones
reported ,T the new rules
concerning the PTA basketball
games and the budget for the
year.
The room count was won by
Mrs. Laura Jennings first
grade whose mothers, along
with James Nix's seventh and
eighth grade mothers se.r.N:eft
refreshments during the social
hour.

Vegetables which Aram
well in the oven include green.
Italian and lima beans; beets,
carrots. onions. parsnips.
s4maish and turnips.
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Mrs. Wallace Ford
Presents Program
At Chapter Meet

1•••••••••

Officers Elected
At Magazine Meet
At The Beale Home

Seventeen members of the
The Xi Alpha Gamma
(1)13*4
eak'1
Magazine Club met in the lovely
Chapter of beta Sigma Phi met
home of Miss Cappie Beale
for its regular meeting on
By Abijsit Van Buren
Thursday afternoon, January
January 27 in the Community
V. The hostess was assisted by.
-Room of the Federal Savings
her
sister, Mrs. J.I. Hosick.
and Loan Building with the
With frozen rain on trees and
president, Mrs. Ray Sims
utility
lines,
members.
presiding.
challenged the atmospheric
Following the opening ritual,
elements to attend the annual
minutes and treasurer's report
business meeting to elect ofwere given and approved.
ficers for 1972-73.
Social Chairman, Mrs. John
Re-elected for a second term
Him reported that plans had
were the following: president,
sloppiest,
laziest,
sin
aftABBYDEAR
the
two
have
of
I
been completed for the
Mrs. L.J. Hortin; vicemouthed teen-aged kids that ever walked the earth: a girl.
Valentine -Banquet in honor of
president, Mrs. C.C. Lowry;
is, and a boy, 17.
the Chapter Sweetheart, Mrs.
and • Secretary, Mrs. A.C.
Thet
that M•ortigr ,to.,get along with them
Isaac Adams.
- The memfiersThip committee —Se lito be their "buddy". When they do poorly In school, 'LaFollette. At the request-of the
retiring treasurer, Mrs. E.A.
he never blames them. He says, "The teachers don't know
reported that they had been to
Lundquist
who had served three
le)w to teach any more." visit a member of Beta Sigma
terms, she was replaced with
-When the'kids break- or damage something because
Phi, Kathryn Lichtennegger,
Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
they're rough and careless, Papa saxs, "Those manufacturwho had recently moved to
For the new year Mrs. A.C.
ers chill make things like they used to" He's always makMurray from Cape Girardeau,
LaFollette will head the
ing excuses for the kids instead of trying to teach them .
Missouri.
program committee. Working
better.
L.
Mrs. Wallace Ford was in
with her will be Miss Roberta,
If the kids open up a loud mouth to me and I try to show
charge of the program
Whitish, Miss Cappie Beale.:
them I'm boss, my husband says, "You'll have to forgive
"Creative Thinking". Mrs.
hitistta.undquist and Mrs..
Mamma, she's going thru her 'etiange'.
Ford read several quotes from
- "-. ff am IOW
John Winter. Chairmen of
So tell me, Abby, how can a mother raise decent kids
different Authors for deeper
committees are: Civic, Mrs.
with a husband who acts like a teen-ager? Please don't sign
thought. She spoke from the
Harry M. Sparks; Flowers and
my name or he'll have me committed.
book "The Art of Talking to
Notes, Mrs, 0.C. welia;
WIFE OF A "TEEN-AGER"
_Yourself"„ She concluded by
Membership
Mrs.
telling the group to carry out F.
DEAR WIFE: Since yours Is the only adult mind at your
Crawford; Telephone, Mrs. J.I.
,..lbetights_ and ideas .
house, you will have to be firmer and try harder to enforce • ifosick;"-Reporter, Mrs. George
because this is where great
the discipline. And much as I oppose belittling Papa, in your
Hart; sEnd Keeper of Archives,
things start.
case, I'll make an exception, and say, "Don't mind Papa.
Mrs. A.W. Russell.
After the closing ritual and
He's entering his second childhood."
Miss
Whitnah, present
Mizpah, Mrs. Frank Robinson
program chairman, announced
•
•
.
and Mrs. . Ray Sims Frved.
that the new
program,
DEAR ABBY 1. That illy husband less than two weeks
refreshments to the group.
"Challenges of the Seventies,"
ago,
and
in
that
short
time
I
have
already
been
propositioned
A social hour and pledge
was about ready for printing.:
twice.
training conducted by viceThe club voted a contributionlv
One friend suggested that we get a bottle and go to a mopresident, Mrs. John Emerson,
"Spireno," the special religiot114 tel. [He said that was all I needed.] The other friend said if
followed the meeting..
meeting to be led by Richard
I went away with him for the weekend it would help me adThose attending
were
Hogue and his team of eleven
just to my sorrow quieter.
Mesdames: Isaac Adams, John
members scheduled at Murray
Abby, I know my husband is dead, and there is nothing
Emerson, Wallace Ford,
State University, February LI
I can do to bring him back, but can a woman who has really
Richard Ford, Fred Gardner,
through 16.
loved her husband jump into something like this with another
--Joe Ginn, John Him, Jackie
The club also voted to have
man
so
soon?
I
am
not
a
sex-starved
young
girl.
I
am in my
Jones, Mike Morgan, Gerry
the annual guest day luncheon
forties and have grown children.
Requarth, Frank Robinson,
at the Murray Woman's Clatl,
Please
tell
me
if
I
am
behind
the
times.
Ray Sims, Ray Story, Tony
House, at one o'clock, February,
STILL GRIEVING
Taylor, and Bruce Thomas.
24. Mrs. Lowry and Mrs. Winter
DEAR STILL: No. You need new friends.
will have charge of the menu
and decorations. Members are
DEAR ABBY: I am ten years old and people say I am
urged to have guest lists ready
smart. I am on the neighborhood football team.
when contacted by
the
My problem is my Dad. He wants me to wear a helmet
telephone committee.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. - C.
and I don't want to wear a helmet because nobody else
The January-seventeen ,
McLemore, Sr., Hickory Drive,
wears one. Please help me decide.
present were: Mesdames F.E.
NO HELMET
have returned home after a visit
Crawford, Carlisle Cutchin,
with their sons, Oliver C.
DEAR NO: If "nobody" on your neighborhood team
E.B. Howton,_ ..R.A.. Johnston,...
McLemore,,_ 'Jr..
Mts.
wears a full face helmet, you're CA the wrong team. Helmets
Jack Kennedy, A.C. LaFollette,
McLemore, and children, Mark
are important. Everybody who plays football should wear
C.C. Lowry, E.A. Lundquist,
and Cindy of Dayton, Ohio, arid
them.
Henry McKenzie, J.A. Outland;
more and
William
M
A.W. Russell, Harry M. apaiim
Mrs. McLemore of'Frankfort.
DEAR ABBY: This is more of an irritant than a probJohn Winter, L.J. Hortin, Miss
lem, but perhaps if you print this, others will think twice beRoberta Whitnah, and the
Mrs. Joe Hill of Hardin Route
fore scribbling stupid, tho well-intentioned remarks on
hostesses.
One has been dismissed from
their annual Christmas cards to oldsters
the Western Baptist Hospital,
My mother, now in her mid-eighties, has a good sense of
Piducah.
humor, but she finds little joy when she opens her annual
Christmas greetings from a thoughtless cousin who writes,
Mrs. Tommy WilhArns of
"I just hold my breath every year wondering if we will hear
Murray Route Two has been a
from you.. . .
patient at the Western Baptist
Last year, this same dummy wrote, "Your card was the
-Women of the Oaks Country Hospital, Paducah
first to arrive this year We hope it won't be your last.
Club enjoyed their regular,
Abby, could you please point out to such people that agladies day of bridge followed LI
Sgt. and Mrs. Van Johnson
ing folks need not be reminded, especially at Christmas time,
a delightful potluck luncheon on
and son, Byron, left Sunday for
that no one Is immortal? [No city, please. this cousin is igWednesday, January 26.
Germany where he will be
norant, but not deliberately unkind.]
DISMAYED
stationed with the Army. They
With . five ta.bles playing"
hatLepent-Uniipaa-tbisty days
Hate
nen Om:Las winners for the bridget*-ere
with their parents, Mrs. Pearl
Angeles, CaL INN. for Alers trosidef. 'Mow ts Writs LM. Della Boggess, high score, and
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.'Bill
Virginia Jones, low score. A
Mrs for All Oemalims."
Kalberer. Sgt. Johnson was
traveling prize was won by
stationed at Jefferson City, Mo.,
Reva Shelton. Also a bingo
before his present assignment.
game was played with Gladys
Store mellow apples unEtherton being the winner.
covered in the refrigerator.
After lunch several beginners
Unripe or hard apples are
were assisted in learning to play
Open
Murray
the
of
Winners
best
held at cool room temSweet
Spanish
onions
bridge.
perature (60 to 70 degrees
last
Duplicate Bridge Club
grown in eastern Oregon
Kathryn Outland was hostess
unit)
ready
to
eat.
Use
and
Colley
John
week
were
Ed
and
soutsiwestern
Idaho
for
the day.
ripe
apples
within
•
week
Berry,
first
place,
and Mr. and
have been aptly named the
for best quality, according
-Gentle Giants" for their
Mrs. Henry Holton, second
to the U S. Department of
mild flator and huge size.
If you should become dizzv
place.
Agriculture.
Round in shape, these
or panicky while on a ladder
tonight
meet
The club will
sweet juicy. high-quality
vion't climb fla-in hurriedly.
Wednesday at seven o'clock
Oven-cooked meals can be
onions may be identified by
Instead, drape your arms over
in Gleason Hall of St. Leo's prepared ahead of time and
their golden-bronze, paper.
a convenient -rung and rest
fromn
glass-ceramic
cookin
Catholic Church. For further
like skins which crackle at
your head against the ladder
ware that doubles as serving
information call W. J. Swa,n.
until the feeling passes.
the touch.
dishes.

Ma-nchild needs a strong
dose of discipline, too

Women, Oaks Club
gold Bridge Sesiion

Gentle giants

Duplicate Bridge
To Meet Tonight

Apple storage
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ADAMS SHOE STORE
Downtown

Open Friday Nights
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dais
n '72 Olympics
NEW YORK (AP)- A lot of
St. Louis was the first club to
guys named "Who?" are up for go fort:derisive backfield talent
,grate Way AL We National andAlms.Cardinals came away
Football League -completes its with Robert Moore, a running
1972 collegiate draft from a back and wide receiver from
field gefierally considered Oregon.
medicore by recent standards.
Rounding out the first-round
One of the few big names aviselections were Houston tight
table when Monday's proceedend Riley Odoms to Denver,
ings began was Walt Patulski
Stanford defensive end Greg
and, as expected, Notre Dame's
Sampson to Houston, San Diego
gstornnotis defensive end was
State defensive back Willie Buthe No. l*selection, going to the
chanon and Nebraska quarterBuffalo Bills.
back Jerry Tagge to Green
There were other stars tooBay, Georgia guard Royce
Reisman Trophy winning quarSmith to New Orleans, Jackson
terback Pat Sullivan of Auburn
State Arlde,r,eceiver Jerome
---andilmning back Ed Martnaro
Etaricum and Michigan lineof Cornell, to name two.
backer Mike Taylor to the New
collegiate
of
But.in
a
field
,
York Jets, Stanford linebacker
candidates devoid of superJeff Siemon to Minnesota, Iowa
stars, such-as last year's Jim
defensive back Craig Clemons
Plunkett and Archie Manning
to Chicago, Penn State running
or 1970's Steve Owens and Terback Franco Harris to Pittsry Bradshaw, many of Saturburgh, Florida quarterback
day's-heroes had to wait a surJohn Reaves to Philadelphia,
prisingly long time before being
Notre Dame defensive back
chosen.
Clarence Ellis to Atlanta, Color._
Sullivan, for example, didn't
redo defensive end Herb Orvis
even go in the first round. Atto Detroit, Texas A&I defensive
lanta finally selected him as
back Eldridge Small and Ne-the, 14th pick in the second
--ifter-39-atber-players _braSitat defensive.end Larry J
cobson to the New york Giants,
Jail been called._
Michigan defensive back Tom
—Marioaro alathadAo wait for Darden to
'Cleveland, Au
the second round, being chosen
wide receiver Terry Beasley to
rrs HARD TO KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWN--jokany Stockdale "flies" downcourt in front of a
24th by,Minnesota.
San Francisco, Villanova wide North Marshall "Jet", who can't seem to get off the ground.
"I'm a little surprised," Sullireceiver Mike Siani to Oakland,
Staff Photo by David Hill
van said from Auburn when
Oregon tackle Tom Drougas to
- 'told all /6 teanis had bypassed.
Baltimore, Nebraska running
ilin in the first round, then
back Jeff Kinney to Kansas
quickly added, "and very hapCity, -Notre Dame defensivetackle Mike Kadish to Miami
Marinaro expressed disand BostonCollege running
appointment at not being a
bactiblIthfteebDallas
first-round choice "but if I have
Linemen dominated the first
to be picked irl the second
round, well, I feel good to be round with nine drafted inon top 47-45. They never trailed
By David Hill
Calloway sank 28 of their 66
with a contender," he said of cluding the first three-PaAfter leading by as much as again.
shots from the floor for a 42 per
the Vikings, Central Division tulski, White and Antoine-and
17 points during the first
Eight points was the widest cent field goal average..
champions in the National Con- accounted for 82 of the 182
during the third Fourteen out of 31 free throws
margin
quarter,
the
Calloway
County
players chosen in Monday's
ference the past four years.
Lakers fell to visiting North quarter, with the Lakers gave them 45 per cent from the
Patulski, a 6-foot-6, 260-pound seven rounds.
rallying at the end of the period stripe.
Marshall 83-70.
behemoth, was, of course, deAnd the majority of the attenThe Lakers, fired up and to pull within three, 59-56.
North Marshall hit 47 per cent
lighted with being No. 1 among tion was paid to defensive playCalloway scored first in the from the floor, but outshot the
ready
for their opponents,
some 442 players who will even- ers as 97 of them were pickedjumped out front from the fourth stanza to pull to within Lakers from the stripe with a 64
tually be drafted.
34 safeties and cornerbacks, 25 outset, hitting 75 per cent of one, 59-58_ But the Jets broke it per cent clip. What kind of contract would linebackers, 23 ends, 11 tackles
their shots from the field during open for the final time, scoring
- SCORING
- he be seeking from Buffalo?
and four kicking specialists. Of the first -*tarter. By the end of eight straight points to make It
Callowayr/V-Wells 9, Wyatt
"A big one!" he grinned. Just the 85 offensive players taken,
enlaces 5,
the first *tarter, it looked as 67-58, and the
12, Stockciale 9,
. how big he said he would leave 28 were running backs, with 16
tisough the Lakers were quite were all but over.
Shelton 9, Ferguson 1, Howard
to his attorney, Bob Woolf, who wide receivers, 13 tackles, 13
With 2:40 remaining to play, 16, Thompson 7, Scarbrough 2.
simply going to blow the Jets
said he was thinking along the guards, six tight ends, five
James Wells and North Marout of the gym.
North Marshall(83i-Capps 7,
lines of the four-year, $300,000 -quarterbacks-and four centers.
"
shall's -Edwards got into a Hart 10, Edwards 12, Phelps 20;
pact signed four years ago by
Marshall
quintet,
North
The
The biggest haul of the day
scuffle which led to a douVk Jones 17, Darnell 13, English 4.
O.J. Simpson when he was the was made by New Orleans, taken completely by surprise,
technical foul and the players
Bills' No. 1 c.hoice.
•
came away with 11 play- recovered partially during the ejection from the game
ENTERPRISE
No. 2 on Monday was another ers in the seven rounds, follow- second stanza, and pulled to
The closest the Lakers co=
On Jan. 14,1969, the nuclear
defensive end, Sherman White ed by Atlanta with 11
within four at the half, 44-40.
and Dalcome after that was at :0 points, aircraft carrier Enterprise sufof California, who was chosen las and Oakland with 10
The visiting five came out of never able to close the gap any fered an explosion and fire
apiece.
by the Cincinnati Bengals.
On the other end of the scale
the dressing room after in- farther.
while on maneuvers in the
• Another lineman, offensive was Washington.
temission ready to play ball.
The Redskins
Lakers took their usual Pacific.
The
tackle Lionel Antoine of South- with Coach George
Allen
They caught our home town
command of the boards,
emn Illinois, was third to go as swapping selections
last year
team with 6:04 remaining in the outrebounding their guests 31the Chicago Bears grabbed him for the veterans who made the
quarter, and passed them three
The Leiters also took tur; on their first-round pick
club a title contender, came
seconds later when Jones added nover "honors", giving up the
quired from the New York GI- iiWity with nothing.
two free throws to put the Jets ball 25 times to the Jets' 19.
ants.

By—David Hill

SAPPORO, Japan (API The International Ski FederCan't somebody call a technical on the official?? I am referring,
ation ( FIS) warned Nordic
s.
skiers Wednesday that anr of - of cow-se, to last eight's game at Calloway.
them posing with their skis and
I think I can honestly say that I have never seen a more poorly
displaying trademarks after called &nein my life. That was the very worst job of officiating
their races in the Winter Olym- that it has ever been my discomfort to witness.
pics will be disqualified.
I'm not making excuses for Calloway. They got their share of
Fred Roessner, FIS delegate bad calls, just as North Marshall did. Naturally, since I was for
from Austria, said the feder- the Lakers',it seemed as though the officials were unduly against
ation also has decided to test the Calloway, but North Marshall did get their share of bad calls.
three medal winners and three
Four technical fouls were called in the game. Three were
other contestants chAsen at against North Marshall and one was against Calloway. Two were
-random for doping after each l'br the fight between Wells and Edwards. The other two against
race.
North were for giving the official a hard way to go about foul calls
The rule on display of tradeIt was the general consensus of everyone that I talked to after
marks is in compliance with the game that this was, indeed, the worst called game of all time.
the International Olympic Cent- - Of-course, all this is just my jsersonal opinion', nothing else. To
mittee's new rule 26, which pro- anyone but myself, my opinion is worth absolutely nil. But I am
hibits contestants from partici- offering it for general discussion and reflection. To have put this
pating in advertising. However, in a news story would naturally have been improper journalistic
Roessner did not mention the tactics, but I do feel that a column is the place for such remarks as
rule specifically in warning the these.
60 skiers from 19 nations e.ntered in the cross country
events.
Roessner, a member of the
FIS cross country committee
and FIS' te,OloiPal inspector of
the Olympic courses, said the
doping tests will be made at
*be ski stadium within half an
Norrace.
skim tailing to appear
for the $ust will automatically
said.

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) Xrays have confirmed that thiVversity of Kentucky basketball
player Kent Hollenbeck has
broken a bone in his foot for
the fourth time in four months.
Hallenbeck was injured in the
Wildcats' 77-74 win over Alabama Monday night
The 6-foot-4 senior guard was
a starter last season, but has
played a total of only 34 minutes this season due to the recurring foot injury.
Trainer Walt McCombs said
Hallenbeck will be on crutches
for three days and will have his
foot in a walking cast for two
months. He is not expected to
play for at least a Month, if he
returns at all this season.
ANDY'S VICTORY
Gen. Andrew Jackson defeated the British at New
Orleans on Jan. 8, 1815, unaware that a peace treaty had
been signed two weeks earlier:

rs.
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CATCH ME IF YOU CAN

Ride this Yamaha and watch the others try
to catch up. It's the Yamaha XS2 4-cycle,
single overhead cam, twin cylinder street machine. New styling of Enduro front forks, 5speed transmission, 53 h.p. at 7,000 r.p.m.
make this machine the new leader.
New for '72 on the XS2 is: ELECTRIC STARTER and HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKE.
Just run thrqugh The gears. Feel the torque
pump out smooth all the way ulple top_e_geedf_
10D m-p,h.,

only $ 49500

Includes tax and
Titetise, In
YAMAHA
spection, freight
It's a better machine
and setup.

Ride the Yamaha XS2 and be the leader.
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Tho
41;
FULL COURT PRESS-David Wyatt(32io1 Calloway County
= la surrounded by these two North Marshall players as they try
• to take the ball away. The press was ineffecipve as Wyatt is

already throwing the ball downcourt to one of his teammates
The Lakers lost the battle 63-70.
Staff Photo by David Hill
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ke Witte is Back In lineup For Ohio State
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By MIKE BRANDON
charity tosses with just 11 rebounding department with 18
Writer
seconds gohe by In the - tiro(' iyhjje- Tyriffii -pulled off
It's nice to have a star on a frame to increase the lead to Willis grabbed eight rebounds
team hutit:takes-niece than one eight points..-T-hon • •Iiisiotar-In his best board effort of the
individual to win a basketball McCuiston fired a length of the season.
game. Murray High's Tigers court pass to Thurman Foster
Adam Lanning scored six
proved that last night as they who scored on a layup. That points and grabbed four
upended South Marshall in the increased the lead to 10 points rebounds in his limited action.
Bengal gym 7344.
with 6:45 left in the game.
Murray finished the evening
Sherman Cothran. out-- _ On the play, Foster twisted an by connecting on 30 of 69 tries
standing 6-1 floor leader for the ankle and left the game for the for a .435 clip from the floor.
Rebels, fired in 31 points but remainder of the night. Adam
In the preliminary contest the
watched his team succumb to Lanning came in for Foster and Tiger"B"team rolled to its 12th
the balanced Tiger attack.
did a fine job over the final win in 13 outings by trouncing
Dean Willis got the Tigers.* nates of the contest.
the South Marshall jayvees 74-felling early in the first stanzaW tinnineNt- frain -tinder the 49. Lane led the scoring with 23
.1?),Air_ing in nine of his team's.. brisket to put the Tigers on top while Landolt pumped in 17.
first 10 points. But by the time 89-58 with 1:50 left. But the Dean Laming played one of his
Uhe Rebel defense had tem- Rebels unleashed eight con- best games of the season and
porarily solved the flashy aecutive points and suddenly
tossed in 14. Other scorers were
Willis, Porter and Tyrone the laid was just five, 69-64 with Jackson,6, Resig 5, Hudspeth 4,
McCuistbn began-to-tike over. 43 seconds still to be played.
Cathey 3, and Dick 2.
The McCulinon brothers each
But Porter McCuiston and
The varsity Tigers, now 10-5
scored four points and brought Lanning added buckets to put
down five rebounds in the the game away for the Tigers for the season, will be enquarter as the Tigers rolled to and avenge the earlier loss to tertained by the rugged Retard
Memorial Bombers Friday
an 114.4 krad-at4he-end of the • the Rebels.
first eight minute stanza.
Dean Willis turned in his night. Tip off time for the
Dan Luther entered the game finest effort of the season and varsity contest will be 8 p.m.
14 14
the_ Naiad_ period replacing led the Murray scoring with 21 Rebels
.11rnW Bramley. Luther points. Porter McCuiston added Tigers
18 20 15 20-73
promptly responded by firing th 14 while brother Tyrone chipped
South(84)-Cothran 31, Smith
a 20 (doter arid Porter Mc- In with 12.
7,Lovett 3, McGregor 4,-Henson
CuistOdacidearibuctiflo
Luther-turned in another-- 15; Han 2 ina 'Slack 2.
uirlfie
score to 22-14.
Murray(73)-P. McCuiston
splendid reserve performance
1 he Rebs managed to pull and scored 13 points for the 14, T. McCuiston 12, Willis 21,
Foster 5, Bramley I, Luther 13,
within five.by back-to-back 20 Tigers.
footers by Willis and Luther
Porter McCuiston led the A. Lanning 6 and Lane 1.
vaulted the Tigers to a nine
point spread over the
outmanned South Marshall crew.
The first half ended with the
Tigers bolding a 38-28 advantage. Murray fired in 16 of 38
attempts in the half for a .421
mark from the floor. Willis led
the Tigers in the scoring column
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS players and spectators.
srith 14 points while Porter and
Last year at -Freedom Hall,
The third-ranked Louisville
Tyrone McCuiston added eight
Cardinals face perhaps their Horton and Louisville's Mike
and seven respectively. Luther
Lawhon took some swings at
netted six points in fine fashion sternest test of the season
tonight against Missouri Valley each other. Louisville won one
during his quarter of play.
phase of that fight 102-73, but
In the third period it looked as Conference foe Memphis State.
helore Horton began curclnot
Memphis
brings
a
sevenif the Tigers might repeat their
earlier performance against the game winning streak into the ing the floor and waving a
Rebels. Three weeks ago the Freedom Hall encounter and is chair over his head as bloodied
Tigers watched a five point second to Louisville in the ?dVC Memphis assistant coach
Wayne Yates hung on from behalftime lead to down the drain with a 4-1 record. Louisville is
hind
on
e
15
-gamevictory
streak
and -lost to the &tele by. 13
- In Tuesday night's action,
and is 5-0 in the conference.
Points.
In addition, both teams will Pikeville bested Campbellsville
The South Marshall press,
bring memorits of fisticuffs the 8342, Georgetown topped
which turned the tables in the
Thomas More 14-72,- Transearlier- Meeting; almost mc- -Iesti-two years -into tonight's
ylvania trounced David Lipceeded again. Murray watched 1 game.
scomb 108-57, Centre fell to Wila 12 point third period lead
Two years ego, at the conmington 110-79 and Berea was
dwindle to just three, 50-47 with
clusion of Louisville's 8342 vic28 seconds left in the quarter. tory at Memphis, Memphis' nosed out by Rio Grande 81-80.
Pikeville had to hold off a
Thurman Foster tossed in a Fred Horton and Louisville's
late
Campbellsville rally for its
free throw and Luther scored at Mike Grosso exchanged blows.
the buzzer and the Tigers clung The Cardinals' Al Vilcheck also victory. Jeff Rhodes brought
Campbellsville within a point
to a 53-47 lead after three gave Horton a swing, then fled
with 19 seconds left, but missed
periods of a action.
to the dressing room, leaving
on a free throw.
Tyrone McCuiston hit on two behind a batch of ,brawling
Georgetown's Mike Calhoun
poured in 26 points to help his
team pull away -Frolii -Thomas "
More in the second half. Ted
Volpenheim led Thomas More
with 16 points.
Transylvania outscored David
Lipscomb 38-14 - in the first 10
minutes of the second half to
Thur.
ALL
seal the victory. Everett Bass
FrL
led Transy with 25 points.
Sat
Centre trailed Wilmington the
entire game as the Colonels
Sale
were
out-rebounded
58-30.
Days :
Centre could not contain freshman Fletcher Yates who scored
All Childrens
36 points and hauled down 17
rebounds for the winner.

Louisville Faces
Memphis Tonight

-

SHOES

$5.00

Winter
Clothes

1/2 Price

One Group

•.'

Shirts

PANTS
'1 and '5

New

Shipment Irregular

KNIT PANTS

s2

Spring Colors
Rack

u

of

3 Days Only

PANTS

..•••
100%

Tex tured

Polyester

$11

15-'16-'18 Values
Beautiful Spring

Knits
1st Quality

SPORT COATS
1st Quality

BOWLING
STANDINGS

•

One
Group

Irregular

SPORT COATS

25.00

New

Shipment
Boys

JEANS
Huskie.
Slims,
Regular
Size

8-18

TheVALUE MART
OUTLET
SHOP
Chestnut
808
753-9640

MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
Bowling League
Team
W.L
Johnson's Grocery
55 13
Ezell Beauty School
49 19
NHCA
421 4 25' 2
Murray Insurance Agen
cy
39''2 281 2
Murray Muffler Seryice33' 2
341?
Boones
30-- 38
Owen Food Market
30 38
Bank of Murray
24 4.4
JP.* r y'S Restaurant
22'? 45/
1
2
kroner
•
ht--131
'High Team Game (SC)
Ezell Beauty School
820
N H.C.A.
174
Johnson's Grocery
732
High Team Game (HC)
N H.C.A.
1033
EMI Beauty School
1025
Murray Insurance
•
• 989
High Team Series (SC)
Ezell Beauty School
2217
Johnson's Grocery
21-34
N H.C.A.
2007
High Team Series (HC)
Murray Insurance
2857
Ezell Beauty SOgol
2932
N.H C A
278.4
High Ind. Game (SC)
Wanda Nance
212
Betty Dixon
185
Leta Norsworthy
182
High Ind. Gant* CHC)
Wanda Nance
245
Ruth Smith
229
Lou Darnell
226
Nigh Ind. Series (SC)
LaVaughn Latimer
576
Wanda Nance
502
Mildred ttodge
493
High Ind. Series 94C1
La Vaughn Latimer
643
Lou Darnell
679
EthelerieCallan
617
'gh Averages
Marilyn Pals
- 159
Dot Mullins
157
Bogiiie Garrison
Wanda Nance
Mildred Hodge
Betty Dixon
La Vaughn Latimer
Betty Riley

156
153
152
148

By KEN RAPPOPORT
' by 13 points a few times in the doesn't start, scored 15 points
Associated Press Sports Writer second half.
to share scoring honors with
Luke Witte's name was anThe Hawkeyes, led by Kevin senior guard Todd Lalich, whe
nounced for the starting lineup Kunnert and Rick Williams, spent the early part of the
arid the cheers of 13,000 rolled came back and went ahead by game on the bench. Bill Brown,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ry" Tuesday night. .
down from the stratosphere of three points late in the second another new starter, scored 13.
Taking into consideration the
The Cavaliers had beaten the Ohio State gym._
half before Ijornyak took,over. • Cleo Kilgore scored -14points-"heavy -Wiedulelfir constant -Ituifilo- IOW in a regularly
It was his first appearance
The Ohio State guard scored and Dennis Bell had 15 as
traveling encountered by Na- scheduled game, then took a Buckeye basketball togs since nine points in the last
21
/
2 min- Drake survived a late West
.eiansi - Basketball Association three-minute break and played
his injury in that wild brawl utes and finished with 37 points, Texas State comeback. Steve
Bill
Coach
the final four seconds of a with Minnesota.
teams, Cleveland
matching his career high.
Davidson's 19 points topped the
Fitch said, You don't havegame protested on Dec.. 3.
"I wondered if Luke was goKunnert finished with 25 losers.
much time to savor a victory,. Cleveland failed to score in ing to be skittish after his con- -points and
Williams rifled in 23.
Davidson took over first
those four seconds and lost 91- cussion," said Ohio State Coach
but this one was ridiculous."
Missouri fought off inspired place in the Southern Confer.
L_
Ce.WW9
9
refefel
)
's
Pied Taylor.
Kansas before pulling out a ence with its victory over East
304 he had to "savor a 'let*
"We're back on a losing
Not Tuesday night, anyway. close one on John Brown's Carolina. Forward
Joe Sutter
streak even before we leave the Witte's return to action was shooting. Brown
was in foul scored a career-high 276 points
Fitch.
quipped
triumphant with a 17-point, 14- trouble the first half but scored
building,"
Elsewhere in the NBA, Mil- rebound perforipance that 1301 his 19 points in the last 20 and had 10 rebounds for Davidson, .which won -its sixth
helped ninth-ranked Dhio State minutes.
straight game.
108-97, Seattle beat ChicagoState
in- sink Iowa 82-77.
It was Brown's hook shot
Al Nissen's field goal with 15
By THE Assoc/Amp }ma% 103, New York downed Detroit
"I still have a headache, but from 10 feet with 4:13 left that seconds
to play led Nebraska
Boston
Etaltitopped
115-108
,
2
the
I
doctor
said would," said helped the Tigers finally chase over Kansas State; SMU
"It's my life, and I love it."
--de-more
115-108,
and
Phoenix
took
the 7-foot center, who was hos- down the Jayhawks at 54-all.
Memphis
Babe
Coach
feated Texas behind Ruben TliMcCarthy, the only survivor Portland 129-111.
pitalized after the free-for-all Bud Stallworth, who had a plett's 24 points
and grabbed a
In the Buffalo-Cleveland during the Minnesota game last
from the American Basketball
game-high 29 points, then put share of the Southwest Conferrepletion
game, rookie Austin week."The vision's better. I'm
Association's original cast of
Kansas ahead with a field goal. ence lead with Texas A&M;
coaches, recorded his 200th ca- Carr fired in 12 of his 19 points just good and tired now•,
But Brown hit a jump shot Roy Thomas fired in 26 points
in
the
third
quarter,
leading
the
Hot Hand Lake's perform- and Mike Jeffries worked free for Baylor and Texas A&M
reer victory in the ABA TuesCavaliers
to victory. His jum- ance, along with Allan Horday night as the Pros stopped
for a layup to put Missouri on beat Rice behind Wayne Howper from the left side broke a nyak's clutch shooting, moved
Dallas 9847.
top 58-56 with 2:59 to play. Kan- ard's 23 points.
of
69-69
deadlock
and
triggered
a
tm
spartsut. Ohio State into a three-way tie sas never cinight us.
, ;'veye,n,joy
par.
eve
yriy
iaid
meAffrth
stee
AMELIA-EARBART--With Minnesota and Michigan' Ohio rolled over VMI after
Amelia Earhart became the
her this season, his fifth pro tab's Walt Hazzard took game In the zany Big Ten race.
' Coach Jim Snyder shook up his _first woman
to fly solo from
Missouri, the nation's No.
campaign. "Not all the time is wiring honors with 26 Pintstarting lineup. Denny Busch, a Hawaii to
64.6r-California on Jan. 11,
ieri, after -the brief break, team, whipped Kansas everything going -to go
8-_fiket4_pophomore who usually 1935.
but still, I can enjoy myself' the teams resumed play. CleveClove- Ohio smashed Virginia Military'
land's Rick Roberson took the Institute 98-60; Drake topped
and try to do a good job."
McCarthy lias -done ,..ii--good.-Inill.aut atmid,cotirtnnci-tossed.- West Texas State 74-68; Davidenough job to earn the respect it to Bobby Smith, whose 35- son downed East Carolina 92-70;
foot shot bounced off the rim to Nebraska nipped Kansas State
of his cohorts.
"He gets more out of his Buffalo's Elmore Smith as the 61-60; Southern Methodist defeated Texas 85-80; Baylor
players than any other coach in game ended.
turned back Texas Christian 93the league," a rival coach
._
cleveland had wad a
protest 77; Tao A&M stopped- Rice
of McCarthy last year.
after the original game, claim80-70 and No. 5 Long Beach
In other ABA games,the VW- log
it should have been given
State trounced IJCaT-Irvine 83Squires halted a four- the
ball at mid-court rather
game losing streak 10
WHEN
'
~at than under its basket after'ba- 62. In other games Tuesday
the New York Nets 117-106-and•
YOU BUY
Card had sunk a technical'foul night. Carolina topped Denver 1174011. with four
Iowa, which plays Minnesota
seconds left. NBA
Memphis rallied in the secCommissioner Walter Kennedy and Ohio State two times each
ond half to erase a 49-42 deficit upheld
in a two-week period, was down
the protest.
and give James Harrison
America's largest selling nuilti-vitamin molti-minoral product!
,McCarthy, 48, his milestone
Oscar Robertson's 33 points 72 and Jerry Lucas' 20 carried
victory. Charlie Williams led and Kareem Jabbar's 21 helped the
Knicks past Detroit despite
36 Tablets FREE
the Pros with 24 points, but Milwaukee beat Golden State 40
when you buy the
points and 24 rebounds by
72-tablet size!
Donnie Freeman of Dallas for the first time this season the
Pistons' Bob Lanier. The
topped all scorers with 26.
YOU SAVE 2.69
and hand the Warriors only loss *as the Pistols' -sixth
Seven players scored in, their second loss in 17 games. straight and ninth
in 10 games.
double figures as Virginia Jeff Mullins led the Warriors
72 Tablets FREE
Boston rallied from a 108-102
when you buy the
stopped the Nets. Charlie Scott with 23 points before injuring
144-tablet
size!
of the Squires was high'man his left ankle in the fourth deficit with 4:14 left by outYOU
4.98
SAVE
scoring
Baltimore
i3-2.
Dave
with 33 points, while center Bit- _ quarter.
cArv-enge,
64
the
_Celtics
with
ly Fauna led the NetaWith
encer ilaywood and Don
---144-T-ablets FREE
-irncts.
Wendell Ladner and Joe Smith combined for 16 points in 32 points arid 21 rebo
you buy the
SPECIAL "Limited-Time" wtHm
Caldwell came up with clutch the fourth quarter, leading
Phoenix, behind Dick Van
288-tablet,sizel
OFFER — SAVE TODAY! YOU SAVE 8.69
baskets in the final minutes to Seattle's victory over Chicago. Arsdale's 24 points, Paul Silas'
boost Carolina past Denver.-Maywood-finished -as-- the .4 and Connie Helaine'
Caldwell led Carolina with 2g7 game's top scorer with 27 handed Portland its ninth conDALE & STUBBLEFIELD
secutive loss. Geoff Petrie colpoints, but Denver rookie Dave Saints.
lected
25
points
and Sidney
. Pt 3-.731
Rohisch took game honors with
Bill Bradley's season high of
30.
•
29 points, Dave DeBusschere's Wicks 24 for the Trail Blazers.

McCarthy Records
200th Win Tuesday --""kee'PP`"
d- Ien

SUPER PLENAMINS.

BIG 3 DAY SALE!!
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY'
Prices cut to a new low ..: for Groat Hoover Vaisios.
Ward-Elkins helps you put Hoover quality in your home.
Reliable convenience for your cleaning!

-'LOOK AT THESE LOW, LOW SALE PRICES!!
tiYaoctin nAnire cLioet:nienrs
g at Two
In One..
•3 Position Rug

HOOVER

•A Hoover the worlds finest
cleaner.
•Extra large
throw-away bag holds more dirt change less often'
•Vinyl outer Jacket
-never a dusty odor.
Wipe clean wrth a
damp cloth.
•4-position tug
adjustment... indooroutdoor floor Coverings
to (kap shag rugs.
•Two speed motor 50% more suction
with .cleaning tools.
automatically'
.tleaneirolls
on wheels-gets all
the dirt, you lust
guide it

THE
PORTABLE!

LtCyi

NEED'
NEW
TUF FLEX
HOSE
(always
attached)

Adjustment
•Power Dial
Regulates
Suction
•Triple-Action

Cleaning
•Time To
Empty
Signal

Have Cleaner -Will Travel

(with everything . .

INSIDE)

WARD-ELKINS
Phone In Your Order
753-1713

Planned Grants To Upgrade Jefferson Co. Court systems

North Fork News

KWA To Discuss
-Social Work
Legislation
District_ me of -the Kentucky
Welfare Association will hold its
firstioneheon program, meeting
of the year Thursday 'at 11:30
a.m. in the Mayfield Holiday Inn
dining room. Tbe program will
consist of a panel discussion and
a question-and-answer period Of
the pending legislation to license
social workers in Kentucky.
KWA Is composed of individu
els,'agencies,institutions and organizations interested in social
welfare In Kentucky. All members and other interested persons are urged to contact Mrs.
Lee King, Department of Child
Welfare, P.O. Box 603, Mayfield,
Ky. 42966 to make reservations
for the luncheon meeting which
will cost $2.40 for meal, tax and
,
tip.
Panel members will be Jack
Johnson, associate professor of
social work, Murray State University, Murray; Charles Eastland, chairman of the KWA
Committee for Licensure, Dismas House, Louisville; and as
moderator, Roger Perry KWA
District One president, Department of Child Welfare, Benton.
For persons wishing to pre•-v e the proposed- legislation
prior to the meeting, copies
have been replaced with Messrs.
Johnson, Eastland, Perry and
Don Breeden, vocational rehabilitation, Paducah; also with Mesdames King, Mary Dorris, PA,
Paducah; Edna Glenn, mental
health, Paducah; Kate Henton,
PA • Benton: Iris Holley, PA,
Wickliffe, Kathryn Webb, PA,
Wickliffe. Kathleen Woodward,
child welfare. Benton; Lillian
Jones, Commission on Handicapped Children. Paducah: Sally
Nesler, JU Kevil Foundation.
Mayfield; "Stella Mitchusson,
PA, Paducah; Emily McGuire,
Child Development Center, Paducah, and Judith LeFever, PA,
Murray.
With the exception of guests
Johnsidti and Eastland, the above
named people constitute the
executive committee of KWA
District One - •
of
proof
-Less formal
marriage and birth is now

acceptatile to the Veterans
Administration On apphcations
for benefits, the agency announced recently. '

Easy Terms

•
AGE EVE

idltkiebotaellai.haestia tha
overhaul of an antiquated law.
enforcement system,"
Governor Ford said.
He added that the state gime
Commission will monitor the- -programs to "insure the money
Isapplied in the best inkiest,of
law enforcement."
-

Safe Streets Act.
iounty courts and to launch an
Some 9145,000 will be allotted efficiency study of both the
to establish a public defender county am circuit courts.
program with six attorneys and
Also some $50,000 will be used
two investigators ,to represent to hire four
full-time
Indigents in Criminal cases.
prosecutors for the comAnother $50,000 will be used to monwealth's attorney's office.
hire an- administrator for the
''Thirtrioney, together with

Gov. Wendell H. Ford announced- three grants totaling
more than a quarter of a million
Herbert Orr, and Mr. and Mrs. dollars to upgrade the
Mrs. Holise Grooms is Wicker Sunday afternoon.
.Louisville and-Jefferson County
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes Cooper Jones have the flu.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Waymon
court systems.
Wattle
Mrs.
Taylor
is
not
Paschall
Jessie
Mrs.
visited
week.
Young this
Funds .
vrill be supplied
doing so well these past few
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher Monday in the hospital.'
primarily through the federal
l3erince Rainer—Mrgi —
ldr: and -Mrs: Cluirlle.-

FltfEpidemic-Continues In Homes Of TheArea; Several In Hospital
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Jas. 31, Ira
Well about all I know to write
about is the flu. It sure has hit
--/etNrartsnItrhere —
• Jessie _Paschall is in
Henry County Hospital, real
sick with the flu and bronchitis.
She was carried by ambulance.
Her sister Mrs. R.D. Key went
with her ax stayed alLday.
Mrs. Odessa Tarkington was
admitted to Henry County
Hospital Monday with flu. Her
condition is some better at this
time.
Clay Cook is very ill in Henry
County Hospital.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Mrs. Gail
Morris, Gaylon Morris, Mrs. •
Warren Sykes and son, Mitch,
and Zipora Morris have had the
flu this week.
Mr.and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
'children from Nashville, Tenn.,
spent one week end with the
Glynn Orr's. Other visitors on
Sunday were the Glynn M.,Grr's
and 3011:
Mrs. Clarris Wilson had
surgery at ,Henry County
Hospital -Thiaaday. Mrs. R.D.
Key visited her and Mrs.
Odessa Tarkington Thursday
_ _morainivedileLthere..with her
sister? Mrs. Jessie Paschall.Sorry to hear of Willie Jones
being in Murray Hospital with a
broken hip. He fell on the ice
going out the door.
- Bro. Vaden, Bro. Jerry Lee.
Susan Sykes, and Bro. Warren
-Sykes visited ?drs. Jessie
Paschall in the hospital Wed- nesclay.
Mrs. Tom Wilson is staying
with her son, Owls, and
daughter while Mrs. Wilson is
in the hospital.
Mrs.Glyrm Orr and Mrs. R.D.
Key are staying with Howard
Morris, helping to care for their
mother, Mrs. Ella Morris and
sister, Zipora. Mother Morris
will be 95 years young the
second of February. Bro. Vaden
.visited in the Morris home
Thursday afternoon.
Mr.and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children visited the R.D. Key's
Saturday afternoon.
Mr.and Mrs.Robert Harding,
Mr.and Mrs. Camol Boyd,Mrs.
A.D. Vaden,Mr. aj4Mrs.Mlke
Mrs. Bobbie Baiiiten,
Claris Wilson, Elbert Elkins,
and Howard Morris visited Mrs.
Jessie Paschall in the hospital.

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 2, 1992
the work of local officials, will
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Free Delivery

(a.

February Furniture Sale
* OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS

•
• HENREDON

•JAMISON

•THOMASVILLE

•LA-Z-BOY

•DREXEL

• FAIRFIELD

•KROEHLER

•SEALY

OTHERS

/SLEEPER-SOFAS

GRANDf
1/3 Off

and slate. .grits floral

12

Curved bock dri•freuf trod red cnoshml seism !ultra°
Rog 499 95

1-2

Deep lullfed rari•d• %quer e bock bi ens*.gold, velvet
Rog 449 95

•
polo thompogne and green do-

Attorbod . pillow bock, gr•en
nylon Reg 34995

blue and gold floral 100 per

Early AmmIcon won' bock, gold. red and *love floral lonnhk• can.. R•g 299 95.
two-Irmo Earl; American Jur'', wortg,. bock
lon Reg 399 95

el,ne gre•n ny-

.
relem
.. ond
knuckled follow bock Loursun Merculcce.p1m,11 sweet
geld. ono raid-gold Reg 349 95.
Spanish woad front cheep ruffed bark ol•ve swum crash .0e:elver. Reg 311 95
- Attached pdlow back laseson style loveseot mange linen
Rog 2111 95
Chippendale red, blue. geld cr•wel design floral linen
Rog 399 95 ,
Attached pritaw-berk trodotranot crushed velyrrt
green, one oytirr whim Reg 349 95

on• olive

tatty Atuctncon smog bon thnemetnitiem hientstilett phew/ erne
red-gold •n• er••is-brown con• golel-lbrounin Iteg 3999$

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

Deep 10led- hack fused° style block end sirlar• houndstooth
Nei raison Reg 399 95

299"
299"

Attached back tredmonel Lawson style mots/loss& floral, ono
ge••n. on go••n, On. room and gold Reg 369 95
Early American super-green. orange, gold and brown Darren
Pely•stor 1 Cotton floral Lig 491 95.

269"
399"

2299

JAMISON

249
/6995
199"

MAITRESS & BOX SPRINGS

299v5
229"

9995
Queen Size 219.95 — — —NOW 1 4995
Reg. Size 159.95 — —

NOW

Stanley 4-pc Spanish pima dearrisdnesom with twin mierert.
doer chest, nigh, stand, and twedb•wril. Reg 919 00

4-pc Dren•I Spanish dark pecan triple d
chest,

Sale

3 pc. solid 'walnut Queen Aone cOcktail, drop feat tea or
lamp table, drawer end tablti. Reg: 393.00.
2-pc,, set Henredon round cominode table and drop-drawer
end table. Reg 349.95
_
• --4 pc set Henredon, two drawer end tables, two cocktail
. squares. Reg. 370.00.
Stanley Tour Navaca large square chest type door COM
mode Reg 14995.

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

Pair, attached batten back traditional Wood celery.
Ito,. 11/.93. Each

nit•

stand

1/2 PRICE
MISCELLANEOUS

with mirror,
R•r

1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Price

79995

1224 00

, mirror, chest hood

29995
26995

, chest, poster headboard

LAMPS 1/2 PRICE
•Phil Mar

•Rembrandt

•Frederic Cooper•Westwood

12

2.pc. Stanley Tour Navaca Spanish door commodes,
pecan Reg 199.95

Price
1'2 Price

14alian Poe table, round commode. Reg 69 95

1 '2

Price

SOLID MAPLE

Sariford mini chest, mahogany three drawer front with flip
lop concealing bar or sewing storage. Reg. 199.15.
Henredoh credenza creamy antique white striped with soft
green. Reg. 250.00.

1/2 Price

Upright bar, Spanish design, mirrored back with fitted
glass storage. Reg. 179.95

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

Small scale Heckman credenza,antique white striped with
copper. Reg. 199.95.

Steniey pecan four -door -Spanish credenza, Red. 299.96.•••• 1/2 pric

Modern Stanley desk, double pedestal, with matching
vinyl seat. Reg. 259.95.

Solid

LA-Z-BOY CHAIRS

schoolmaster lift lid desk. Reg. 99.95.

/
1
2 Price
1/2 Price

iron bench, red velvet cover. Reg.

1/2

Flip top bar champagne chest design with mirrored back,
2
black formica shelf, drawer and door storage. Reg. 239.95.— • • 1/

Price
Price

Sale
Early American Maple trim green nylon Reg 220.00.

Traditional design gold cover. Reg. 243.00

Black vinyl tall mars

•

maple

Gold leaf wrought
130.00.

Traditional olive green
237 00

15995

three Upper open

chair, black

Spanish high hack, wood trim, vivid gold cover
279.95.

CORNER HUTCH

14-oz.

Sale
1/2 Price
/
1
2 Price
1/2 Price
/
1
2 Price

Antique white credenza with mirror decorated with faded
red and green floral design. Reg. 229.95

Spanish bookcase, two door base with
shelves. Reg. 149.95.

1/2 Price
1/
2 Price
l/2

Reg

and brown striped velvet Reg

chair. Reg. 258 00

SPA

* PICTURES
* ACCESSORIES

Thomasvitte credenza, wood framework, carved doors,
white with cinnamon trim. Reg. 2/9.95.

Solid cherry octagonal drum table. Reg. 129.95.

NOW

end

3-pc. Spanish pecan triple dr
Reg 399 95

I set French Provincial stack tables fruitwood finish. Reg.
109.95

Reg. 219.95 — —

headboard

3-pc Medit•rronean pecan triple 4,
beard Reg 369 95

Price
1 2 Price

1 pc Spanish pecan end tables. Reg. 119.00.

Traililiwiel stall scale swivel rocker, geld tweed.
Reg. 119.43.
.

Sale
49995
59995
44995
39995
44995

4-pc Medrterrunrrun solid eair chest bed with foot, triple dresser
wrih Ittrge
and night stand Reg 649 95

4 pc set traditional cherry, two lamp tables, octagonal
commode, coffee square. Reg. 439.00.

Bowen bark traditional, Wire and lint. floral.
Reg. 129.93.
.

/
1
2 Prieir
1/2Price
..
1/
2 Price
1/2 Priee
'1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/2 Price

LARGE SELECTION

Thomasville 4-pc french Provincial Triple Dresser with retirter
chest, choir bock loadbOord, and nits table. Reg. 1119.93, .

TABLES

. ...... .

Poi.. Woe;root and beige ineirquot floral. •
Reg. 129.113. Roph

_ BEDROOM

GR
BR

/
1
2 Price
1/2 Price

Early Arnericati Wing bock, gold, green, aced brown bird
print floral. Rog. 13993

3-pc pecan by Vaughn Sow chest, door dresser with reswiee.
Cathedral heodboord and night table Reg 49995

4 pc. set Mediterranean oak, two end tables, drawer chest,
cocktail. Reg 350.00.

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

Traditioned pair olive-gold twinge chairs.
Reg. 139.93. Each

Antique 'White van* ann eidt-ep (haw, reit MOWN littall end
licstS.
---.•

C•nseliclotscl 4.pc Spanish pecan these on ch•st,
&Into,
worth enure., headboard erne'drawee wine table Ito" 6411.95

octagonal

Pair, green end blue florolisotten bock traditional
Reg. 129.93. todi

Deep tufted tuxedos style red crushed velvet.
Reg. 199,95.

MEDIUM FIRM

Price

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

harlot/need •yittim whit* attached Mame back
Rog 54993.

Red
tapestry-like tretlitional lounge choirs.
Rag. 1411.9.1. ................... .

169"
269-

Reg. $19.95

4 pc. set Spanish pecan, two end tables,
commode, cocktail. Reg. 309.00

1/2

Attached pillow back swell stole swivel rocker. nylon tweed,
en* geld. one grey Rog 139 95

n...1

995

3 pc. set Spanish pecan 2-large door commodes 1.cocktail.
Reg. 269.95.

Sate

Pair, gold floral ilesign on beige damask,traditional.
Reg. 139.93.

itliMthRRORS
Plate Gloss

OR

CHAIRS
Antique olive painted frame pulliup chew, i11101 arum
gold crushed velvet seat and bock. Rog. 149 93.

loose cushren rod rehire and gold floral traditional
--Rag 399 95

Price
Price
Price

12

Attached pollow back birige nylon lannion stsle 7$
Reg 339 95

koonch Provo...al, wood him
med. Reg 39995

d9ri
sck green, geld and olive striped Hercule's.
39995

Spanish wood HIM tufted bock glovilt-saft vinyl. jet black.
II•g 599 95

Sale
1 2 Price

$799,5

299"
199"
299"
39995
299"

Attached back traditional green and gold fl•rel. two ctishien
Reg 3395

C,... .4 Soto
gold

II-Pc. Spanish Pecan Trash-TAU wise awe hack
chairs, large glass dooi Chin by Stanley.
Reg. 1ii9991
— NOW

Sale

SOFAS
Lorne pillow bock thompogne
woth ono pillows It•g 3.19 95

DINING ROOM

Early Arn•ricrin Wing-lock maple trim, green nylon
Reg 499 95

RA.ttg

Tufted back 'overdo r•d
Oleg 339 95

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
IVIANt OTHER,ITEMINOT ADVERTISED,,

179
1699
'
J9995
1899
'
1 999"

Many Other Styles and Covers - All Reduced!

Open Friday
Nights

TPurrti Cn
FU IR MI I ir

Murray, Ky.
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cadocrW

mews'*

Chestnut

Sliced

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

Elacoiri59

Swift Premium

Swift Premium

T-BONE
STEAK
$1 49

•••••116

Field's

lb

*FROZEN FOODS *

95

rice
rice
rice

Doz.

rice
rice

rice

de*

purchase excluding
tobacco and dairy products. 3

with '5.00

SPAGHETTI PICKLES

16-oz.

lbs.

Morocco is practicable for everyday use.

2lbs

CARAME

• DETERGENT PROOF
• OVENPROOF
• DISHWASHER SAFE • FADE PROOF -

CHEESE

Kraft
Assorted Barbeque

1"z.

-Imaginative artistry-of-designAdde new=41imegitions of beauty
and elegancP to Mnrocco•dinnerware,FastioneZ in the -traditional style. its.luxuricius look is emphasized by the rich, glowihg patterns forever, protected, under a crystal clear glaze.
Truly a Masterpiece of formal dinnerware artistry.

Paramount Dill
or KOSHER

Red Cross

70z2/25"

Ile

MAJESTIC MOROCCO DINNERWARE
FOR
DISTINCTIVE CANDLELIGHT DINING

SHORTENING COOKIES
29t
9' 39$

rice

rice

Keebler Co.
Chocolate Fudge Sandwich

RACKER

rice

rice

Red & White Pure Vegetable

Flavor-Kist

vice

rice

GET YOUR COMPLETE SET NOW DURING THIS EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER — NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE AT SUCH TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS.

'1"
Kraft Italian or
1000 Island

Kraft
Macaroni

SAUCES DINNERS DRESSIN
8-oz.

39'

39'

714 °z

2/45t 3P1
Kraft

rice

MIRACLE MUSTARD
WHIP

rice
rice

'rice

,4 FRUIT DISHES
Special Event Price S 2.49

_. Coupon Value

50

YOU PAY ONLY $ 1.99

YOU PAY ONLY

$1.29

'rice

'rice

'rice

'rice

Del
TOMATO

18oz 3/$1
Kraft

KRAFT

Low Calorie French,
Italian or Chef

DRESTIG

GRAPE
JELLY

BEANS

2 lbs

'rice

p

66

39'
Pride of Illinois
Whole Kernel

WHITE CORN
2/35t

303 can

59'
Kitchen Kraft
PURPLE HULL

P3f!als
2/25'

303 can

33'

YOU PAY ONLY

Kraft Miniature

LIQUID

LUX

Marshmallows
19'

King Size

59'

Johnson's Coupon

Maxwell House

COFFEE
75t
1-lb. bag

$2.49

Parkay
MAR67CRINE
29'

JELLY

59'

'rice

Special Event Price $2.99
&lupin Vahse
.50

Special Event Price '1.69
Coupon Worth .40

Kraft Cooking

Qt

COVERED BUTTER
DISH

3-PIECE M.GROCCO PLACE
SETTING

'rice

'rice

*

Nibs. —49'
RED POTATOES
JONATHAN APPLES-------------------14—t-W
RADISHES
.P' 2/1
5'
Doz. Ill Bag
39_
,
2"z 45' ORANGES--MEDIUM EGGS

sle

rice

* PRODUCE

20,

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 6 OZ JAR OF
INSTANT

MIUMELL HOUSE°COFFEE
AT

(Limit: 1)

Johnson's

6-0z.
04

Jar Only

89;

sa COUPON PEI FAMILY

Expires

Feb. 26

axeu
House

ht
NEW YORK AP) — As he
shaped it, the strategy was to
concentrate first on centers of
intellectual and 'occupational
development-the universities.
and El-0M ririfluential bast,
to extend the movement
throughout the world.
"Win the campus for Christ
today," the keynote went. "Win
the world for Christ tomorrow."
That is the huge-scale vision
which 20 years ago impelled
William R. Bright, a onetime
businessman,to start a venture
which today is flourishing on
450 campuses and spreading
into a variety of other environments.
It's called the Campus Crusade for Christ International.
Bright, its founder and president, says:
"I believe we're now moving
Into a time of the Spirit of God
doing something new in our
day. We're well into the first
phase of the greatest spiritual
awakening since Pentecost."
Tliak as described in the New
Testament, was when a holy effusion, hie the wind, filled the
early apostles and swept Je• -retuil„drawing thousands of
Many nations into faith.
-Bright, 49, a warmly engaging man whom associates inevitably call "Bill," cites the fast
niultiplying dimensions of the
movement and exudes canfidence
—k
—Weol)e-encompasstog goat "We can't do it alone—we're
only leaves on the twigs of the
branch of love," he said in an
interview. "But it's tewsting
out all I over. Thousands of
Christians are ready to do
whatever they need to do to accomplish it.
"We believe that the United
States will be saturated by the
gospel of Jesus Christ by 1976
and that by 1990 the whole
world will have been saturated
by it so that everyone will have
heard the most joyful news
ever announced,
To augment the process,
Campus Crusade this summer
boosted its full-time staff from
2,400 up to 3,000 young men and
women, encouraging belief and
conducting follow-up studies on

•

I

•
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and Wieland% with funds for- week special framing at the
-at -LnaUtute-ot
_
in Ar- Arrowhead Sprits.
---1
==
ee
Letmtl
Campus Crusade also pilbrowhead-Wrings, Calif. Single
of chance, that he staff members get $250 month- 'Ashes two quarterly magazines,
has a wonderful plan for us. We ly, couples $550, plus allow- two newspapers, has a weekly
'7 radio program on 150 stations
see the Christian life as a great ances for children.
adventure."
To qualify for such posts, _ and supports touring speakers,
g wrestlers, a folk rock group,
Staff members, in their early they must be graduates
-weight lifters and an "illusionTO's, arrange to raise their ott67 college seminary or Bibk
-eslarlee through local churches lege. They get additional five- ist." They talk of faith with

1 •1

student residences at the Unitheir acts.
Bright. rt _native Oklahoman_,yersity of Qat(gni&InigicAo7
and graduate in business eco- geles to talk about faith. It stirnomics of Oklahoma's North- red a lively student response.
"I was so surprised I didn't
eastern State College, originally
went into the fancy food busi- know what to do," Bright said.
ness in California, but on the It put him to work full time exside took-leniergtaduate semi- panding the technique. "I saw
miracles happen that first year,
nary week. In Mt; he and his wife, Vo-- the've • been happening ever
nette, made a try at visiting

campuses mostly in this coun- pressure methods. We never artry, but now also in 45 other gue or try to compel a person
into a decision. That's the_wark
nations.
•••
,The organization, with an an- of the Holy Spirit.
"Our responsibility is Win*
nue)budget of su million, largcc than thara-irome major de- to share the good news, that
nominations, also is expanding God loves mm-that we'reMI
work into high schools, the military and athletic areas, and in
a series of training conferences
for laymen and pastors. About
300,000 have been trained as
evangelists at such conferences
in the last.two years.
Dramatizing the stepped-up
drive, a massive student congress on evangelism is set for
Dallas, Tex., -next June 12-17,
with 100,000 expected to attend
daily training sessions and
nightly rallies in the Cotton
Bowl. Called, "EXPLO '72,"
"it's aim is to ignite an explosion of faith.
Bright said the gathering will
launch a chain of aditional'conSizes
- z- Mivinf Rugged 61/2-12
ferences across the country to
;Wift11.11-11:lit
it
lamas lie
train 500,000 more workers in
Ea-ifycsre
the cause. The goal is 10,000
full-time staff members by
gio
1976, and five million other volunteers.
Terming itself an "evange•
Airtight closure keeps cakes end pies
•Tough easy-care man-made
listic .arm" of the churchoti+
fresh. Crumb well. tarp 1214" size.
..
el.
uppers.
Campus Crusade is
denominational, but insists that_
•Non-skid oil-resistant
4ta staff rnembers be
Mix or Match -with local churches, and
•Comfort cushioned innersole.
stresses the importance 'Ti
church membership to others.
"We feel that commitment is
1t Teas
not complete iinTes4I 111111114
t4)111611/C
'4.4lSI I
into the church," Bright said.
Pal %Sal It: A
eo etre
1111411/LdiCALUt
"A person would be left at sea
itt.l111111/140‘
nEntaN
without an anchor or soil ta
grow in if he doesn't put his —
roots down in some local fel- -y-Provides'ivork berth efficieric—
lowship."
No. 621
As to how Campus Crusade
when space is
goes about fostering faith,
limited.
Bright said its approach is to
avoid philosophical or inLightweight,
tellectual argument, but simply
use
to tell of the fulfillment offered
--Yet Sturdy .mEiaseem.lr—
•1st
r-Y 4,
so•11.1.11*.A00
by Christ and his promise of an
—
_abundant life.
"We discovered that if you
It I I I'll •I
Sell SI ICI I
approach students on a philoMakes figuring easy!
sophical plane, you'll be opposed on that plane. But if you
Ideal for quick calculations.
simply present Jesus Christ,
the most skeptical will sit there
Irregular material, first quality
Keeps (M010_n_e_at
drinking it in.
guaranteed heathig-elernents.
"They know instinctively they
aK orderly, withnd
need God. But we avoid highDouble bed, single contrOl.

the
"
Batto
n Sef
rne
of Virgo. V
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7044
Imported
in Black

\OW

Reg. $3.39

Pocket
Computator
with.Stylus

ELECTRIC —
BLANKET

1"

for —$

Our

111P,1111C

Is. _0.11..
COrrilt__./111116.41 to4_1.I

tioor
s

/040

---exifidence

Our Reg.2/$
67' ea.

1
1

UTILITY
- TABLE
30" High
3 Shelves 3-Way Electrical Sockets

$300

15"x20" Top

-

1

4

-EXTRA.DIM

PA I N T

Flat Latex
Wall

Flows on smoothly, covers well. Washable.
No drip, dries in 20 minutes.
Cleans up with water.

00

for $5

00
14
each

Store Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat
•

•

Novidiugt Wow
ALUMINUM FOIL

4 (OR
$1

1

Saturn is

WEAREVER

ALUMINUM FOIL
Iii. finest olorninum 104 anode Ike
for bokong, stofing and many other
household doss IV ',tile by 75' long

"
100
etfl 6-)4A

COUP0.4

il ,01 1 ri11 1 1
Wini4A10*g-en%
•••••

9x12 Room Size

7,1972
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Mitch
provoked.
but he will
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NOW

SCOTT NAPKINS

SCOPE

160 Ct per Package

MOUTHWASH & GARGLE

Big K Reg. 37'

With Coupon

3P1

Super Size-Z4- fl oz. bottle
Big K Reg. 11.47
With Coo*

100

$

Expire.% Feb. 7, 1972

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1777:_

Ex p iresF.b--4_1272_

B Use Your
BANKAMERICARO
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MAGIC COLOR NO-DRIP

COUPON

$

TROUBLE LIGHT
Convenient Viet handle, ideal for garage,
dark closets, etc.
Safety Cage Hook
NOW $200

ANtl-PERSPIRANT SPRAYS
Unscented & Regular
9-oz.
00
Our Rog. '1.66
$

COUPON

RUG

III frac IREARICIRo‘

U.L. Approved

SUAVE

1-6 Sundays

-arts. In thi
ment, John

'
.3,411VIIIC11)4111ALLta.114
;

Mix or Match Specials
•HAIR SPRAY
•SHAMPOO •CREME RINSE

Expires

Richard 1
a
per
the mas
freett

$200
Elf PUS %Mir

K Reg. 115.44
With .Coupon Only

1.111`4a..••41a
—

-*Zit-feet drying space
*Clear select lumber
.Hardware dowels

2/$

=NI

eo_

CLOTHES
DRYER

Highly flexible 6" diameter.
Positive seal for drains.
Mix or Match

100%
Nylon
Pile
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PLUMBERS'
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month seperators.
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arden Path
Now that there are no hairy foliage. they -need WI
blossoms in our yards, our made up largely of humus and
"thoughts turn to some of the bike more water than their
lovely things that grow indoors. African Violet cousins. The best
House plants range all the way way to get a good variety is to
from just being green, to some sow a packet of seed, and
gorgeous
bloomers. The__ Incidentally they make fine
Philodendron is a favorite foleni PólIilantIPbced in a
because it will grow when East or Southeast window they
nothing else will. It will continue will bring pleasure during the
to climb and put out its greenery cold months.
Kalancbee- is -another -house
- -andif you-need something to add
to a bouquet, a Philodendron plant that is too rarely grown.
leaf will be just what you need. The foliage is a grey green and
They come in a number of fleshy like the succulents. The
shapes, they grow in a dark flower panicles have many
corner and in spite of neglect small florets in scarlet or pink.
In direct sun, the flowers tend to
seem to thrive.
The Episcias, sometimes be darker. It is so easy to grow
called "trailing violets" are'a from a cutting or even from one
little more. colorful with their leaf.
Have you, ever tried some of
spotted or striped leaves and are
an interesting species. They too the cacti? They are interesting
have a varied appearance,some plants. Some of them or spiny
with red or purple tinges to their and almost "untouchable", but
their spectacular blooms are
amazingly- beautiful. They can
be obtained in a dwarf variety
that bloom so.constantly that a
would
be
cactus garden
something to look forward to.
The so-called Christmas
Cactus. is one that is smooth
leaved and about the time of the
Christmas season will be a mass
of bloom. I have a new plant that
Star-Lo Fond Sensation Lil I am hoping will be blooming
6946948, a three-year-old size next year. My old plant had
Registered Holstein in the herd forty- lovely double pink
tested for Charles B. Stark, blossoms two years ago. They
Murray, has produced a are well worth cultivating.
noteworthy record of 17,420 the.
The hat or indoor plants is
of milk and 656 lbs. of butterfat unending. There are the
In 305 days.
begonias, all sorts, from the
This information is made magnificent tuberous variety on
through
the to the small bedding sort that
available
cooperative efforts of the state can be started indoors. There is
and local testing associations one with a variegated foliage
and Holstein'-Friesilin that adds to the attractiveness.
Associatiort of
America. Geraniums come in so many
Dairymen enrolled in the styles that there is always one to
program pay for the service. suit a certain spot. The
• This level of production may multicolored Croton is always
be compared to the average welcome. Coleus are 90 easy to
U.S. daiff ear's estimated root from our last fall edging
Plants.
annual output of 9,388 lbs.(4,366
containing
345
milk
of
The -nurseries are full of
quarts)
lbs. of butterfat. Participation delightful house plants of all
In the o official testing program sorts. So don't be without color can increase the value of the during the dreary days . of
herd and provides recognition winter. Pill your rodms with
for record-breaking per- brightness to bridge the gap
between plfraing seasons:
formance.
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Mori*
General John Mitchell step
down soon, to run Nixon's campaign for reelection?"
ANSWER: Before we answer
your question, let's look at this
man's accomplishments. John
Mitchell Is a superb political
poker player;_at
he holds his cards vety close to
his vest. His kindly, benevolent
smile is wreathed- in pipe
senpke oe he ponders the upcomlitiVresidential 1111111.
Born-Sept. 5, 1913, in Detroit,
the attorney general is a native
of Virgo. When he was a child,
his family moved to New York.
John was educated at Forclham
and took his law degree in 1937.
He jmon became a partner in
the firni pt James. Caldwell,
leading bond attorneys.
In World War II, Mitchell
coaunanded our PT boats in
the -Selotniiii ritihj
capacity, he was the boss of a
young Navy officer named
John-Fitzgerald Kennedy,skipper of Fr-us. Mitchell recalls
that Period With 0 grin. Puffing'Wray
41pe. don't *van
16'gefblwned for what he did,"
mays Mitchell, referring to the
wreck of PT-109.
In 1957 Mitchell, who was
then divoreed, married his
loved Martha (also a Vir
It was the second marriage for
each. To her, he has been a
loving and tolerant husta
especially when she sounded - off to the press in - her own-inimitable fashion. There had
not been such a splash involving a Cabinet wife since Ethel
Kennedy dunked Art Schlesinger in her swimming pool.
When his law firm merged
with that of Richard Nixon, a
warm personal friendship began. One may see, by compar• lug their charts, why theselwo
men are so comfortable when
together.
Mitchell's Sun, of course, is
In the best possible aspect to
Nixon's Sun. Yet they have
much more than that going for
them.Due tothe_slow_motim of
the outer planets, and the fact
they were born in the same
'-year, they have the following
in the sarhe at very
=tale locations: Jupiter.
Luck), Uranus (sarprisen),
Neptune (inspiration), and
Pluto (government). This suggests they will rise or fall together„ as iddeed they must.
Richard Nixon is the leader
of the free world. He is also a
past master of the political
- arts. In this essential department, John Mitchell enjoys the
etinfidence of the President as
perhaps no other man in government.
For those who hope to take
the measure of the man, here
are our thoughts on his horoscope:
Sun is located in 12 degrees of
Wircif "11- witnelmet
symbolized by a man on horseback, whose mount is rearing
wildly. Mitchell is a fighter. We
_ can_attributelissuccess to the._
fact that Jupiter (Luck)favors
his Sun. He would rather use
strategy than force.
We find several testimonies
in this chart which indicate that
the attorney general prefers to.
avoid the limelight. He likes to
be the power behind the throne,
knowing he can make his influence felt where it counts, in the
oval office of the White House.
These indicators of Modesty
are Uranus in early Aquarius,
along with Mars and Pluto in
late Gemini,and Venus in early
Leo. Mitchell is a retiring man,
but he will fight if sufficiently
provoked.
. Saturn is located high in-this
chart; in- the- Zodiac- -sign of—
Gemini. It is adverse to his Sun.
Mitchell is affable, but possessed of a really cutting wit.
Perhaps Miss Martha has only
been repeating what she hears
atFitome.
His Mercury, the mind, is
strong in its own sign of Virgo,
whkh is fitting in the Jim Farley of this administration.
Some observers have likened
Mitchell to a bulldog. -His
planet Neptune, located in Cancer„would confirm that comparison. This man is fiercely
determined.
When reporters crowd
around him, the question these
days is always: "Will you manage the 1972 campaign?"
John Mitchell clamps down
on his pine stem. He savors
their suspense, much as he
would a good bowl of pipe mixture, Then he rumbles:
"Who, other than the President and myself, would know
the answers to such things? I'm
sure he doeett talk about it.
I'm sure I haven't."
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ROYAL
BAMA STRAWBERRY
GELATIN IPRESERVES
DESSERT
LIGHT CRUST
18-oz.
3-oz box
Glass 49t
Asst Flavors 3/25'

Nommumh.

LIGHT CRUST

FLOUR
-'
-RisingBag 49'
5-lb.

411110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111

Instant Chase 8 Sanborn

t_))

1111011111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIII11111111111111

CLOVER LEAF

COFFEE
it=S!

DRY MILK

Orang,1
DRINKI

Hisminsismuminissmunsminiminsisminsistisiniismssi..

Hyde Park Buttermilk

Maxwell
House

.:41
-11._kaajitt
741)(WELI

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

i'101/5

HEAVY DUTY
*OP

18"x25' Rolf

394

4111111111111111111111111111111111111116111111111111111111

Scott Pearl

•

Meal

I COM
FOR GROWING FAMILIES I
Plain & Self-Rising

Pet Ritz

Tenn. Fancy Sweet

25d1

POTATOES
Fancy Yellow,Ripe

BANANAS
U.S. No. 1 Idaho Russett
POTATOES

Ur

69' I

10-lb. Bag

Florida Vine Ripe

11111111111111,11111H1111111111111111111IIIIIIIII11111111111

111111111111101111110111111111110jii0111110111101111

immilisinnionwsuisminumunnumninnutinisiminnummonnusimoussosssionn

PEANUTBUTTER" FLAVOR-KIST
CRACKERS_
_
large

79
-

/
2-lb.
21

.CHARNIN
.
NAPKINS

Chuck Steak

Asst Colors
60 Count

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Sugar-Cured Smoked, Sliced

Choice Fresh Dressed

V

III111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111

DOWNY

2
s.- _

WIENERS - 1
. -=
12-oz pkg. 49;

,

64-oz.
King Size

Ei
=

.
Lean Meaty Beef E Brisket or Boiling

SHORT
RIBS

. -I.. STEW-

tVrEptiARs filM SIZE

91:

FABRIC
SOFTENER

111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111111111111111111111111111111WIHMINI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111 IIIIIIMIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111

Morrell All-Meat

2/25
with

coupon
(without coupon

791
2

Coupon Expires 2/ 9/7
Limn One per FernsiY

29

NABISCO — risi
WHIRLY BIRD

Parkees Market

PARKiniiii:CotTPON--

SAVE 15;
'/

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY
A

1-1b. can of

U.S. Choice Beef

Shoulder
STEAK

.

Try Our Thick Juicy

! Hamburger
STEAK

MAXWELL HOUSE'
OR REM KIK
COFFEE

Lean .All-Beef

PATTIES
8-oz. box

2 ,

AT PARKER'S MARKET
\1-LB. CAN ONLY 69;COUPON
WITN

L.! 5. ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES 2/9/72
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!"
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days

A Week

I

HO

I
_

5"
J

World News
WASHINGTON (AP) — Today's draft lottery, for men
who reech their 19th birthday
this year and are eligible for
next year's draft, may be the
last of the-Vietnam war are. Selective Service officials expect future calls to be far
smaller than in previous years
as the Nixon administration is
aiming for an all-volunteer

n Brief. ..
army by June 30, 1973.

s- -r
IC,eiatimed tram Page 1

—Lack of black teachers on
JERUSALEM ( AP) — Israel campus.
—Lack of black personnel in
has agreed to hold indirect
talks with Egypt on the reopen- other positions at the univering of the Suez Canal, Foreign sity.
—No blacks elected to iktudent
Minister Abbe Eban said today.
The United States would be the government offices.
—Discrimination by teachers,
go-between but Washington has
not yet approached the Egyp- students, and other university
personnel.
tians.
—Intimidation of blacks
In Cairo, an official Egyptian
spokesman said any Israeli de- generally.
—Not enough black courses in
cision would have to be relayed
to U.N. mediator Gunnar Jar- the curriculum.
He contended they had "gone
ring before the Egyptian government would comment.an iL through the proper channels" in
Although Egypt has rejected seeking changes without
U.S. participation because of results. Rejection of a BSU
Washington's decision to supply request by the student governMrs. Lena Palmer, wife of the
more warplanes to Israel, it ment for $2,000 to finance aclate Dr. T.R. Partner, of
has repeatedly left the door tivities of the black organization
Murray, succembed this open for
on the campus was not the
U.N. mediation.
morning at 3:30 at the Jenny
primary issue involved in the
__Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
LONDONDERRY, Northern alumni luncheon incident,
She was 73 years of age and her
Ireland (AP) — Thousands of Lowery said.
.death followed an extended
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
grieving Irish gathered in this
illness.
somber, silent city today to university president, said in
The deceased was a member
honor the 13 civilian dead of earlier testimony he assumed
of the First United Methodist
Londonderry's bloody Sunday. the rejection of the request for
Church, Murray. Her husband,
It was a day of bitter mourning money was the reason for the
Paliiiier a.pitaetiCing
for Roman Catholics throughout interruption of the annual
osteopath here, died in 1957.
alumni get-together. He denied
divided Ireland.
Survivors are one daughter,
Threats of fresh violence ever having been presented a
Mrs. LoWell (Sarah Lou) Hyde
prompted tight security in Lon- list of grievances by the BSU.
of Fort Pierce, Fla., one sister,
Each of the four students
don, Dublin and in the emhirsaLeeD_Otosa Lee-j-Erioe-Of- -battled communities*
_sentended that Sparks—metLenoir CitYr-Taisaa---and • three ruled Norfhetn Iferiind;A 13u1 them when they entered Air
grandchildren.
ish army sentry was killed in ballroom with words amounting
Funeral arrangements are
to: "This is not the way to do it,
Belfast Tuesday night.
incomplete, but the Blalockbut if this is the way you want to
Coleman Funeral Home will
do it, go right ahead."
PUNXSUTAWNEY,P.(AP)
have
charge
of
the
Mapp contended this gave
—PurixsutaWney Phil, the fore, hurrangements.
him, acting as spokesman for
casting groundhog, is expected
the group, definite permission
to come up with a familiar reto speak as they had planned.
train when he pokes his nose
He spoke only briefly, he said,
above, ground today—ail more
before noise by the alumni
weeks of winter weather.
drowned out his efforts to be
Local legend has it that if
heard.
Phil sees his shadow on
All four admitted they did not
Groundhog
winter
Day,
more
Mrs. Marion Frazee Holton,
get permission to appear and to
mdther,of Henry Holton of 501 weather is in prospect, and if speak at the luncheon. Only Van
he doesn't, spring should be
Poplar Street, Murray, died
Leer admitted he had any idea
the corner.
Monday at seven p.m. at just aroutal
that a ticket might_be_ required
_
-Bloomfield-Ms, Mich. to attend.
The deceased was a former
They also admitted being
, resident of Murray and was the
asked to leave by Joe Green,
wife of the Henry E. Holton who
chief campus security officer—
died in 1936. She was a member
but not by any other university
of the First Christian Church of
official—and refusing to do so.
Murray.
The four were then bodily
Survivors are one daughter,
removed with the remainder of
(Frances)
Mrs. Gordon
the group leaving voluntarily.
Johnston of Bloomfield Hills,
Each of the four admitted
Mich.; one son, Henry Holton of
being physically taken from the
- Murray; three grandchildren;
ballroom, but each also said he
Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr., of 902 did not resist
two great grandchildren...
except "in self
Olive
Street
died
suddenly,
this
Graveside services will be
defense." Security officers had
morning
seven
at
o'clock at his earlier testified they enheld at the Murray City
cemetery on Friday at 10:30 home. He was 57 years old.
countered considerable
The Murray man had been in
a.m. with Dr. David C. Roos and
resistance.
the
practice
of
optometry here
Rev. William Porter officiating.
Mapp did admit wrestling
The family requests ,that in in Murray since 1933. His offices with officers on the ballroom
were
located
on
Maple
Street
lieu of flowers that donations be
floor and knocking an officer to
made to the Memorial Fund of just off the court square. He was the ground and trying to kick
graduated from the Northern him outside
the First Christian Church.
the building.
The Max Churchill Funeral Illinois College of Optometry at However, he claimed he fought
Home will be in charge of the Chicago, Ill.
back only because of the rough
fldeceased was a member treatment he was getting.
arrangemeriti. ,
Church
Christian
First
the
of
He said his wrists bled from
and of the Kentucky Optometry the handcuffs and the struggle
Organization. He had twenty- at the city hall where the four
five years perfect attendance were taken by police officers.
(Continued trio Piage 1)
with the Murray Lions Club and Charges against them were
hours while such an order was had served on the Calloway subsequently dropped by City
obtained. Juvenile court*, fur- County Draft Board for fifteen Judge Don Overbey, who ter-thermoverwould-have-outherity years. He was a veteran of med the incident "a misiui=
to remove a child from its World War II.
derstanding."
home if there were substantial
Dr. Bailey was well known in
Lowery,Van Leer and Parker
evidence of abuse, regardless the Murray area and his wife, also indicated they thought they
of whether 'it had been proven the former Ida Batts of Fulton, were handled with undue force
conclusively who was respon- is a teacher at Murray High by security officers. Lowery
sible.
School. He was born October 2, said he had to have medical
The Senate also approved 1914.
treatment and that the treatunanimously a bill to strike an
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. ment he received was so rough
applicant's race as a legitimate H. B. Bailey, Jr., 902 Olive that he was "almost crying" at
reason for the child welfare de- Street, Murray; daughterjdiss the police station.
portenen;. to reject an adoption Katie Bailey of Washi.ton,
He said he became concerned
request.
D.C. parents, Mrs. and Mrs. H. for the safety of the group at the
Both measures were prefiled B. Bailey, Si., of 806 Olive luncheon because of his
on behalf of the Interim Com- Street, Murray; one sister, Mrs. knowledge of "the way blacks
mittee on Health and Welfare. H. C.(Imogene) Jones of Union have been brutalized." None of
and now go to the House, where City, Tenn.; one brother, James the four, however, claimed to
identical bills have been in- R. Bailey, retired captain of the know of specific instances of
troduced but not acted upon.
U.S.Navy, Rockville, Md.
brutality on the campus or in
Graveside rites will be held at Murray.
In other action Tuesday the
Van Leer, who carried the
Senate passed and sent to the the Murray City Cemetery at
eleven a.m. Friday with Rev. large tricolor banner described
House
as the "black dignity flag" into
—8B23 establishing a driver David Roos officiating.
Pallbearers will be Frank the luncheon, said he
was
license compact between Kentucky and _other states. Under Ryan, Everett Ward Outland, leaving voluntarily _ wh_en ofthe compact reports of traffic ThoiBéff'fain Rowlett, lieeriloOliiiold Of him and took
violations by an out-of-state Buddy Hewitt, and Alfred him out.
He said the red, black and
motorist would be forwarded to Lindsey.
In
charge
the driver's home state.
of
the green flag he carried might
—SB6 raising from $100 to arfangernents is the J. H. have been a factor in the alumni
reaction to the black group. He
9200 the minimum amount of Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after ten a.m. also speculated that "a group of
property damage that could be
black people together frightens
sustained in a traffic accident on Friday.
white people at times."
before it would have to be reMrs. Carolyn Smith of Cadiz,
ported to the Public Safety De- Cold caution
NE'.. YRk 1..P1 —
PurtTent•
Keep a distant'. from persons who said she was six months
--SB12 authorizing the Legisit h cold‘, espirs•ially those pregnant at the time of the
lative Research Commission'to uho rough, ,ne.4.7.e, or shake incident, testified she was
study Kentucky's emergency out a used handkvehief for pushed against a car by a
service standards and report to another blou. the I .S. Public security officer on the outside of
Health Service .-nggests in a the building and held there by
the 1974 General Assembly with
his arm and leg.
recommendations for upgrading phampliet on colds.
Paper tises are best, for
She told the board she was
emergency training and standnew iping and for covering
stInding
still and saying
ards.
coughs and sneezes. "'hey
The Senate also approved should lie kept in a paper bag nothing when; she was dealt
unanimously a resolution en- and disposed otArel)separate • injury by the uniformed
policeman that
couraging Bible reading and glasses and touels used by a security
the use of voluntary. non-com- family member or vo-worker required medical treatment.
with a cohl.
- University officials and
pulsory prayer in Kentucky's
security police testified earlier
public schools and one.encour_ NEW FLAG
aging President Nixon to rail
• Congress-Authorized a new that the black group entered the
Lpon the Soviet Omen to end flag-with 13 stars on Jan. 13, ballroom without permission or
discrimination against Jews.
1777.
prior arrangement, refused to

Mrs. Palmer Is
Claimed, Death
This Morning

Henry Holton's
Mother Dies

Dr. Bailey
Dies Today
At His Home

Senate
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Purchase_ Area
Hog Market

Father-Of-Mrs.—Kentucky-News
King Succumbs
•

Federal State Market News
Service Feb. 2,
s. A.O. Robinson, father of Mrs.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog J.P. King of Murray, died
Market Report includes 9 Tuesday at his home in Dyerbuying stations
-sburg, Tenn. He was 92 years of
Receipts: Act. 1300 Ed. $OO age and a retired farmer.
Barrows and Gilts $1. lower
Funeral services are being
Sows 1.50 to $1. lower '
held today at three p.m. at the
Curry Funeral Home, DyerUS 1-3 200-240 lbs., 26.00-26.25 sburg, Tenn., with burial to
US 1-2 200-240 lbs.
follow in the Fairview
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 26/5-26.50 Cemetery there.US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 25.75-26.00
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 25.25-25.75 Carrie Stewart Robinson; four
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 24.75-25.75 daughters, Mrs. J.P. King of
Sows
Murray, Miss Lassie Mai
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 21.00-21.75, Robinson and Miss' Willa
few at 22.00
Robinson, both of Dyersburg,
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 20.50-21.40 Tenn., and Mrs. John M. Page
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.00-21.00 of Saratoga, California; three
Boars 15.50-18.50.
sons, Lester Robinson of Miami,
A.Q. Robinson, Jr., of
Jacksonville, Fla., and Harry
Robinson of Memphis, Tenn.;
(Continued from Page 1)
two sisters, Mrs. Godwin
Affected would be the lieuten- Williams of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
ant governor, attorney general and Mrs. H.E. Tuggle of
and superintendent of public in- Memphis, Tenn.
struction, all of whom now get
920,000, and five who now get
911,000: the commissioner of
agriculture, secretary of state,
Mate treasurer, auditor and
clerk of the court of appeals.
Louis
Slusmeyer
of
DeMarcus also said that one
the most astute Republican Gateaborough Estates, Murray,
its of this century told passed away this morntrqt at
him that approval of HB111 nine o'clock at the Jewish
would give their party a major Hospital in Louisville.
Slusmeyer, age 65, was a
issue in this year's Senate
races. Some Democrats voiced retired golf pro formerV with
the Calloway County Country.
similar fears.
The three consumer protecf Club. •
Survivors include his wife,
lion bills passed. by the House
Mrs. Elizabeth Slusmeyer of
and sent to the Senate were:
—HB176, Giving buyers up to Murray, one. daughter, Mrs.
three days to cancel any con- Dan '(Saundra) Edwards of
tract for unsolicited goods Murray Route ?1O and two
signed in their home, approved grandchildren.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
on a 92-1 vote.
will have charge of the
Home
consumers
—HB175, Giving
up to three months to complain .arrangements.
of faulty merchandise in cases
in which their credit agreement
With the store subsequently was
bought up by a finance company; the faulty mercandise
then could be used as a defense
for holding up payment on the
goods. The bill was passed 72-12
after some members said it
Chicken
could merely result in the buyer's having to go directly to the
loan company.
--HB174, Removing _the_is
centive for "ballon payment!"
by requiring that any -credit
payment which th more than
twice as large as the average
previous payments could be
refinanced at the original interBanquet
est rate. The bill was approved
96-0.
Other bills similarly approved and sent to the Senate
o,
were:
—HB95, requiring an owner
of a motor vehicle to show he
41c;m
"1ty Pak
has paid his property tax on it
for the previous year before he
can obtain a license plate for it,
passed 86-3.
—HB114, Allowing anyone
who holds a mortgage on property to take possession of the
property ---4f---the -borrower
-defaults on his payments and
abandons the property, passed
Sherwood Forest
93-1.

Pay Raise...

Mr. Slusmeyer
Succumbs Tod

DANVILLE Ky.
lading woman educator has
praised the women's liberation
movement, saying that the
movement can change the face
of American education if-mere
women are hired, promoted
and given decision-making positions.
Anne Gary Taylor, president
Of Sweet Briar College in Viz
ginia for 21 years, told a
Founder's Day convocation at
Centre College that the movement can bring about the
freeing of the last minority

from economic and social
and political discrimination."

E ELEV

rs Katielimmons'
Nephew Dies Monda

•.

yet* County Jailer John Luby
has resignedkom the post,he.
has held for 14 years, effective
at noon today.
1
The jail has been the subhect
of inquiry of several Fayette
.
Circuit Court grand juries.

Jimmy D. Spinks of Bowling
Green, nephew of Mrs. Katie ;
Simmons of
Monday morning at a hospita1.4 there. jie was 50 years of
Funeral and burial services '
are being held today in Bowling
Green.
He is survived by his
Mrs. Mary Spinks, one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, two
brothers, Willie and Jesse Spinks, and one uncle. Billy
Todd, all of Bowling Green, and
one aunt, Mrs. Katie Simmons
of Murray. His mother, Mrs.
Myrtle Spinks died about a year
- ago.

EDDYVILLE, Ky. (A?)—
Five inmates on death row at
State
Kentucky
the
Penitentiary at Eddyville returned voluntarily to the cells
prison employe 4.founi_
,affer
them roaming the corridor.
William Morris, reporting
INVITATION FOR BIDS
early for work Monday eveNotice is hereby given that
ning, said he found that bars
Court of Calloway County,
had been sawed from two cell
Kentucky, will accept bids on tie
lodoors, but he was unable to
Used 3-42 ton Truck described
cate the instrument used.
below until 9:00 a.m., ThurWord has been received of the
February 10, 1972; in the
sday,
Brunson
death of Mrs. W.L.
of
LOUISVILLE; Ity.--(AP)—A
of the Calloway county
office
Aiken South Carolina, the Louisville man and his former
Courthouse,
former Will Hera (Billie) King wife have been sentenced to Court Clerk,
Kentucky. Each bid
Murray,
of Murray. She died Tuesday five years imprisonment after
the
to
conform
morning at a hospital in Aiken. they were found guilty of using must
fortb_01Lbelts
Mrs. Brunson,age 71, was the interestate communications and specifications set
daughter of the late W.E. King transportation to promote pros- equivalent.
ONE USED
and Sally Wear King and titution.
TON TRUCK
344
granddaughter of the late W.O.
U.S. Judge Rhodes Bratcher
Wear, all of Murray.
sentenced the couple after a
Not older thaa_a_liMI.model
Survivor; include
het...Jury of four women and eight
84"
cab to talehusband, W. Lawrence Brun-_.men returned the verdict
190 Per cent-IE-braket —
son, one daughter, one son, against Melvin Lee Arterburn,
Minimum of 350 cubic inch
several grandchildren, and one 30, and Joyce Gail Arterburn,
engine
(V8 engine)
sister, all of Aiken S.C. She was 24.
Minimum of 7000 lb. front axle
.
a cousin of Mrs. Connie Ford,cMinimum of 18,500 lbs. twotHm .
Mrs. Ronald Churchill. and_ Fin-deic%uo
speed
rear axle
TIOEL
D
.
IUPII —
Mrs. William Whitnell, au
West Coast Mirrors
murray, Ralph wear, ?Ars. MGM has delayed production
Five-speed transmission
"Trader
_
Orvis Perdue, and Trowi Wear, of its re-make
cab liens
Five
all of Paducah,and Pat-Wear of- 11"n" until- !telt June
1900x20 tires
.
becauee..olike_AI. ricwo _rainy
Berea. ,
Must pass Ky. safety ia
Funeral services wiltbelield '
l ea*km•
spection
today at four p.m. at the First
ARTURO TOSCANINI
The right is reserved to select,
Presbyterian Church in Aiken,
Famed conductor-composer
the
lowest and best bid, also to,
burial
to follow in the Arturo Toscanini died on Jan.
S.C., with
reject any or all bids.
16. 1957, at the age of 89.
Bethany Cemetery there.

Former Murrayan
Dies On Tuesday
In Aiken, S.C.

f

SIEXTROL'
-flees,Box 21:
Sanders, ph
*Wigton, Ker

FREE ESTI/
allation. 1

wanns Morket
of the Sea

Qt in

Reg. 51'

Glass

TUNA 2/89' mis
KRAUT
"37'
mublE0 3 øs57' Wieners FLOUR 35'
Wellsellmok

'
rA4
'
,
.e- 4.,

All-Me.at
• 12-oz. pkg.

Sunshine

491

Honor Roll...

1 lb

25 lbs.

Beefarpni 35'
Pizza 69'
Country

leave, created a distrubance by
conducting themselves in a
belligerent menner, resisted
security officers and usedvulgar language during that

U.S. Choice Center

Begaillee

Cheese

15-oz.

Ham

PIZZA 57$
-e-

Cut

CI

-41
i
Braun.'
schweigerBusn'sHom 1 ny Q
1:1

- Chunk

•

1111.

Ci

Chee

PROTEIN

.,

39'00

WITHOUT COUPON

Feb. 2-9
Swanns Market

0 Good woo,' of
in
— Good

at _

303 can
Bush's.
n

0 ca bill'

CHARS
MIN
TISSUE

2o
pkgs.89`

3/35$ kio.

51
C

WHEN YOU BUY A
n

INs 10 nz
ThAft PdL6R'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS

SPECIAI PRICE
ARV ERIS COOPER

3

WITH COUPON

S.
new

0
0
0

VALUABLE COUPON 0000000

NOR'NBEANS3/351
SAVE 304

fashioned

potato chips
FASHIONED FROM
DRIED POTATO GRANULES'
flAgifo

-

491

Good wool( of.Feb. 2-9

thru 2/9/72

'1''

own, at_ Swamis Market

flrir,rir,

IALDWIN
rent or s
. L
oss from

WITHOUT COUPON

VAI IIIADI r 1'1111 DflPJ

Miss
PI

7!
Befo

75
Betwe
7:0
Evenini

0

$ 1 49VII NIIII'' II

"'EDUCE S
doBese Ti
• water pill
*ore.

0

RICH

CEREAL—
Made froin- Otte

El

lb.

131

17 oz

75'8°Cheerios
0
CHUCK ROAST 39$0
594

3 Amp

in:11300000 VALUABLE COUPON 000000
17-0Z.0
WITH COUPON

Pizza

Any

Col. Lee's

$219

ki"
l;r
SAUSAGE

SNOW RE
FOR

15-oz. can

Cheeseburger

Parakeet Seed 19
Dog Food

TANG

17-oz: 79!

IContlnued from Page 11
lighth Grade—Karen
Allbritten, Rita Baker, Belinda
Bayles, Lee Ann Boone, Billy
Dean Bailey, Cathy Coleman,
Donna Cornwell, Debra Cunningham, Jeff Dunn, Sheila
Foster, Allyson Holt, Brenda
Hough, Lisa Jones, Frank
Kelso, Risa Lowe, Be
Dougal, Lisa McReynolds, Rita
McCuiston, Ronnie Outland,
Debbie parker, Thomas Pasco,
Sarah Ross, Randy Smotherman, Mike Stephenson, Sheila
Taylor, Kim _ Trete-than.
Cynthia Thompson, Becky
Thornton, Steve Utley, Candy
Walker, Michael Winchester,
Lisa Winter, Sue Windrum.
Seventh Grade—Daniel
Adams, Brad Boone, Tammy
Boone,Lucretia Crawford, Joni
Guthrie, Brett Harcourt, John
Hart, Donald Johnson, Mary
AIM Iiittleton, Terri McConnell
Diane Martin, Ricky Melton,
Jeff Oakley, Julie Outland,
Marc Peebles, David Roberts,
Janice Rose, Sheryl Requarth,
Danny Richardson, Ronny
Rickinan, Andy Ryan, Kevin
Shahan, Bobbie Smith, Jane
Suffil, Carl Sykes, Susan
Valentine, Leslie Wilfred,
Cheryl Willis, Donnie Winchester

18.z. 4

Grape

PEPPERONI

PIZZA

Leader's

Peanut Butter Patties

COOKIES 27'

ReaCKERS iis
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee

514
White

2 lk

/
2 can
No. 21

PEARS itesd 3/$1
Pork
Chops

WHOLE WHEAT

59t
0

mmn-smirararn

If you
boy's nu
him first
results
Pasco ,
number
listed
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:
•

GE ELEVEN
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Its of Bowling j.
Mrs. Katie
luiray, died
at a hospital

slaty;

vial services
lay in Bowling

16sHop THE WANT ADS

1.4 753
C-al 19
1
0
•
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-by-hts-vrife,
s, one sister,
Rogers, two
! and Jesse uncle. Billy'
ng Green, and _
atie Simmons'
mother, Mrs,
d about a year

NOTICE

a 1966 model

4 cubic inch

1 lb. front axle
454111 lbs. tWO-

ITOrS

smission

••••••••

NOTICE

FOR SALE

ANNUAL 10% SALE
on all F'ICTURE FRAMES

During the Month of -February at

FOR BIDS
y given that
ay County,
ept bids on ti
ick described
a.m., ThurI97Z in The
away county
Courthouse,
y. Each bid
to
the
(thQtbeitsi

1ED
TRUCK

000 000000 •••••••••

W A Y 753
C
:al 9
11 I 6
•
•
••••
000000000 •••••••••• 000000000

tIrepallerv
813 Coldwater Rd.

Get your favorite snapshots and treasured
photos. together and make_ a _wall.grouping mats and frames in all sizes and colors. Put
up to six snapshots in one frame. Fast service
and expert workmanship, Letus help-you-with
your groupings.

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 .and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
accounts was on January 31, 1972
filed by B. K. Farley, Administrator -of the
Farley, Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
-Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before Feb. X,1972,4a•
forever barred. Witness my band
this 31 day of January, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway Co, Ky.
•
-Judith.Ainley,-D.C.

FOR SALE

.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
available. For information
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC

Fab-N-Trim
NOTIONS

2 PRICE

Battery Powered

SCISSORS
Bonded

REMNANTS
Voile & Flocked

COTTON
TIKI (Rayon-Silk)

25tea

$100
sin

FOR RENT

yd.

75%0FF
774 yd.
66 yd.
'150 id.

safety in:

!rved to select
st bid, also
bids.

t.

37'
35'

Mies

27'
hg
99'

'• can

35'

es

itry

ICH:113

UPON
CI

FURNISHED-APARTMENT one Rewiring, Service Cbaailee.
block. from • Universitx, $400. 'hecticiiestmeemistitojaNt
too small. Reasonable rates. 111S
per semester plus utilitiesfor
Sycamore.
Phone 753students_ Phone John Pasco,Jr.,
February
753-7278.
TFNC 2967.
borne
miles
remodeling,
etc.
Murray. Three bedrooms, .alterations,
TRAILE
P°R ALL your
additions'
electric beat. Phone 753-7E6- er-Ssw Q411119464- Pheaw7e4g-- TFC
753-6231.
F2C 6177-

In accordance with Kentucky
paINinTtingER;I.0
0nR
y
E
AuRvrod
IOR
;
Statutes, Sections 15.195 ati
TWO BEDROOM furnished
size
25.200: Notice is hereby given
avartrnent,'Wall to wall Cupg guaranieed.-utie -first quality__
Ruda report
wmuc
of;h_Nial settler:sent-of
centridleat and air. Phone 753- paint._Ffee estimase,Gallisteve _
.21,.
F2c.Toird,753.8495: _retwary 2w_
filed by Martha Sue Kahn, Administratrix of the estate of
2 BEDIMOM HOUSE with gas
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Maggie H. Upchurch, Dec'd and
per inch
heat, near Panorama Shores. Shop,213 Spruce Street, open 9:90
that the same has been approved
TFC
Phone 436-2266.
a.m. tilL 5:110 p.m.,
by .the Calloway County Court
yd
and ordered filed to lie over for
TWO BEDROOM trailer. Phone tbronghSaturday. Haircuts-U.00.-----Boy's haircuts $.75.
TFNC
exceptions. Any person desiring
Jimmy Stollens,Cadiz 522Hours: 11-5 - 6 Days
One Table
to file any exception thereto will
=2.
$244 yd.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, beck
do so on or before Feb.-38, 1972 or
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp. 753ETEOLUE SALES & Ser' $200.00 REWARD for information In accordance with Kentucky be forever barred. Witness my
TIIR,EE ROOM.
5013.
;Box 213,MurraY EY,CAC leading to arrest and conviction Statutes, Sections 25.195 and hand this 31 day of January, 1972.
basement apartment for toupl
taders, Phone 382-2468,- Farl of thieves who robbed house near 25.200: Notice is hereby given
314 Main 4e7ez4.0.1.ertion Phone
By Marvin Harris
or single person. Utilities fur753-4850
ington,Kentucky.
County Court Clerk,
nished. Phone 753-5046 or 753-17 WILL CLEAN offices at night or
TFC Irvin. Cobb highway. Among that a report of final settlement
,
day porter work.Phone 753was
on
January
31,
lof
accounts
Calloway
Co.,
Ky.
after 2:30 p.m.
.....,_ items stolen were skill saw, 220
TFC
F3P 1459.
septic'
Judith Milky,D.C.
1TP
an` electric heater and a box of tools. 1972 filed by Lorene Owen, AdE ESTIMATE on
IallatIon. Phone 753-7850. TFC Phone Lestel Elkins.
F2P ministrator of the estate of Jewel
1971 HONDA 450 cc, good con- MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
FENCE WORK; will build- or
Dec'd and that the
1
$850.00. Phone 767-2928 1rx63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
dition.
repair all type fences, farm or
AUTOS FOR SALE
same has been approved by the
F2C Estates. Central heat and air, all
yard. Free estimate. Phone-489Calloway County Court and orelectric, heat tape, underpenued.
9364.
F3C
dered filed to lie over for exACTIVE TWO bedroom 10'x50' Two bedrooms, large bath,
ceptions. Any person desiring to
washer
and dryer included, fully
mobile home. Carpet, built-in
EXPERIENCED SITTER.will do
file any exception thereto will do
electric stove, sliding glass doors carpeted, new drapes, recently
baby-sitting and house cleaning
so on or before Feb.28,1972 or be
in living room. Good condition. painted. Many other extras. You
In your home.Phone 492-8190.F4C
forever barred. Witness my hand
Phone 753-8558 after 5:30 p.m. F3- must see to appreciate. Drive by
WESTERN 460
this 31 day of January, 1972.
and look, then call for ap4 PLY NYLON CORD TIRES
By
Marvin
Harris
Month
To.Per
pointment,
753-4307
after
5:00
or
LOST & FOUND
SURE-GRIP N SNOW TIRES
Home of
At tworycloy low prices
County Court Clerk,
"NEVER USED anything like 762-2851(work).
F7NC
Calloway Co., Ky.
Model
it," says users of Blue Lustre
The Wishing Well
FOUND: LITTLE white puppy
7.75-14
To qualified buyers,
ITP
Judith Maley,
-carpet- - eleaner:- Ftent- -e $o-TRAILER PARK withilt7 maces.
with-black .spots arms:F.17eron
after a down payment of
shampooer $1. Big K, telaire -East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
White $18
"
8th and-Payne,across from park.
THREE
BEDROOM
furnished
$195,
cash
of
trade.
The
Accordance
with
KenUicky
F5C finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
Shopping Center.
. In
F3C
trailer, located one mile North on Phone 7534552.
balance des is $1987.75,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 -.and
month. Call 753-6202 or 753old
Benton
Road.
Phone
753payable in 36 monthly
25.200: Notice is hereby given
TFC
BELTONE FACTORY fresh 3648.
5811.
F3P LOST MAN'S black billfold
Installments. A finance
that a report of final settlement of
hearing aid batteries for all make
belonging to John Hill, Route 2,
charge of $357.81, at an
accounts was on January 31, 1972
Kelvinator
USED
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F2C GOOD
Hazel,Kentucky. •
F4C
Goodyear Battery
Ate,
LARGE
MOBILE
all
APR of 11.08 per cent
filed by R. B. Patterson and
refrigerator. Reasonable price of
.2270 before furnished. Electric heat, airand a total note of
AKC REGISTERED Apricot 225.00. phone 753
James
H. Blalock, CoZSi
Poodle .puppies, male and111:00a.m.or after 7:00 p.m. F4C conditioned, automatic washer.
Administrators of the estate of
62345.56. Kentudry state
WANT TO BUY
Located 12 miles from Murray
female. AKC registered Apricot
tax and license adThelma Kline, Dec'd and that the
Poodle stud service. Phone 753- soup MAPLE dinette let, near New Concord on Kentucky WANT TO BUY English
ditional.
same has been approved by the
Lake. Phone 436-2427.
F7C
F2NC phformioneera.a top
3056.
Calloway County Court and orraitable, four chairs.
Shepherd male puppy. Phone
dered
filed
to
lie
over
for
exF4C
F4C
Any Size
FOR longer wear keep carpets
THREE BEDROOM house, Hoy Higgins 489-2E6.
ceptions. Any person desiring to
Lustre. Rent
clean
with
Blue
electric
heat
and
air,
close
to
all
Carroll
Volkswagen,
Inc.
file any exception thereto will do
$1 Begley
FOR RENT OR SALE
schools. Extraihrge living room,
so on or before Feb. 28, 1972 or be '753-8850 800 Chestnut electric shampooer
Shopping
Central
Store,
Drug
large
amount
of
built-in
storage.
forever barred. Witness my hand
•Center.
F5C
Phone 753-4592 after 6:00
1964 Ford Econoline van
1971 MOBILE HOME, 60'x12',
this 31 day of January, 1972.
p.m.
F7P located in Symsonia. Two full
will be sold to highest
3 Amp.
1965 FORD .V11 four door sedan.
By Marvin Harris
bidder . March I by
Air conditioning,power steering,
baths, fully carpeted. Phone
County Court Clerk,
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue.
straight shift. A-I ctindition. Very
fliqRSE TRAILERS for rent and Symsoma 851-3325 after 4:00
Calloway Co., Ky.
Bidding is open and may be
F3C
F3C
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, p.m.
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP clean. Phone 753-8609.
made by mail to P.O. Box
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Big 12.3-oz.
612 or contact an officer of
9131.
ITC
In accordance with Kentucky STATION WAGON 1968 Ford
...For chocolite-lovers
the squad. Terms are cash
23-1/16x35"
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Futura, power steering, factory
on delivery within ten days
25.200:Notice is hereby given that air, trailer hitch, good tires, V8,
.009 Thick
NEW YORK IUPII after Mardi 1. Proceeds of
a report of final settlement of 289, green. Excellent running
The chocolate-kiver in search
FOR RENT
perfect
are
These
plates
warning
will
furnish
sale
accounts was on January 31, 1972 condition, one owner family car.
Of new ways to enjoy his
GREEN ACRES TRAILER
devices and radios for new
filed by Hugh E. Wilson, Ad- Phone 753-7783.
favorite flavor should watch
F2P for siding or roofing
COURT
emergency •vehicle.
Main St
753-5617 rninistratoi of the estate of Leta
for chocolate-flavored chewing
Extended
Street
North
16th
barns, for placing
gum and other goodfies seen at
Maude Saunders, Dec'd and that 1962 GMC ONE ton V6 truck, 8
10' wide and 12' wide trailers
the National Fancy Food
the same has been approved by bed. 1966 International pickup. around bottom of
LONG BRUNETTE wig, 100 per carpeted throughout, all clean
Show.
DEDUCE SAFE & fast with In accordance with Kentucky the Calloway County Court and
cent human hair with case, and in
good repair. Rent
Bese Tablets and E-Vap Statutes, Sections 25.195 and ordered filed to lie over for ex- Both in good condition. Phone mobile homes to keep
The munchables included a
F3P out the wind and snow, stand. Styled $40.00. Phone 753- reasonable. Married couples
753-4503.
,
Water pills". Holland Drug 25.200: Notice is hereby given ceptidna. Any person
.candy with a pramebehoese
.desiring to
F3NC
8237
after
5:30p.m.
Only.
that
a
report
of
final
settlement
of
1TP
•
center co‘ered with a- thick
*ore.
file any exception theretti Will do 1969 FIAT 850 Spider. Red finish and for many other
Phone 753-4539
accounts was on January 31, 1972
layer of chocolate. It melts to
so on or before Feb. 28, 1972 or be Roadster, radio, heater, spotless
SPECIAL PRICES on goodused
uses such as
make a delectable chocolate
1111ALDWIN PIANOS and organs filed by John L. Williams, forever barred. Witness my hand
Low mileage. One owner. Phone
trolling motors. Used Silvertrol
fondue, reVorts the Chocolate
rent or sale. Rent applies to Executor of the estate of Thomas this 31 day of January, 1972.
out"
"building
Manufacturers Association of
753-8609.
F3C
trolling motor, like new, $49.95 FURNISHED
chase. Lonardo Piano Co., Madison Williams, Dec'd and
UPSTAIRS one the U.S.A. And how about
By Marvin Harris
mice
or
rats.
Shakespeare
trolling
each.
Used
that
the
same
has
been
a
apParis,
Office,
ass from Post
bedroom apartment at 8th and chocolate-mint-pecan
County Court Clerk,
cakes.
motor, like new $49.95 each. Vine. Couple
F4C proved by the Calloway -County
1968 CHEVELLE SS, Rally
nnessee.
only. $45.00 per chocolate and freeze-dried
- Calloway Co., Ky.
Special prices on new Super month. Phone 753-9293.
Court and ordered filed to lie over
motor.
wheels,
vinyl
roof,
new
F4C strawberries in bar form.
Judith Ainley,D.C.
1TP
Motor Guide - Silvertrol and
for exceptions. Any person
Excellent condition: Phone 753- Call at
Lazytrol
Trolling
motors.
Mack
desiring to lila any exception In
actoi dame with'Rentucity•
and Mack, Aurora, phone 474- REAL ESTATE- FOR SALE
thereto will do so on or before
ff You
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
F7C
2344.
Feb. 28, 1972 or be forever
1967 AUSTIN MEALY 3000, radio
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Miss
LARGE TWO bedroom brick.
St
barred. Witness my hand this 31
4th
F4
N.
Phone
p.m.
103
753-6386
after
5:00
that a report of final settlement of
TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile Has large den, living room,
day of January, 1072.
Phone._
accounts was on January 31, 1972
Murray,
Ky.
Murray. Phone Jimmy dining room,kitchen with built-in
from
By Marvin Harris
filed by Jean Farris Lindsey,
F5NC stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332.
HELP WANTED
County Court Clerk,
Executrix of the estate of Owen.,
throughout. Carport with outside
Calloway
Co.,
Ky.
Before 5:00 p.m.
M. Farris, Dec'd and that the WANTED-SECRETARY 10-20 FERGUSON _ tractor and CLAIR TIMOTHY hay for sale. storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
Judith Ainley,D.C.
1TP
same has been approved by the Receptionist. Capable also of equipment. Can be seen by Phone 753-3820 after 5:00 p.m. F4- appointment phone 753-6650. F7P
Of
Calloway_ County Court and or- bookkeeping. List age, ex- contacting Hasten Wright or
In accordance with Kentucky dered filed to lie over for ex- perience and qualification, to Box Itheamond Wright at Stella. F2P
grila6' THREE BEDROOM
1965-10'x55' TRAILER, two home, large lot, carpet, utility
Any person desiring to 561, Murray, Kentucky.
F3C
Between 6:00 p.m. Statutes, Section 25.195 and ceptions.
bedrooms, partially furnished. room,separate dining room, eat
25-200: Notice is hereby given file any exception thereto will do
AUTOMATIC WASHER, good
Phone in kitchen. Panorama Shores.
7:00 p.m.'In The that a report of final settlement of so on or before Feb. U,1972 or be WANTED: WELL experienced ,/mdition.
F3C Washer and dryer extra.
Phone 753-5933.
753-7401 between -8:00 a.m. and Price $13,000. 436-5585.
F4C
accounts as on January 31, 1972 forever barred. Witness my hand baby-sitter, days only. Must have
Evening
F8C
filed by Eura Oakley,E'Sreeutor, of this 31 day of January ,1972.
references. Phone 492-8399. F3C NEW-PERFECTION oil cooking 5:00a.m.
If you know your route
By_Marvin Harris
three bedroom
the estate of J. B_Dakley, Dec'd
boy's munber, please call
stove, good condition. Phone 437- 12 x 52 MOBILE HOME. Two- BY OWNER;
County Court Clerk,
home; living room, kitchen,
and that the same has been aphim first. If you get no
F3C
EXCELLENT .OP- 4179.
• Calloway Co., Ky.
bedroom. Carpeted. Four inch utility room, bath, covered patio,
proved by the Calloway County
results then call John
Tankwagon
PORTUNITY!!
walls. Extra nice. Phone 753-4019 carport, fenced in back yard,
above
Judith
1TP
filed
to
lie
over
Ainley,
D.C.
the
Court
and
ordered
at
Pasco ,Jr.
driver opening at Standard Oil .1AP HAY for sale. Phone 753F4C large lot with lots of trees. Phone
after 4:00 p.m.
for exceptions. .401' person.
number during the hours
Bulk Plant on Railroad Avenue. 6170.
F3P
F3C
753-4921 after 5:00 p.m.
desiring to file any exception
AUCTION SALE
Good salary plus other extras.
KING DIES-King Mahendra
thereto will do so on or before
Must be over 21. See Paul Dailey, 1971 MOBILE HOME,12'x65', full
on all car tape SMALL .FARM: good location; of Nepal died after suffering a
CLOSE
OUT
Feb. 28, 1972 or tte forever
F4P bay window, two bedrooms,
AUCTION SALE every Friday Jr.,at Bulk Plant.
12 business or future investment. heart attack in southern Nepal.
players. Standard brands. '
barred Witness my hand this 31 night
on Highway 641, three miles ,
baths, carpeted throughout, price plus tax. College Shop, One mile East Murray, ap- The 51-year-old king was imday of January, 1972.
INVISIBLE SOLES
North:
of Paris. Another load of THE-PALACE Drive In is open 24 extra large living room. Will sell North 15th Street.
F4 proximately 10 acres -pasture. mediately succeeded by his
By Marvin Harris
Heels in 5 Minute
merchandise from St. Louis this/ hours each day and we need to furnished or unfurnished. UnHog wire fencing, stables, water. oldest son, Crown Prince
County Court Clerk
week. Auctioneers, Shorty Mc- hire full time waitresses Apply in derpennecl. Located on large lot
Phop
7 room house, Birendra,- 26„as ruler of the
Koistfor's Shoe
$100.00.
Cozy older
Calloway Co., Ky.
'FARM WACsON.
Bride 247; James E.Travis
person onIA.laalace 15rive In, in Fox Meadows.TrailSZ_C9Ur
.1iMmyStallonsCridie522-.
modem:.For- appointment_cali Hindu kingsrom_
Judith Ainley,D.C.
1.TP_.
- Sho • 607_S-Ath
2787 ffe--16Th arid rkestritir:
"EPWciffe-753-1759-.
( AP Wirepbotoi
TFC
F8P 436-2173.
6332. .

ACilY7.°I1C4 B"
and
ONE TABLE
VELVET

%SALE ON GIFT ITEMS ALS011

.

$350

5195m Down
'65'
_ 1

4

-- $17"

0

F0029

:OUPON

0

E
0
nrarlin

onimma.

FOR SALE

Battery Charger $995
49;
De-icer

ALUMINUM
PLATES

BILBREY'S

Irr

25' each

753-1916

10000
)UPON 0
0'
1:1

surchargei-Riaesmeoveedn

MIPERMS

Your Paper

OUPON

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Prices Cut!

F

it

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-450 or
'TFC
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.

TAX SERVICE. Leave records
tion. Government
TIVO BEDROOM'linflirniSli
trained. Reasonable rates.Acne
duplex, fully carpeted, central 753-2959or 4364430. February/7C
heat and air. Built-in stove.
Fhtine 753-4478or 753-9135. ITC
HARRY'S ELECTRIC!! t

POLYESTER

I.

SERVICES OFFERED

753-7278
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Se

Every Day Low, Low Prices .. us
S&H Green Stamps!

WI
FE RI

DOUBLE. STAMPS ALLDAT TUES. AND WED.
Open from 8 adln. till Midnight 7 Days a Week
- We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities —
We Redeem U. S. Govt Food Stamps

5

EGGS BACON _C RN
Liberty
or
Dick George
Grade A
Large

Pride
of

Liberty
Sliced

9
SALMON BREA
94:
CAKE
KRAFTS COFFEE
mix
3/99s
59C
Tray Pack

lb.

Liberty

Antler
Pink

ROUND
U.S. Prime

JUICE
Adams

Miracle
Whip

Maxwell
House

Qt.

1-lb. can

Qt. Bott.

SOUP
Campbell's
Tomato
10½ oz.
Can

with coupon

MEAT SPECIALS
*U.S. PRIME
CHUCK
ARMOUR

24 °z bi3tt

Frolt
VEr:

3 ac:Is nc 'Crap CHEESE
39c 61E
ellitsur
GRAPE JELLY
fiNtAPPLE 31c MOE
79C MRTENING

ROASTS, guitCUITS
1

FRANKS

NECK

AO CHIPS

2-0L.P4.59c

BONES ib•25c

rig

Twin

49c

12 °z Pig69

RKAo

20 W b°

KRAFT'S

"
3 lbs $1
0-orz
s .$100
318

DETERGENT

pkg!49

Gt Size

AGE
IIATP
SH

1.1b. Pkg29C

OFICAK CUTLETS119!
N. MEATY

SPARE RIBS
§AAMAGE
•

reDRK

1
:
36.
1 11K

ttF
u

ib•69c

49(
BRAINS
lb

ORANGE

46-oz can

URA LYNN

49C
Items
29c BEEi STEW

SCOTT S
59
C
ICE CREAM
Gal
CHEF'S DELIGHT
FOOD149cLIQUID
CHEESE
MISS LIBERTY
ICE

110

CrloEAzMlar 23c

60 ct

2 for 29c
24;oz can 73c

49C
Reg. 61'

NOW 48C

"al 43c LUX

32-oz.

MILK
;111111—
ITY—C011
-1011—*

with this coupon and the purchase of
one pound pkg.'
Miss liberty

BACON

Void After Feb. 8, 1972

lb:15c
C
Doz.
49

c
FROZEN
FOOD;
D
5
2
*
Tenn

CUT CORN i'
GREEN BEANS.
STRAWBERRIES
PIE SHELLS Pkg.
LEMONADE
FRENCH FRIES3
Tenn

Reg. 87',

Now
6T

39c

" lb. bag

of 2 37c

al 6 oz. ftaC
cans a

2bab
lgs$10°

* LB& COUPON *

100

S&H Green 100
Stamps
With This Coupon

and '5.00 grocery purchase, tobacco and
dairy products excluded.
Void After Feb. 8, 1972

COFFEE
Maxwell House
lib. can
this coupon and '7.50 or more
additional purchase, tobacco and dairy
products excluded.
Void After Feb. 8, 1972

with

th
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10 oz. %C
pkg.

Minutemaid

Pillar h
Charlie
A's. Eve
is cultiva
It is a d
coy_eLing
• Right
Oakland
and will
The own
the repot
do?
Basebi
critters
'WC the)
_Pg._Taw
game an
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perf#F1
be has 1
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turmoil i
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disdaireu
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complete
doesn't n
night.
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will and
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dark,but
ert T. Ns
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is presid
the nonp
runs the
• where Fi

C

lk lb. bag.

Garden Delight

LIQUID

Stamps

49c

5 for 49C

ORANGES

Delta

5-1b. bag
22 oz.

25 S&H Green 4N

RIVER
glartiRE .

4 -lb. bag

AlititEs

Pet Ritz

MEAL

!
ill* LEW MUMN
'
BREAD
(7
MISS LIBERTY
NA. loaf
with this coupon and '5.00 or more
additional purchase, tobb. and dairy
prod. exc.
V 'd After Feb. 8, 1972

WORCHESTERSHIRE1°ozt
MARSHMALLOW
KRAFT'S

JacE

lb. 10C

APIStEgS

SAUCE
25c

CRACKERS 1.1b. box
ib•69c
MISS LIBERTY

LIVER
Ib. cup

LIVER

OKTE BEAN

HEINZ

11 I AGE
CI
, .
i

3-1b. can 73C

TIDE

303 can25C

* FROM OUR PRODUCE DEPT. *

*ars

IN

1% Size

7;

ORANGE

11
/
2-lb.
Pullman
Loaf
with coupon

Tall Can

Duncan Hines

9

STEAK

303
can

.Carnation

Tall Cans

OAKL,

39

SEAT
A nonprl
been forr
Klondike
memorati
sary of th

Alaska. wi
gold.
The sh
held to h
gold rush
celebratio
by Washil
:olumbitory

Rights ad
DFTRI
the eight n
gan Civil
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Rev. Dr„A
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Amvett rut
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ROCK'
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setts chat
three year
chaplain
. .

balance between the
•
Chicago-Remember baying body cells
findings- regarding ore of iron in the body endVer served and
-The
•
y's daily need. This becomes
monished to "eat it because it's nutritional. iron deficiencies in
good for you"? Indeed, it was girls have been further sub- vident when we note that the
good for you then-and it's good stantiated by research studies human body has a limited
tendance.
for you noyiKbechuse it's our best conducted_1V_Pt-iiilda_S. White, pacity to absorb and store Iron.
But every baseball ointment
erefore, a constant need exists
venutritietufflyffilportant Assneate Professor of Home
seems to incubate a fly, and dietary iron, according to Dr. Economics, Northwestern or adequate iron in the regular
Finley's is that his radio-TV William C.
Sherman;Director of University, working with a Meat ily diet. But since there- are
contract has only one more
latively few naturally iron-rich
Nutrition
Research for the Board grant.
year to run.
cellege women oaf-sources, how do we go about
young
Meat
nine
Qf
and
'
Stock
National
Live
Arco presumably is dissatis_.
. who cooperated in the project, tting it?:
fied. It has been unsuccessful in Board in Chicago_
iron supMedical
Though
have
to
found
was
show
And
that
only
one
studies
nutrition
had
A's
building a network. The
be
may
sometimes
lementation
marrow
bone
of
amount
of
are
Us
edequate
most
getting
simply
net
to settle for a 250-watt coffeepot
is our most
in San Francisco. KNBR had as much iron as we need, he iron, and only one other had a cessary, meat
the_ A's broadcasts for three trted. This is particularly true trace. No discernible trace of .mportant source of readily
young girls and women bone marrow iron could be found vaiLsble dietary iron. Research
years on a contract, but ducked
in any.of the other seven. As a shows that iron from animal
out as fast as they could. The because of lower average
TV games go over Channel 44, consumption, and because result of her studies,. Dr. White urces is superior to iron in
greater reported that,in many instances, oods of vegetable origin because
women
have a
UHF outlet.
Finley's contract with Arco physiological need,for iron than girls and women need to double
covered e 10-year pan,,but the
_In fact, suctleys__ isticate their usuelantakes in order to
stickler clause is that it can be that iron deficiency ,analnia- meet recommended dietary
renegotiated after five years. characterized by paleness, allowances for iron.
The specter is unpleasant to listlessness, sh9rtness...4 bream. Actually, the intake of iron in
iCharlie Owho will have
-skin-, gastrtc dietUrbaiket tbilaies- average -mixed- diet may
difficulty justifyieg a and dizziness-is the most be decreasing. There is evidence
figure that has been in escess prevalent nutritional •
ehanieh_th proepesin
' t's taite.
r--.,-Tiandling and home
pac
havelietry. —
Iron is important in nutrition preparation of foods have
because it %anis with certain reduced the amount of dietary
amino acids in protein to build iron available for adequate abMlle C. Hall, Chairman Of the
maintain the hemoglobin- of sorption.
which cerriee oxygen -te- Research evidence points to a Calloway County ASC Corre
mittee, announced this week
that some difficulty has been
-Forms
encounteredlitaing
Mary Graham. _
.CCe+182 (Report of Payments
ways longing to go-to Producers) to provide for
North Carolina and I really like
printing and distribution to all
traveling," she said.
producers prior to January 31,
Mrs. Carmichael has lived
1972. Approximately one-half of
through 23 presidents, the inthe required number of forms
vention of. the airplane. mitre-have been printed and are now
mobile, -Color photography,
in the hands of producers. It is
dynamite. teitgraph, zipper,.
expected that the remainder of
washing machine and electric
the forms will be printed and
stove..
distributed to producers by
"Things aren't anything like
February 11, 1972.
said,
"but
she
be."
to
used
they
The Internal Revenue Code
people are just about the
requires that the U.S. DepartSatrie." ment of Agriculture Data
Does she have a secret for
Processing Centers report to
long life?
"Do right, vest in the Lord,
IRS certain payments made to
liite•-ciet and be good to people
-producers and prepare and mail
.asdapo
direct to producers Forms
agentdias her one of the
182 . showing _total
_CCC-Ioldest persone.liehig today, _
ts reported.
shades
-paymen
window
e
-Ready-mad
-FILTERS
STYLISH SUN
But she is not really old. Evof black and
The local ASCS office- is
take on a custom Iodic with the addition
ery afternoon she walks up and
cotton
oated
prepared to answer ptoducers'
/white gimp and white eIng Rolls. In vinyl-c
down three flights of stairs to
background for
- otintbric. the gold shades make a perfect
and provide any
questions
corduroy
cotton
take her daily stroll. In mind
green
spring
wain chairs upholstered in
by
in 'connection
They're
assistance
table.
needed
opped
glass-t
a
and spirit, Mrs. Carmichael is
and grouped around
with these reports.
young.
•
J

This, deOAKLAND,Calif.- First ot is important, but the interest of than a million in 1971.
_community is taken into spite the fact, that the AL has a
all,let it.be made
pillar has no pipeline into consideilleiiis well, and Fin- looser gate count and puffs its
Charlie 0. Finley's Oakland ley is obliged to field a team at attendance figures, at least in
comparison with the National
A's. Every time a news source the Coliseum." .
So much for the $300,000 League. In the latter, season
is cultivated, Charlie fires him.
It is s discouraging aspect of clause, which, incidentally, the ticket holders aren't counted,
Giants and the National League for instance, unless they attend
:covering the A's.
- Right now, the big story in might cheerfully pay to remove the game.
The key to Finley's OaklandOakland is whether Finley can, .the A's from the baseball- '
they
If
has been a lush radioArea....
success
Bay
cluttered
the
franchise.
and will, move
Arco,
The owner, of course, denies could gracefully do it without, television package . with
•
"
the corporative outgrowth of
-What else would he antitrust reprisals!
$p
The strange thing about Fin- Richfield Oil Co. For the
do9
Oakland operation is that master broadcast rights, Finley's
are
callous
Baseball moguls
critters and, generally speak- it has been, profitable, by his ley rbceives $1.1 million a year,
'big, they do pretty much as own admission, even though and this reportedly is moire
they want,the_teaditionsnjOe, the club has never hit the mil- than the giaptg_recelye,_
Because he pays'only $125,000
game and the will of the fans lion iffencTaiice mark. East
and a a year rent for the baseball stabeing of minor consideration. season, with Vida Blue
And so there are two schools division champion, the A's dium against 5 per cent and
a_shate
91091:
of thought on Finley's futore*WM tatffiffrriaTirsif-' and parking fees, Finley is into
peregrinations:l'hose-WhO say
in the Oakland on a lucrative basis.
he has his carpetbag packed tory, but only four teams
ikew more. He doesn'taeedlhat
- • Waledand will travel
son, Others say that with the
turmoil in Congress, the grave
threats to the reserve clause,
and antimonopoly legislation
popping up all over the sports
scene, Charlie-would be afraid
to move.
This theory is implausible.
-CATI- -Civfl--War-with---fires-, - ruined
,
Firileyis an independent cuss;
land, - houses torn down .and
opinion,
public
Petitiers Car
disdainful of
.getting - tilted all over
veopleand repeatedly has proved It michael remembers when the countryside."
and this is the Abraham Lincoln was presiA smiled warmed her face
stickler in plotting the course of. _it,
4.:he was 5 years old then.
ri)
she spoke of the early
Charlie 0., he is totally and
she is 115 years old but when
completely unpredictable. He she still vernembers the days of railroad days.
doesn't make up his mind over- slavery when-;at the age of-6,- • "In my-day the boys and girls
night.
she was put in 'ffikl,,ields to used to stand by the side Of the
In respect to moving the A's, plow.
railroad track and as the train
there are those who insist he
In those early days I
was passing by, We would swing
will and those who iterate that farm, cut grass, plow with Onto one of the cars and go for a
he won't.
mules and cut tobacco." said ride"she said.
He may be whistling in the Mrs. Carmichael, who moved
• When she-saw her first autodark, but the comments of Rob- to Yonkers CPVPU years ago.
mobile, a Modeter,in ,the early
she thoughivas a_
ert T. Nahas, the Oakland con"It was, hard work but with- 1900's,
tractor, are interesting. Nahas out it I wouldn't be here today." wagon. "I didn't know where is president of Coliseum, Inc., she added. "Seems like I the mule was," she said.
Her husband, "Doc,":died
the nonprofit organization that plowed those fields every day of
".three years before_ he was
runs the stadium and arena my life.
100." hitt.'Ciimicliael has four
where Finley's teams play.
came
snows
the
-And when
,
up to our knees we didn't really children, seven grandchildren 6
-In the first place," said mind it too much cause we 27 gteittigitattiatidchildien;2
greatNahas, "I cannot conceive of could play in it and build big great-great-great-and-15
great-great-great-great-grandsnowmen
either Finley or any other basechildren.
ball owner attempting a move
Mrs. Carmichael was born
She moved to Yonkers in 1964
good
the
prejudice
that would
Oct 3. 1856, in Lumberton,
with her daughter. Mrs.
name of baseball. Our contract N C.. and she remembers the to live
with the Oakland A's is a firm
one. It is a 20-year contract
which still has 16 baseball seasons to run.
As a businessman myself, I
know that I could not turn my
back on a contract and neither
can I see Mr. Finley doing it.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
"Baseball has moved franchises to various cities, but I
don't believe they broke contracts that were still in existence."
The A's contract, according
to Nahas, has five-year options
to renegotiate terms but no
escape hatch that would permit
the franchise removal. Nahas
made the latter clear in referthe Shampoo In
ence to a story out of Chicago
that there was a $300,000
penalty clause if the A's took a
hike.
"There is no such clause,"
Reg. '2.25
said Nahas. "There is, however, an injunctive clause in
relation to Finley's baseball
team playing in Oakland
throughout the contract.
"In other worth, it isn't just
that the rent for those seasons

She Was 5 Years Old
Wa,s

Payment
Reports
Delayed

JOSEPH
St
MINIMS CHILDREN

it's much more readily absorbed
system. And-' meatsthe,
particularly ortan meats such as
liver-are high in iron content, a
fact that adds to their importance
planned diet. A 3,2-eirIn ally-w
ounce serving of liver, for
example, can furnish the entire
reconrunended daily allowanceneeded by young women and men
under 18 yearsof age, and as
much as 180 percent of that
needed by men over 18 years of
age.
"Beef, pork, _lamb and veal
liver are ell exceptionally good
sources of essential food
nutrients in addition to iron",
says Dr. Sherman. "They are
unusually high in vitamin A and
in riboflavin. And 'they're also
rich in protein, niacin; thiamin - and ascorbic acid-and low in
calories", he continued.
Dames plan tours
to mainland Chine
--COPENHAGEN -=
Danish travel agencies hope to start cheap package tours to
mainland China in the autumn
of 1972. A seven-day trip to
Peking or China would cost
arouria.5200, according to director Anders Helgstrand of
the Tjaereborg agency.

BOLOGN_A; Italy (UP1) Cleaning and restoration. work
will begin next string on the
facade of Bologna a Gothic Cathedral of San Petronio,coated
with a black film by air pollution.
.
- The art superintendency
says it will take three years to :
restore the facade, .including
15th century sculptures by
Jacopo della Quericia, to its
original splendor.
Gorillas take it easy
CHICAGO tUPli -Anyone hiclbried- towatd - die,leisurely life would agree that
gorillas have it made.
- A -typical -day for -these-largest of the anthropoid apes,
according to Encyclopaedia
Britannica, is spent eating and
resting. To prepare for such
days they sleep - 12 hours or
more at a time.

RIN
ASPI
FOR CHILDREN
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•36 Tablets Reg. 43.
•New Sentry
SALE
Lock Too

NICE 'N .EASY

HAIR COLOR

Klondeie'72
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI) A nonprofit corporation has
been formed here to promote
Klondike 72, a festival commemorating the 75th anniversary of the arrival of the steam-AV-Pi-OW troffili.?MAW'
Alaska. with "a ton of Klondike
gold."
The ship's arrival is generally
held to have started the great
gold rush to the Yukon. The
celebration is being sponsored
by Washington, Alaska, British
Columbia and the Yukon Teri• tory

Bottle of
100 Tablets

TOOTHPASTE

ONE-A-DAY
MULTIPLE

VITAMINS
Gentle White detergent
22-oz. Plastic Bottle

AYDS The Candy That
Helps Make You Thin

Chocolate
Mint,
Vanilla,
Chocolat!,
B u tterscbth

With vitamins
and minerals

noxzema

ROCKLAND. Mass.(UPI)The Rev. Francis Crowley, curate at Holy Family Roman
Catholic Church here and Catholic chaplain of the Massachusetts chapter of Amvets for
three years, is the new national
:chaplain of the organisation:,

BALL
POINT
PEN

CLAIROL

LONG
SILKY

30-Day Simply

Conditioning Lotion
4-oz Bottle
Reg.
'1.39

Rights advocates,
DETROIT (UPI) - Two of
the eight members of the Michigan Civil Rights Commission
are clergymen. They are the
Rev. Dr. A.A-Banks of Detroit
and the Rev. Theodore E. I.amane of Birch Run, Mich.
Amvets name
head chaplain

SPECIAL
OFFER!
"Ninety
Eight"

84;
SALE

Disposable Bottles

Fit all brands

From the
Makers of ,

Playtex • Evenflo
Curity • Sears

ANACIN

Pack of 50 Bottles SALE

Analgesic
Tablets

TAM
)1(NS
TA11
Box of 40 •
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PLANNED 'ClaffiNEL.'artist's sketch envisions how motarisjs will butin
their tr1p ifldetthe tngt/Ith t.nahner-VW '114' tlinner firah-hed -by-the Traltil -andFrench is completed.' The "Chunnfl" is expected to be completed in /978 at a
-east. af 5900 million.

unner may-be
ready-111978

-January 28, 1972
:ADULTS 100
.
:NURSERY 7

$ NEWBORN
. ADMISSIONS
f. Mrs.Carolyn Sue Holland and
hundratt- --illIttrt_RIULtaken on the
Zabl4r3flmjté 1, AbnoyMrs:
British side in 1882 at St.
Kathy Jo Black and Baby Boy, British motorists are helping Margaret's Bay, close
to the
scientists to design a tunnel
Route 1, Farmington.
wider the English Channel famous white cliffs of Dover.
The Submarine. Railway Co.
whicifresk England and
- Billy Dean Winchester, Route France;"
- which later became the
5, Murray, William Jesse
Every day, for a little more Channel Tunnel Co. - made
Crouse, Route 2, Murray, than 81 an hour, they are the first boring. The company
Harold Edward Forth,401 South driving their autos on and off is still quoted on the London
4th St., Murray, Mrs. Carmine special rail cars to help experts Stock Exchange, although it
Virginia Levis, Route 1, Alm, choose the right design for
has never paid shareholders a
Mrs.Betty Alice Jones, Route 3, planned tunnel link to the- dividend since it was founded.
While the idea of an English
:Murray, Mrs. Iva Nell Burton, continent.
el tunnel finally caught
Route 2, Hazel, jack Delbert - The tunnel under the English
'Johnson, E....led St., Brook- Channel - a dream of the the eye of officialdoth In 1961, it
-port, HI:, Arthar-Lnin Gen, British and French since the was Britain's decision to enter
oute 5, Benton, Mrs. Charlotte days of Napoleon - looks like Euromart a decade later that
:Ann Dunn, Route 8, Box 14, becoming a reality after a gave the needed impetus.
The main difficulty in
of
spasmodic
Murray, Mrs. Linda Neal century
launching the project has been
:Guthrie and Baby Girl Route 4, negotiations.
Both governments hope the finance. Both the British and
Murray, Tommie Key, Route 7,
French were keen that the
;Murray, Mrs. Hattie Florence "Chunnel," as it is dubbed, will
be in operation at a cost of Channel should be financed by
itagsdale, Route 3, Murray,
some $900 million by 1978. But international capital, but the
;Walter Jewell Elkins, Route 4, the
unofficial cost estimates., company to run the ftnaUy
)4urray, Golden R. Ragsdale, like those of the Anglo-French completed tunnel, it wab
41oute 3, Murray, Noble H . Cox, Concorde development, are stipulated, has to be state run.
Toute 1, Kirksey.
Richard Marsh, then British
likely to spiral in the five-year
building period, say British transport minister, now
chairman of British Railways,
officials.
-.Irma/7- 29, 1972
A tunnel under the English said in November, 1969: "The
ADULTS 99
Channel, 20 miles wide at the crucial factor at the moment is
nearest crossing, was first the choice of a private group to
NURSERY 5
" suggested by a French arrange financing and conNO NEWPQRN ADPAISSIONS_ engineer to Napoleon as a struction."
.Happenings behind
-1-1trategically bizarre way of
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janice Owen, Route 6, -invading 4ritain. Bift the Dot scenes were fascinating. Three
Murray, Mrs: Carolyn Cook rtstep toward actually building separate consortiums of international bankers were
Doran, 605 Vine St., Murray,
maneuvering in London's
Mrs. Judy Carol Mills, Route 5,
Whitehall and the Elyiee
Mayfield, Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth
Palace in Paris to land one of.Earhart,Route 3, Dover, Term.,
the biggest construction csis:
jlAri. Beverly Jean Lents, 200 E.
tracts in warld history.
.
34th St., Benton, Mrs. Nancy
The first starters - the
lee Hayes and Baby Boy,
Measles and mumps are on Channel Tunnel Co., whose
Shady Oaks No. 4, Murray, Mrs. the rise.
_shares fluctuated on the Stock Judith Ann Henninger and Baby
According to the Center for Exchange barometer daily Girl, Rout. -4, Murray, Mrs. Disease
this time contained a dazControl in Atlanta, the
Etna Compton, 313 North 5th number
of measles cases for zling array of 12 merchant
St., Murray.
1971 may top 80,000-twice as banks: six British, four French
and two American. The Suez
many as the year before.
Canal Co. and American
An
article
in
an
October
issue
qanuary 30, 1972
of the Journal of the American Technical Studies, Inc., were
103
also ,aligning
Medical Association; however, consortium. themselves to the
NURSERY 6
announced
that
there
is now a
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
At the Same time, two other
Baby Girl Childress (,Mrs. new measles and mumps consortiurns of bankers, all
-Darla Kay Childress, Hardin. combination vaccine that is able to supply the' necessary
safe, simple, and effective. The finance almost from petty
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Clara Harper, Box 1698 measles vaccine contains the cash, were getting ready for
action. There were scarcely
Hart Hall, MSU, Murray, live measles virus.
Other vaccines for measles concealed sighs of relief in
aster Ricky Joe Hargrove, Rt.
Murray, Joe Edd Emerson, and mumps have been available British and French govern402 Meadow Lane, Murray, for years. But there have been ment circles when it was an'Mrs. Elsie Mavis Stone, Rt. 5,m complications. Sometimes nounced in mid-1970 that the
three groups had decided to
;Murray, Michael Ray Eaves, pulmonary complications.
In some of the earlier vac- merge.
Rt. 5, Murray, Glockus Stone,
Rt. 5, Murray, Lue Johnson cines, the measles virus was " The finished project will
Finney,405 N. 17th St., Murray, killed and then injected into stretch 32 miles - 23 miles
under the sea.
Tazzie White Taylor (expired), patients. The technique was
Special two-tier soundused in some areas of Canada
From Cony. Div.
and the United States starting in proofed trains will shuttle
1963. Recent evidence, however, between the two countries at
:Burton buys rights
shows that some children five-minute period!! carrying
! HOLLYWOOD 11.1P11 between 6,000 and 7,000 cars an
vaccinated with killed measles hOUr-.
!Richard Burton bought screen vaccine
developed
skin and lung
The British Tourist Authority
:rights to "The Guilt Mertrouble years later when in- believes the tunnel will mean
:chants," written by British
fected with the real thing. And
reased w eetend..tourism
_...,,licivelistitonald- Harwood-who they
had bfffe iiiimunity to the from the continent.
;wrote the adaptation for “-One
British Prime Minister
:Day in the Life of Ivan measles virus itself.
When epidemics of measles Edward Heath and French
Den isov ich
mushroomed, the children who President Georges Pompidou
had been immunized developed, put the tunnel idea high on the
-Touting tourism
a syndrome called "atypical agenda of their Euromart
•
MANILA tUPII -,- A measles."
According to Dr. summit talks in Paris recently.
:budget of SI million for
They hope that the rest of the
A.J.P.
Turner
of the Hospital
:Philippine tourism promotion
Euromart countries will be
:in Japan has been approved by for Sick Children in Toronto, persuaded that
the Chunnel is a
the government. The money Canada, these children had
will be charged against the little resistance to the virus vital link between Britain and
16th year schedule of Japanese and also broke out in skin Europe and that the European
-World War II reparations rashes and had severe Common Market might foot
part of the bill.
:payments to the Philippines breathing difficulties. He
This could be an answer to
:and will cover the cost of, believes .the vaccine injected
'Japanese technical- services years earlier produces a one problem which has held up
Britain's attempt to enter
.and equipment necessary to hypersensitive state when the
Euromart: the amount of
promote Filipino tourist spots. child is subjected to the
real
money Britain should conmeasles virus.
tribute to the Common Market
-;;Piiyen's next
•
The new vaccine avoids this
budget. Whitehall may step hp
'-..00LLY WOOD I UPI I - complication
.
its present offer. if Euramart
.I/vciditiqnv:s 'next nailing
:Wreathing coMplications
members agree to help cornTarde will be *.111 Get You if
can develop from the strangest pletethe tunnel. And on present
*3t's the Last Thing, I Do causes. Like killed measles plans it would be convieted in
lt'arkhurst,-a comedy western
*be filmed in Itgly and Vain, vaccine. Find out more about 1978, just when Britain's fivecauses of breathing problems. year transitional period might.
;:next March.
be ending. •
Meek with your Kentucky
- RAILROAD MERGER
Tube?eulosis and Respiratory
MADDOX SWORN
The Supreme Court approved Disease Aseciation. Write P.O.
,The merger of the Pennsylvania Box 8405, 40i01I, Louisville,
Segregationist -Lester Madlewl New York Central rail- Kentucky. It's a matter of life dox was sworn in as governor
.4oads on Jan. 15, 1966.
of Georgia on Jan. 10, 1967.
and-breath. - • '

ATLANTA, GA-Discussions
aimed at fixing priorities for the
use of Southern forest lands in
the future will highlight the 1972
Annual Meeting of the Southern
FOrest Institute, scheduled in
Atlanta, Ga., February 29 March 1.
Southern Forest Institute is
the education and public information arm of the South's.
forest products industries. The
association is supported by the
forest industries to promote
increased public understanding
and appreciation for the South's
forest resources and to.. encourage
the wise use and
management of those
resources.
Some 300 executives of the
- South's forest-based industries,
along with educators and state
and federal government
forestry officials, are expected
for the two-day inet-tioa at
Regency Hyatt House Hotel,
according to George E. Kelly,
Executive Vice President of the
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FLASHLIGHT
• BATTERIES
FOR

$12.97
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with coupon
-.--Factory fresh
U.S.A. made. 2-101.-I

Penetrating INFRA-RED heat for
relief of *minor achet and pains.
With four attachments. 52-361-2

LIMIT 8

CLIP & SAVE
VALUABLE COUPON

FRY 10
Reg. $2.47

Measles, Mumps
increasing
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SAVE 79'

LIMIT 1..
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WEDNESDAY-FEBRUARY 2, 1972
----'-----"----ALEXANDERMithfILTOW- Alexander Hamilton, states.
Institute.
President of the National Forest' been most critical of the forest man and first secretary of the
Kelly said the theme of the Products Association. McGrath industry's policies, to define the Treasury, was born Jan. 11,
1757, and died in 1804 following
South's Forests;___.will report on,"What Priorities issues
!meting,
generating
such
Let's Talk Priorities," was Congress Sees for Our Forests." criticism, and to suggest ap- a duel with Aaron Burr.
chosen specifically`to promote- iniroeries of presentations proaehes- --to
achieving the news media include:
"open and candid expression by beginning at 2..00 p.m., agreement andi public support Eleanor Chit., Associate Editor,
all segMents interested in and.:_...NesdaY. the tapir- "Who In- for the industry's position," Atlanta Bureau, Newsweek
responsibly' concerned with• fluences Forest Priorities; Kelly said.
Magazine
Hal Johnson,
forestry and forest land uses." will be explored with R.E. Lee, On Wednesday, March 1, the Charlotte, N.C., Southeastern
In the meeting's opening HI, Union Camp Corporation, morning program will open at Editor, The Progressive Farsession, at 10:00 a.m., Tuesday, Savannah, Ga., serving as 9:30 j.m. with reports by mer; Rhea Eskew, Atlanta,
February 29, the President or- moderator.
George Kelly for SFI and by Southern Division Manager,
tillinstitute, Daniel C. Lewis._ Main presentations will he: .George Cheeck,Executive Vice United Press International
will deliver the keynote address James Plumb, Director, In- President of the American and H. Brandt Ayers, Publisher
on, "Industry Unity-Vital to formation Services, American Forest Institute, Washington, of the Anniston ( Ala.; Star.
Setting Our Priorities:" Lewis, Forest Institute, Washington, D.C.
Industry members of the
President,
Vice
The D.C.; Robert Hart, Vice
A major feature of the panel are: James B. Webster,
Chesapeake Corporation of President-Public Affairs, U.S. Wednesday program, at 10:00 Kirby Lumber Corp., Houston,
Virginia, West Point, Virginia, Plywood-Champion Papers, am., will be a panel discussion Texas; Raymond D. Moody,
will be followed by Dr. Richard Inc., New York, N.Y. William entitled "Some Priorities the International -Paper Co.,
Houk, Associate Professor of E. Towell, Executive Vice Press Sees for Our Southern Mobile, Ala.; and W.NtRaynes,
Biology at Winthrop College,-President, American Forestry
Union Camp -Co., savannah,
Rock Hill, Swill Carolina. Dr. Association, Washington, D.P.;1_ Participants will include four Ga.
Houk's-theme will-he "Man
and I.N. Esleeck, Jr., representatives of the news
Co-Chairmen of the 1972
The Controller or the Con- President; Esleeck Manufac= media and three forest industry Southern Forest Institute Anspokesmen. Moderator will be nual Meeting are J.T. Dotts, Jr.,
turing—to,Turners
,
_--Winding up the opening Mass.
Dr. Rodney Foil, Head, U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers
Tuesday morning session will
The purpose of this section of Department of Forestry, Inc., Atlanta, Ga., and H.R.
be . Joseph
McGrath, the program will be "to identify Mississippi State University. Hutchins, Georgia-Pacific
Washington, D.C.,
Vice the organizations which have
Members of the panel from Corporation, Crossett, Ark.
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We Reserve The Right To Limit
Prices Good thru Feb. 8th
MORRELL BULK SLICED

OUR OWN HOMEMADE
--11.6.—or—PA ore

SALAD lb.
- HAM $ALAD.
siM
NEESE SALAD
BOLOGNA & CHEESE SALAD,.

FIELD'S

BACON
BONELESS
P CHOPS

MORRELL,

BOLOGNA

12-oz. pkg.

Reelfoot

BBQ SANDWICHES

4

REEiFOOT

WAYNE

BETTY CROCKER

15-oz.
cans

7-oz.
pkgs.

DLLTA

TISSUE
20-oz.$
Size

RC COLAS %Ito JUICE

46oz.
cans

BORDEN'S

CREMORA

22-oz. jar

FLAVOR-KIST

(limit: 3)

49

110TATOES1" bag

Rosedale

COFFEE
149

29-oz.
cans

With Coupon Below

With Coupon Below
COUPON /3696
limit 1 per family
Gold Medal

!LOUR b‘,, 39C

MON
Limit 1 per family

CORN
Lilt 1 per family
Heinz SAVE

BABY
FOOD

IVORY King Size cn
d°c
LIQUID
32 oz. &Aire

Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storey's

"Sto
-nrey's
Good Only At

10c

On,.pur6hase of 10 Jars
Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON

COUPON
Lilt I per family
Folger's

1'73-21A

limn 1 per family
Del Monte

PINEAPPLE 29C
or can
Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 2-8-72
Good Only At Storeys'
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beginning to
menstruate
tranquil and more even
a statistical standpoint that the
BAL11MORE (UPI I —
earlier ---- age 10 is the.average
tempered after menopause.
what ladies do."
cycle
affects
Women are more likely to
now.
they become more
said Dr. Georgeanni S. Jones,.
-4commit violent crimes and get
ve people."
professor
ot
an
award-winning
.
involved in accidents during
GouysTANDARD
gynecology and obstetrics --at- - - - She added that-for reees36311 —
the week before their men_yet
understood,
Hopkins bilitditel: not
---strititi period begins-than at _the-Johns
_
'
mennPAwielirbeginninifliter
National
On Jan 12, 1897,
*4°01.
any other time of the month,
among American women =- 'Monetary Conference Meeting—
By VERNON SCOTT
according to a
prominent
On the other end ef the
between 50 and 52 years old-fir —in Indianapolis endorsed the
—1114-Hollysvorateorrespondent
gynecologist.
scale, Dr. Jones sal. "Many
the average - and they are
HOLLYWOOD 111311 — Susan Dey, the delightful eldest
•
gold standard.
"There is no question from
women
are
much
more
daughter of "The Partridge Family," is equally winning off-,

isi* delightful,_ -too

the

cH,

screen• She is beautiful,

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule f r Wednesday Evening

_

slender and 18 years old.
Last year it was necessary for Susan to have a chaperone - a
Califssnia state law govelning minors working in motion pictures.
Because her !milli lives in Mt. Kisco, N.Y.. Jane Joyce,

CH. 29
CH. 12
WDXR
KFVS
WSI L
friend of a friend, shared Susan's two-bedroom, rented home in the
5:57 News
6:00 News
6:30 Make Deal
6:10 Rollin'
6:10 Dragnet
630 Tell Truth
San Fernando valley. They became close friends and Jane con6:30 Sports
7:00 Movie
7:00 Special, 6:00 Movie
7:00 Adam 12
7:00 Burnett
tinues to share the house with Susan again this season.
7:00 Ed.
Father
9:00 Comedy Hai 8:00 CtirnidY-Wci... 7:27 News
7,30 movie
COO Med. Center
7:30 Theater 29
Though she isn't thrilled by the prospect..Susan does most of
7:30 Comedy
ACROSS
10:00 High
,
- 9:00 Mannix
900 Night Gal. 9:00 Mannix
9:35
Weather
8:30 Persuaders*
Chaparral
10:00 News
the cooking, usually whipping up casseroles or stews. She learned a
10:00 News
N1:00 News
9:
News
Siames
Unttof
I
9:30 Anderson
11:00 News
10:30 Griffin
10-30 Tonight
10:30 Mason
10:00 Creat. Fast certain deftness at the range from her stepmother in Mt. Kisco..
CLICMOCy
10:00 News
11:30 Cavett
11:30 Movie
10:30
Movie
11
4 2nd President
10:30 cayett
Susan's own mother died when she was eight years old.
12:00 Sports
16
9 New Deal "
w
- ----Her father, a newspaperman, remarried when Susan was 1.0.
agency (init.)
18
20
12 Capuchin
"When my new mother came to live with us I never really loved
her," says Susan. "I thought of her as a sister. But as the year
2s
fruit
13 Citrnuks7
6:30 McCoys
5:45 Sun. Sem.
:30 LaLanne
7:00 Today
4:00 Mor, snow 5:45 Journal
9:45 Devotional
23
14 Moccasin
went by my love grew for her. There is a difference of feeling than
7:00
Bose
6:15
News
Break.
6:00
Show
:00 The Hour
9:00
Dinah
7:00 Today
15 Province in
24
10:00 Movie
fora natural parent,of course. But I love her as a full person, not
11,30 cencent. ale
-445g_krysike
Am
-..--fte-Dinah
r111:30 That Gill
700 News
locks
26
:SO Sewing
11:00 Bewitched
Korn.
8:00 Kangaroo
7:55 Kitt.
10:00 Sale COL ''''''' Romper`11 .Y
9:30 Concen.
12:00
Gourmet
1:30 Hilibillies
11:30 Password
9:00 Lucy
211
1 Arrow poison
n a sense Ssan
u
has stilothr Mother figure in
11:00 'Sale-ten. 0:110 Kangaroo
...12:30 3 Match..,
Mov. Game 9:30 HillbillieS •.4
lit
'
Se Squares
12:00 MY -Child.' -.-10:30 Squares
1;01'Tett-Trutti
Jeopardy 10:00
. wi
n
:00
Jones, who gilyildie maternal
Movie
lane21
the ABC weekly seii
es
:7
2 Projecting
Quarru4
Girt
That
10:30
Ohm 29
12:30 Make-Deal
10:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News
11:00 Jeopardy 9:30 7 or C
- 11:30 www
-11:00 Bewitched
Bewitch
30
25 New Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
10:30 Love-Life
10:00 Fam. Affair
t1:55 News
11:30 WWW
11:30 Barbara
3:00 Movie Game
Family feeling
agency (abbr.) 32
1:30 Dating
11:00
10:30 Love of LIM
Where
Heart
12:00 News
12:00 Noon
11145 Sewing
3:30 EHale
There
is
a
close
family
feeling
Llnit
of
weight
33
among
the
older
members 011.11in ,2
/...
•00 Gen. Now _-.4-atee ow-Lewes
11:00 Heart IS _
;
12:1S Pular
4itss c. Duxim —...11:2.5 News x
in India
cast:Shirley, Susan, have Madden and David Cassidy. A visit '
:30 One Life
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp.
in , Vessel
12:00 My Child:' 11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
35
:00 Love Am.
Singing
12:00
Farm
12:00
Con.
PSC.
"
le
12:55
finds
Calendar
set
them
the
sitting
and
2:00 An. World
chatting together comfortably.
12:30 Make-Deal
zir
Gary
5:00
Runs away
39
32
I:30 Matinee
. 2:30 prows*
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Lives
11:00 Newlyweds -- 12:05 Mews
Susan
is
torn between California, her home in Mt. Kisco and
in panic
40
:57
30 _13111 Dance
5,
:00 M.X.
12:29 Weather
Lewis 3:10 Somerset
1:00 Love Is
Doctors
:30 Dating
Pronoun
41
News
her affection for Manhattan.
—
34
:30 News
1:30 Guiding Light 2
1:00
35 World
2:00 Gen.
Hosp. 12:30 World Turn's' 6:0C Movie
r
3:30 Virginian
35 Old French
II:00 News
1:00 Love
Many
ORrf re1612joined the series Susan spent five-monthein..New
- ;4m Mayberry 2100 Secret StarAL::±30 Promisk- 1_2130 Odd--I-d•
coin
":.At
'
News
:
22
-7
1730Ltght
6:30 Safari
Goirltng
LiistretasIgnat
York
6:00 NOVIS
thy
and
*ttndbig
2:30 Edge of PligIN 3:00 Somerset '300 Pauword
Earher
this
year,
;
Theater
29
con u
n •
7:30
storm
sec.
7.0 Smith Jones
2:00
Am.
3:30
Love
6:30 Dragnet
:710 P0P41.0
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 3.
9:35 Weather
hiatui. she returned la es,
when "The Imindite Family, .was
redip_olight
.1s
.,a•....
0:00 Loalstreitt
-.4140-904* Wilisewiy50 Gillttgin
1.00 Gilligan
-404 itiefratte
News
_9:40
< maneattan to continue modeling and acting lemons.
9:00 Marshall
41 Hardm
i:
4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres 3:00 Lassie
COO frantic*
'
etoo movie :
10:00 Crest. Feat,
10:00 News
3:30 Virginian
Susan haa two sisters, Leaky, 20, and Elizabeth 10. Her
5:00 News
9:00 Winter
42 Pa
6:00 News
5:25 News
Movie
10:30
43 Before
10:30 Cavett
5:00 Hazel
6:00 Griffith
Olymp.
6:30 Accent
brother
Tom
6:00 News
is-17.
All
live
in
the
east.
12:00 Sports
program
F
6:30 Primus
6:30 Golddiggers
10:00 News
6:30 Tell Truth
7.00 . F Wilson
One unhappy element of Susan's day-to-day life is the
onlpasspoint
:Cw
7:00 Me & Chimp
7:00 Smith Jones
10:30 Tonight
7:00 Me & Chimp 800 lronside
of three
Group
a
;
s
tremendous amount of work required of herlys the show. It all but
7.30 My 3 Sons
0:00Longstreet
7:30 My 3 Sons
9:00 Winter
8:00 Special
9:00 Marshall
Minnie; a private social life.
,
8:00 Movie
_
Olymp.
53 SPealed
- -9:00 Reports
10:00 Chaparral
10:00
- News
SEe-diites only on Friday and Saturday nights and then intoPoem
57
10:00 News
10:00 News
-_,
11:00. News
10:30 Mason
frequently.Pick
OUI
10:30 Tonight
frequently. She doesn't have a steadrdate,and is in no hurry
Griffin
10:30
11:30 Cavell
11:30 Movie
_
Devoured
acquire one.
61 Animal toot
_ /i2 shuts noisily
Susan, like most femalesi,er age -enjoys thopphig f___._
kn
fAan 1 n came
selecting
tww
'lint,she says she must be careful of ber moods when
DOWN
frocks. If she's out of sorts -Susan is liable to buy something she
WELLAWWW
Mit'MERE IT 11)1LL 60 ON
-5,I
1,481,6&
A %AU.TRUCK
wouldn't consider wearing when site cheers up.
1 Snake
AMMER TRUCK 18 ANOTHER OFFICE
611E55 IN NEW
2 Greek letter
ISIiLL PICK II UP,
"I like anything that's comfortable," Susan says. "There are
6018114E AiRPORT
WHERE
MC IT 60E5
3 Wolfhound
Metal
AMP TAKE IT TO
times when I like long skirts or casual slacks. 1 don't wear —-4
FLOW TONBOORK
WERE
ftiffil A
POSTOFFICE
miniskirts, but if I'm in the mood I wear hot pants."
5 Certificate
cRUTE
issued as
More important to Susan at this moment than beim, clothes
evidence of
For that reason
...and fun is her ambition
she will return to Manhattan next year while the show is on hiatus
6 Part of
to continue her studies.
CH. 4
WSM

3

-CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 6
WPSO
6 30 Nash. Music
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Mys. Movie
9:00 Winter
Olymp.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. I
WSIX

Crossword Puzzle

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

t

-Shirley-Sh"irley

Witty remark
Blunt point
Harvest goddess
Crony (col log )
High card
Irish dance
Locations
Period of
time
Condiment
Famed
Near
City in The
Netherlands
Hypottwitical

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

OMB 00000 ODD
MOM =OMB MOP
OMOOMM =MOO
MOB GiMMIZIM
FAMMM QOM 0300
ORM OMM UMM
OM
GO MOD MO3 OM
GOMM MGM 2[40
OOM GOOM

moon

MOM

_

omm nammn

Depart
Item of property 44 Speck
Cry
46 linitsof

American
essayist
Feeling
French article
Skill
Three-toed
sloth

IBM

000000 =MUM
MOO BOUM OMD
3MM

. anew_

48- Electrified'
particles
49 Policeman
(slang)
50 Room in
harem

III

51 Cut
yrafas
loutnhgus,t.er
54
52 Co

55 Greek letter
5
569 ibaarylonian
deity

IIII

=

1111111111111111M111111111111111

63

I
111111M111111111Milllagillaii
U111111111111a111111E111111;
1111111111M51111111::::41111111111 I

it kJIU.
IT hIlU.OE

tojtmckmeAthciter a4resti,

ited

eature

y

kite, vc.

BLONDIE

Whei'You buy a Datsun
- 1200 Sedan: -------ditripped
down
get
clot
more
than
vou
..4
starting pomt for an option list.
You get a complete car, dressed with
all the trimmings. Datsun doesn't believe
in that old game of charging extra for all
the things that make a car fun to drive and
nice to own. °
There's only one wi:mto buy a Datsun
Complete. And at a price that makes the
Datsun 1200the -best value -fttrAW-dollar.
Drive a Datsun—then decide.

-THE PHANTOM
kV/

kZY

7)fe
wacrimeN
C(agRATE
WaPLY

Vinyl
bucket seats.

Power flow
ventilation.

Locking
gas cap.

4-speed
fully synchronized
stick shift.
Five-main-bearing engine.
0-60 in under 15 seconds,
around 30 miles/gallon.

BEATLE BAILEY
LISTEN TO TI416, SAROE.
Al FT ^ARSON Ti•IEY LET
THE MEN DECORATE THEIR
ROOMS AN',' WA'?
WANT

GERBI
KRAF
ARM(

KRA
BIG
JOA

NO 14 P, NO POLICING
NO REVEILLE OR ROLL CALL --AND
TI-1E MEN ELECT REPRESENTATiv'ES
TO PRESENT TOEIR GRIEVANCES
TO THE GENERAL

Full deluxe
wheel covers.
Whitewall tires.
NANCY

_LET--u5-?
EY

WE HAD A COOKING
CLASS AT SCHOOL
70
1 DAY--- WE BAKED
BISCUITS.

26-foot
turning circle.

---

Rubber face
bumper guards
(front and rear).
- Front disc brakes.

TH

MAKE
US

•
.00

UWTi IN
(XI •....Aft pm.
,
1,•••••• 16r

5-Pa

LIL' ABNER
PANTLE5S - THAR'S
NEVER DI11 NO REASON
FO MOONBEAM TO
TAKE NO BATH --

ASA VOKUIA ^04 CA1N'T
LiE-BUT
yo'oiIN' PO'MAI-4
BENEFIT-

prim excluthng fat liconw,
!night and lbandlIng 46,21•7 p.pencolon

9411ipS ompfeeled wi.,I

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
604 So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

TO

rci
RY 2, 1972
•
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Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT:PRICINGII
OLD FlkSHIONED

s Puzzle

s
1

A V

rT

,c)

ROAST
HA
M
mix;

BOLOGNA 'n the Piece
ONE-QUARTER

CHUCK

Sliced

pl”

Ib
sure
ngster
sk letter

FRYERS

lb.

SLICED

U.S. Choice

5

39;
69;
29;
69;

lb'

Family Pak -

lb.

LIVER
ALL-MEAT

lb•

U.S;ChOia

- U.S. Choice

CUT-UP

Short

(Fine for Soup
& Stew)

•
"`AW
I .

44 - •••••

Ab

lb

NAINWIll
•

•

MO
,

lb.

ea
,

29

Detergent

FAB

41

•

EMarganne

SHORTENING

7

I.G.A.
Sno-Kreem

Blue Bonnets

Giant Size
IC.

3-Lb. Can

2

ihell 1.1I a

=IWO
'shoe

4

39

M

Bathroom Tissue

••••••••••091-1-

ards
ear).

*

1 Lb

Quarters

L
ClieUCfl

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

PUREX

Just Low Prices!!
No Stomps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

4-Roll Pkg
GERBER TODDLER MEALS
KRAFT 1000 ISLE. DRESSING
-ARMOUR POTTED MEAT
_

3
cup

191
8-ca.

354 I- Churngold Soft
1-lb
154

Margarine

I.G.A.

t1

PET MILK
FRANCO-AMERICAN:SPAGHETTI
I.G.A. EVAPORATED MIL

POT PIES19t SALAD DRESSING"44t SCOT
PRING(Save
9
,
TO
WE
LS4
!IS

19c
33'
can 15;

Tall Can
with Meat Balls

I.G.A.

10')

KRAFT VELVEETA
$1.19
BIG CHIEF PEANUT BUTTER 3 lbs- 99'
JOAN OF ARC KIDNEY BEANS 17
White Gold

SUGAR $109
10 lb

bag

pm

Big Rolls

Twin Pack

Armour Vienna

SAUSAGES

5-oz.
can

P

illa k

5-Pak

^41-111411reii

TOOTHPASTE

8-oz. can each

94;
8c

28-oz. bottle

19c

Strained

DINNERS

GRAPE JELLY

BREAD
20 oz Loaf

49

2

RIPE, YELLOW
3-°z. tube

5/99'

Ripe

TOMATOES

9

I.G.A.

Kraft

LISTERINE

it GERBER BABY FOOD
I.G.A. BISCUITS
CHECKER COLA

22

Kraft Macaroni ;oz. box

2-1b. jar
[
\\\

I

lb.

29t

BANANAS

9

RED'POTATOES Talgb it9t
49
4
APPLES
Red or Yellow

44b bag

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED.SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!

Itritiliontritietnam AreComparect

Pe

W. G. LAMB JR.

W. G. Lamb
Is Elected
As Manager
W.G.(Bill) Lamb Jr., former
Padua-all whorealle diSitibutor,
has been appointed district
manager of the Murray chapter
of the National Federation of
Independent Business, Inc.,
aixording to Harold Koenig,

consistent with the military ments on Indochina and them
provisions of the 1954 Geneva of 1962 on Laos. There will be
accords and that North and no foreign intervention in the
South Vietnam should discuss Indochinese countries and the
decide reunification d. Indochinese people will be leftVietnam without constraint and to settle their own affairs by
annexation from either party themselves.
and without foreign inter- -Aforth Vietarnese 5. The
United States should respect
ference.
North Vietnamese 3 and 4. In the 1954 Geneva agreements on
South Vietnam, the United Indochina and those of 1962 on
States should stop supporting Laos. It should stop its aggresTtueu-Ky-Khiem so that there sion and intervention in the Inmay be set up in Saigon a new dochina countries and let their
administration standing for peoples settle by themselves
peace,independence, neutrality their own affairs.
and democracy. The provisionAmerican 5. Problems existal revolutionary government of
the Republic of South Vietnam ing among Indochinese counwill enter into talks with that tries will be settled by the Inadministration to settle all in- dochinese parties on the basis
ternal affairs of South Vietnam of mutual respect for independand to achieve national con- ence,sovereignty, territorial integrity and noninterference in
cord.
The U.S. government aust _saairatherb Weirs. Amass the
bear full responsibility for dam- -problems that will be settled Is
ages it causes to people of the. the implementation of the prinwhole Vietnam. U.S. payment ciple that all armed forces of
the countries of Indochina must
of reparations is demanded.
remain within their national
American 4: Both sides will Thsntlers.
North Vietnamese 6. Prob.respect the 1964 Geneva agree-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS those held throughout Indochina
Here in condensed form is-s on day agreement is signed.
point-by-point comparison of „North Vietnamese 2. Release
the eight-point American and 'al all military men and civilSouth Vietnam peace plan dig---Mies-captured in the war carclosed last week and the nine- ried out paralleli with troop
point North Vietnamese plan withdrawal
presented to the United Staten - •
American 3. Iii.olitical future
in a secret meeting last June 21
of South Vietnam will be left
and disclosed Monday.
The North Vietnamese points for South Vietnamese people to
3 and 4 cover basically the decide, free from outside intersame ground as American point ference, in a free and demo3 and are combined for com- cratic presidential election
within six months of an agreeparison.
--American 1. Total withdrawal ment. The election will be run
from South Vietnam of all US. by an independent body repreforces and other foreign forces senting all political forces in
allied with the government of South Vietnam, will be under
International supervision and
South Vietnam within six will be open to all political
months of an agreement.
forces in South Vietnam. The
North Vietnamese 1. With- incumbent president and vice
drawal of totality of U.S. forces president of South Vietnam reand those otedier-foreipamme sign one month before the electries in U.S. camp from South tion, with the chairman of the
Vietnam and other Indochinese Senate assuming administrative
countries should be completed caretaker responsibilities exwithin 1971.
cept those pertaining to election. The United States will reAmerican 2.1tere of all main completely neutral and
military men and innocent ci- abide by the election's outvilians captured throughout In- come.
dochina carried out parallel
Both sides agree that South
with troop withdrawals.. Both Vietnam and other Indochina
_side's present eomplete Rai of

The federation, creating a
working relationship between
independent business at the
grass roots and members of
Congress, has the Inr*r_ilsciividual membership SI 11110-1
business organization M the
nation.
Its membership in all 50
states is polled regularly on
bills and issues affecting inat
dependent enterprise
Kentucky is one of 35'states in
national and state levels. Each which the crop Reporting
business and professional Service has been asked to
member has a voting privilege, conduct a special January
Votes from members in this survey to determine 1972
area are received and tabulated planting intentions of farmers.
by James C. Williams, chair-.----CrOps surveyed in Kentucky
man, who serves on a voluntary included corn, soybeans,
basis. He forwards the sorghum, oats, and barley. The
tabulation, together with the purpose of tins report is to give
signed ballots, to Congressman the Kentucky -Deparuneur
in Agriculture an
Stubblefield
Frank
early inWashington,- D.C., and also ‘. dication of farmers' intentions
advises Governor Wendell Ford to enable the department to
of the results,
assist growers in making such
Lamb is a graduate of the changes in their acreage plans
University of Kentucky with a as might appear desirable.
degree in business ad- Acreages actually planted this`
minstration. He is a member of year may be different than
the National Federation of Indicated because of several
Independent Businesses, Inc.,
faiteri,-auch as weather,
and a former member of the
economic conditions, seed and
Tobacco
National Association of
labor supply, farm programs,
Distributors, National Candy
how this report affects
Wholesale Association and a and
farmers' actions.
panel member of the young
The survey indicated that
executives division of the
Kentucky farmers intended to
National Associationof Tobacco
plant 1,239,000 acres of co
--rtillirs
Distributors.
season. This figure is 1Wper
than the acreage plante&M.
-nrilAN ALLEN
1:171. A large percentage Of
Revolutionary war hero, Kentucky farmers indicated an
Gen. Ethan Allen, who with a uncertainty as to how many
band of frontiersmen captured acres of corn they would acFort Ticonderoga, was born on tually plant,the survey showed.
Jan. 10, 1737.
In the 35 states,
comprising
,
S

•

-

Mayfield Pottery Is
Expected To Reopen
•
•

M.AYFIELD, Ky., Jan. 31 A Mayfield pottery, Sikeston
Ceramics, which ceased to operate earlier this month is expected to reopen soon under new
ownership.
Boise Cascade, of Boise, Idaho, which purchased the pottery
In December, 1969,_ announced
recently that it was closing the
plant as of Jan. 19 "due to deteriorating economic condiltions
resulting from a 21-week strike."
The Idaho firm at that time
said it was getting out of the
ceramics business.
The plant was struck Aug. 31
when members of Local 375,
Brotherhood of Pottery and Allied Workers, wine unable to
Wee OttI costriakt.

Voris Cresson, president of
Local 375, was reported to be
in Chicago today to sign a contract w i th the new owners,
whose identity hasn't been revealed.
Cresson said the membership
.of the local unanimously approved a new contract last Saturday, and that operations at
the plant, which manufactures
liquor decanters and cosmetics
containers, is expected to reopen
shortly, with top seniority personel returning to their jobs
first.
At the time of the strike last
summer, the plant employed 339
persons, exclusive of supervisory
and management personnel--

390

Value

Quarter Here!

Savings
and'ioafi
Murray Branch
Vain at 7th

I

-Party Treat
•
mod Nuts

I

Vicks
Vapo
Rub-

100.•

, Si lilt sTisiNI.e:ss

lOs

3 1 oz.

$117 Value

'

Giltte
Super
Stainless
Steel
Blades
$1.69 value

$1.19 Value

9

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

21992

Hewer
Top
_
Heart Candy_

ifettlfe
- Quantities Last

Certkel Shopping Cort1ar'..--Mizzciy. Ky

1 Pound Sox
$3.10 Value
**:

-Utility Table
135 95 Value

3 tier' "DELUXE
table with electrical
outlet and luctle
crome legs

0

$1"

$399 g

MAW

Brach's
it:
(J
1
Pbytex
-••••=.

30's

Sylvania
Sun Lamp
With Holder

Wink 'N Kiss
-Chocolates

4t:
•

Folding Cot With
Mattress

$1.79 Value

e

8-or

Brach's
Conversation Hearts

$988
312 88 Value

Assorted

TIoz

39'

Bag

Adjustable Ironing Board
Sucrets
Throat Lozenges
Sem TY".III.•••••••

55 75
Value

$399

turur,ous cuddle poOdles
or monkies 14 ' high

.• ,

Rocket
Cellophane
Tape

53'

Weaver creates scholarship
HOLLYWOOD (UPI, -Dennis Weaver of television's
"McCloud" has established
the Dennis Weaver Honor
scholarship fund at Missouri
Southern College in' Joplin,
Mo., where he attended.
.r11001.

Plush Valentine
Animals
$2.69 Value

24's
83C Value

197

270 Vah e

17

Double Pack of
Valentines

Johnson Baby
Kordite Trash Can Liners Shampoo (
20 Gallon

Box of 56

9110 Value

7oz
$1 29 Value

87
'

JAMES JOYCE
Death came to writer James
Joyce on Jan. 13, 1041, at the
oneo(58.
-

Noxzema Skin
Cream

47'

Value

VALENTINE DAY
FEB. 14th

`Shoe Brush
$1.19 Video -

77
'

9
9

Vision

99
$t

Fasteeth
Denture
Adhesive

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

4/4

98C Value

0 MR.P1
"41
...i0

ti4
P

MEDICO
Flair Pen

4

49C Value

Femlron Tablets
Supplement
'a
MSS Value

Iron

-

FILTER PIPES
* WORLD'S LARGEST
SELLING PIPES

GIVE
I bold Cigars
5.69 Value
'4.82

Clip This Coupon
Sweetheart Dishwashing'
Liquid

9,

1 MA
This tempo',

Coupon Good thru 2/6/7-2

Phone, 753-7101
f

4
*
d
e

FINEST SINCE IIISI

32oz

Kentucky Tried eiticket.

CIGARS
FOR
HIM

far
Valentine's
Day /

KAYWOODIE

Visine Eye
Drops
'ox
50 Value

,1

PIPE

8oz
$1 20 Value

(Murray Only)

_ his cm
$1.85."
"Don
one?" ,
Thin)
walked
the et
walked
up bet'
one," I
The I
up her
"I knot
both of
home f

We ip
night a
small
large. ,
wanted
freezer
to fix t

Goentity Rights
-Reserved

DRUG STORE

The 1
down I

A aur
passed
frs

Prices Good th

Radii

Fello
World'
accidei
four
depres;
and a
teenagi
&now v

AS
mornin
one sr
another

prfric

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Col. Slaw, Rolls

12th & Sycamore

1,im An Extra

23 59 73
46

I971-•

$1.25 Value

1111111111
& 11/411

0

* SPECIAL *

99

Rexall
Buffered

Kleenex Bathr
Tissue

The 41,000 acres of oats expected to be planted is only 77
per cent of the acreage of last
year's Kentucky farmers. Oats
acreage is down for the 35
states, also; down from 21.7
million acres in 1971 to the 20.8
million acre forecast predicted
by the survey.
Sorghum acreage in Kentucky is expected to be down
considerably from last year42,000 acres as compared to
60,000 in 1971. Total 35-state
sorghum plantings are expected
at 19.8 million, down 7 per cent
from the 21.3 million acres of

Reg. Box

of prisoners of war and innocent civilians, the withdrawal
of outside forces from Indochina, and the implementsof the principle .that. all
Wined forces of the countries
of Indochina must remain within their national frontiers. - North Vietnamese 8. Thorn
should be an international-1w
pervision.

American 8. There will be an
American 6. There will be a international guarantee for the
general cease-fire throughout fundamental national rights of
Indochina, to begin when the the Indochinese peoples, the
agreement is signed. As part of status of all the countries in Inthe cease-fire, there will be no, dochina, and lasting peace in
further infiltration of outside this region.
Both sides express their willforces into any of the countries
ingness to participate in an inof Indochina.
North Vietnamese 7. All the ternational conference for this
parties should achieve a cease- and other appropriate purposes.
North Vietanansie 9. There
fire after the signing of the
- Opal guaragreements on the
should be salarritali
the fundamental nafor
tinned problems.
antee
' )
tional rights of the Indochinese
American 7. There will be in- peoples, the neutrality of South
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia
ternational supervision of the
military aspects of this agree- and lasting peaco in the region.
ment, including the cease-fire
The abovi points toeft an integrated whole.
and its provisions, the release

rats
AV"

about 98 per cent of the nation's
corn acreage, survey replies •
indicated a total of 70 million
intended corn acres; down 4 per
cent from the 1971 mark of 72.9
million.
_ Continued expansion of the
soybean acreage in Kentucky
was the indication of the survey.
Farmers expect to plant 899,000
coming
of beans
year; up 17 per cent from last
year's mark. In the 35 states
surveyed, an increase of 4 per
cent is expected this season) up
to 44.3 million acres from the
1971 total of 42.8 million.
Kentucky barley acreage is
expected to be up 35 per cent
this year. Farmers surveyed
replied that they intended to
plant 100,000 acres,compared to
74,000 acres last year. Barley
acreage was down in the 35
states as a whole. A drop of 9
per cent is indicated from the
survey; from 10.9 million acres
of last year to the 9.7 million
IndicaNI by the iltirefFillis

ALL DAY THURSDAY

is existing among the Incountries alm0d-be
settled by the Indochinese parties on the basis of mutualrespect-for- independence, -sover.;et$11ty, and territorial integrity,
and noninterference in each
other's Internal affairs. As far
as it is concerned, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam is
prepared to join in resolving
such problems.

TOBACCO
DOLLARS

7.11M11110•111•Ii...

Survey Shows Crop
Acreage
F"
Farm Seim

_
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